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Abstract: This target article considers the relation of fluid cognitive functioning to general intelligence. A neurobiological model differentiating working memory/executive function cognitive processes of the prefrontal cortex from aspects of psychometrically defined general intelligence is presented. Work examining the rise in mean intelligence-test performance between normative cohorts, the neuropsychology and neuroscience of cognitive function in typically and atypically developing human populations, and stress, brain development, and corticolimbic connectivity in human and nonhuman animal models is reviewed and found to provide evidence of mechanisms through which early experience affects the development of an aspect of cognition closely related to, but distinct from, general intelligence. Particular emphasis is placed on the role of emotion in fluid cognition and on research indicating fluid cognitive deficits associated with early hippocampal pathology and with dysregulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis stress-response system. Findings are seen to be consistent with the idea of an independent fluid cognitive construct and to assist with the interpretation of findings from the study of early compensatory education for children facing psychosocial adversity and from behavior genetic research on intelligence. It is concluded that ongoing development of neurobiologically grounded measures of fluid cognitive skills appropriate for young children will play a key role in understanding early mental development and the adaptive success to which it is related, particularly for young children facing social and economic disadvantage. Specifically, in the evaluation of the efficacy of compensatory education efforts such as Head Start and the readiness for school of children from diverse backgrounds, it is important to distinguish fluid cognition from psychometrically defined general intelligence.
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1. Introduction

1.1. What is general intelligence?
Historically, theories of intelligence have focused on the identification of a single factor, referred to as psychometric g, that has been shown to underlie performance on tests of mental abilities (Spearman 1927). The single-factor theory reflects the fact that the various subtests of IQ measures correlate positively. Although several alternative interpretations exist as to just what this positive manifold among tests means, it is beyond question that a single mathematically derived factor can be extracted from tests of diverse mental abilities (Carroll 1993; Jensen 1998; see the edited volume by Sternberg & Grigorenko 2002). Jensen (1998) provides a comprehensive review of research on g, detailing the evidence for g and the relation of g to various real-world outcomes by using the method of correlated vectors. There are, however, numerous questions about g that are the subject of ongoing research and scientific exchange. In particular, questions about the unitary nature of g, the biological bases of g, and the extent to which g is itself reducible to known, theoretically tractable cognitive processes, are interrelated, overarching questions high on the priority list for intelligence researchers.

As a mathematically defined entity with large explanatory power, the general factor has been pervasive in the psychological literature for over one hundred years. However, it is important to keep in mind that...
psychometric g is not a thing in itself but a manifestation of some as yet undefined properties of brain structure and function. In fact, it is only in the last several decades that the underlying processes and functions through which g may be manifest have begun to be worked out in any detail, albeit with only limited success. For example, a general speed-of-processing hypothesis has been examined using measures of inspection time and reaction time. Although the conceptual relation of these measures to g is sound, a number of studies have shown that their empirical relation to g tends to be small (Crawford et al. 1998; Luciano et al. 2004). Similarly, a conceptually sound general synaptic plasticity thesis has been proposed as an underlying basis for g (Garlick 2002). However, although perhaps promising, the synaptic plasticity argument lacks specificity as to a clear relation between brain plasticity and intelligence and at present offers no way of measuring individual differences in plasticity that might correlate with psychometric g.

In apparent contrast to general speediness and plasticity explanations for g, work on fluid cognitive functions – those associated with general reasoning and problem-solving processes and referred to primarily as working memory (WM), executive function (EF), or fluid intelligence (gF) – seems to have shown some early and substantial promise in indicating that both the conceptual basis and neural structural basis for g may be close at hand. However, as is argued in section 3 and the sections that follow, this promise is perhaps more apparent than real. Given psychometric evidence for a relation between fluid cognition and psychometric g and the increasingly well-established neural basis for this relation, what has yet to be thoroughly examined is the growing body of evidence indicating that fluid cognitive functions are in some instances clearly dissociated from general intelligence. Evidence indicating dissociation of fluid cognitive functions from other aspects of g is something of a problem for research on human cognitive abilities because it calls into question some earlier conclusions and prior thinking about the general factor. In particular, dissociation of fluid cognitive functions from other indicators of mental abilities through which g is manifest suggests that some reconceptualization of human cognitive competence is needed and may indicate instances in which g has reached or exceeded the limits of its explanatory power.

Plainly stated, the central thesis of this target article is that currently available evidence indicates that, although fluid cognition appears highly similar to general intelligence in many instances, the association between fluid function and general intelligence is limited in ways that are important for understanding the development of cognitive competence in humans and its application across the lifespan. Furthermore, once the limits of the association between fluid cognition and g are recognized, the independent fluid cognitive construct can be seen to have a relevance to human behavior that may be as far reaching in its explanatory power, if not more so, than that associated with psychometric g. However, the limits of the association between fluid cognition and general intelligence may be most pronounced in populations in which specific environmental and/or genetic background factors are distinct from those of normative or typically developing populations. These instances help to “pull apart” fluid cognition and g, whereas ordinarily these two aspects of functioning covary to an extent that they appear to be unitary. Overall, the available evidence suggests that fluid cognition is an aspect of cognitive functioning that can be under considerable environmental influence both cumulatively over time and interactively within context in a way that indicates it to be a highly salient influence on behavior, but one that is distinct from general intelligence, psychometrically defined.

Several sources of evidence indicate dissociation of fluid cognition from g, and the purpose of this target article is to review this evidence and to consider its implications for understanding cognition and human behavior. The first source of evidence is psychometric and at the population level of analysis and concerns the worldwide rise in the mean level of mental test performance known as the Flynn effect. The second is neuroscientific and at the individual level and concerns evidence indicating fluid cognitive and learning impairments in humans and in animals with damage to a neural network integrating areas of the prefrontal cortex with structures of the brain’s limbic region. A third source of evidence is neuropsychological and concerns the extent to which cognitive impairments in identified developmental disorders are consistent with a pattern of dissociation between fluid cognitive functions and general intelligence. Having considered this evidence, work examining reciprocal interconnectivity among limbic brain structures associated with emotional reactivity and the stress response and prefrontal cortical structures associated with fluid cognition is reviewed. It is argued that this work indicates potentially large environmental influence on fluid functioning and thereby on aspects of cognition that many have previously taken to be central to general intelligence. In summary, it is suggested that evidence outlining environmental influence on fluid cognition may provide for an important advance in understanding the development of human cognitive ability.

2. Fluid cognition

2.1. What is fluid cognition?

Fluid cognitive functioning can be thought of as all-purpose cognitive processing not necessarily associated with any specific content domain and as involving the active or effortful maintenance of information, whether verbal or visual-spatial in working memory for purposes of planning and executing goal directed behavior (Baddeley 1986; Kane & Engle 2002). As a consequence, fluid functioning involves the inhibition of irrelevant, competing, or prepotent information likely to interfere with information maintenance and response execution and the alternate shifting and sustaining of attention important for organizing and executing sequential steps or actions. Furthermore, fluid functioning is for the most part distinguishable from cognitive functioning associated with previously acquired knowledge available in long-term store, referred to as crystallized intelligence (gC). It is important, however, not to overstate the distinction between fluid processes and other aspects of cognition or the overall unity of the processes that comprise fluid functioning. Fluid functions play some role in encoding and retrieving crystallized knowledge in long-term store (Braver et al. 2001; Ranganath et al. 2003), and although the overlap among information maintenance,
attention shifting, and interference resolution processes in completing complex tasks is considerable, these aspects of fluid cognition are distinguishable (Miyake et al. 2000) and associated to some extent with distinct patterns of brain activation as observed by using brain-imaging techniques (Smith & Jonides 1997; Sylvester et al. 2003). As a unitary entity, however, fluid function has been described in the psychological literature under a variety of terms, including executive function, executive attention, effortful control, and working memory capacity. Although researchers may emphasize one or another aspect of fluid functioning under the various terms, each essentially describes the same overarching construct, and for the remainder of this article the term fluid cognitive functioning is utilized as a primary descriptor for these integrated aspects of cognition and is used interchangeably to some extent with the term working memory and executive function.

2.2. Association between fluid cognition and general intelligence: Psychometric evidence

As domain general indicators of integrated cognitive processes involving information maintenance, attention shifting, and resistance to interference, measures of fluid cognition have not surprisingly demonstrated substantial relations with performance on measures of general intelligence (Engle et al. 1999b; Gustafsson 1984; 1988; Kyllonen & Christal 1990). Factor-analytic studies have demonstrated that measures of working memory correlate extremely highly (r’s > 0.90) with the general factor extracted from various measures of cognitive ability (Colom et al. 2004; Gustafsson 1988; Kyllonen 1996); and fluid functions have been shown in latent variable models to be essential aspects of general intelligence (Conway et al. 2003; Kane & Engle 2002; Siuß et al. 2002). Tests that directly measure fluid cognitive functions have higher g loadings than do other cognitive measures (i.e., they exhibit larger factor scores on the higher-order g factor extracted from hierarchical analysis of mental test batteries; see Colom et al. 2004; Gustafsson 1984; 1988). And working memory capacity, defined as the amount of information that can be actively maintained in the presence of conflicting or distracting information, has been shown to underlie performance on a variety of tests of mental abilities, including measures of general intelligence (Carpenter et al. 1990; Engle et al. 1999b; Kyllonen & Christal 1990).

2.3. Association between fluid cognition and general intelligence: Evidence from brain imaging

Furthermore, not only do psychometric data indicate the centrality of fluid cognition in the study of general intelligence (e.g., Engle et al. 1999b; Siuß et al. 2002), studies examining brain structures and neural interconnectivity that support fluid cognitive functions (Braver et al. 1997; MacDonald et al. 2000; Smith & Jonides 1997) indicate a high degree of overlap within the brain between fluid cognition and general intelligence (Duncan et al. 2000; Prabhakaran et al. 1997; Thompson et al. 2001). Structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has indicated positive correlations between IQ and gray matter in the prefrontal cortex (PFC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and has shown frontal gray matter, as with IQ, to be highly heritable (Thompson et al. 2001; Wilke et al. 2003; but see Haier et al. 2004 for evidence indicating a more distributed structural neural basis for intelligence). And functional brain imaging has consistently demonstrated activations in dorsolateral areas of the PFC in response to working memory tasks that are highly similar to activations observed in response to measures of general intelligence such as Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test (Duncan et al. 2000; Prabhakaran et al. 1997). By demonstrating increasing PFC activation with parametric increase in the working memory load or cognitive control demand of tasks performed during imaging, these studies have linked the PFC to fluid cognition (Braver et al. 1997; MacDonald et al. 2000; Rypma et al. 1999) and present an apparent neurocognitive basis for general intelligence (Duncan et al. 2000; Gray et al. 2003). Using positron emission tomography, brain activation in dorsolateral PFC, and to some extent ACC, has been selectively associated with high g cognitive tasks (Duncan et al. 2000). Furthermore, PFC activation in response to diverse tasks has indicated that the integration of information in working memory, such as verbal and spatial information, or maintenance of information in working memory while executing subsidiary tasks (i.e., cognitive control functions that would seem to be the hallmark of general intelligence), is associated with greater PFC activation than that associated with either task on its own (Koechlin et al. 1999; Prabhakaran et al. 2000). Furthermore, study of individual differences in intelligence and activation in the PFC by using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) found performance on Raven’s matrices test to be positively correlated with individual level of left lateral PFC activation in response to the 3-back condition of an n-back working memory task (Gray et al. 2003).

The relation between activation in the PFC and performance on working memory tasks and tests of intelligence, however, is not one such that greater activation necessarily equals higher performance. Examinations of individual differences in working memory capacity indicate higher levels of PFC activation at moderate working memory loads in adults with limited working memory capacity relative to adults with greater working memory capacity. Change in activation in the PFC in response to increasing working memory load demonstrates an inverted U shape with increasing activation at initial load levels followed by decreasing activation once a capacity set point is exceeded (Callicott et al. 1999; Goldberg et al. 1998; Rypma et al. 1999). Increased frontal activation in individuals with lower working memory capacity appears to reflect processing inefficiency in the PFC and is similar to the finding of an inverse relation between cerebral glucose metabolism and IQ as reported by Haier (1993; see also Haier et al. 2003).

Increased PFC activation as observed in imaging studies of brain activation in response to measures of general intelligence reflects the curvilinear relation between PFC activation and working memory load, indicating relative activation at high working memory load. For example, in the study by Gray et al. (2003), the relation between change in PFC activation and intelligence was observed only in the high working memory load 3-back condition of the task. Furthermore, this relation was specific to
trials in which attention and inhibition demand was very high because of the presence of lure stimuli (i.e., recently viewed stimuli in the 2-, 4-, or 5-back position). In the study by Gray et al., individuals exhibiting higher left lateral PFC activation in this highly demanding 3-back “lure trial” condition tended to score higher on Raven’s matrices test.

Experimental and brain-imaging research strongly suggests that fluid cognitive processes of the PFC play a prominent role in higher-order cognition and that the brain structures and neural interconnectivity that support fluid functions may serve as the neural substrate for general intelligence. It is important not to map cognitive functions directly onto specific cortical areas, however, but to recognize the distributed nature of certain types of information processing in the brain in which the PFC and ACC may play central roles (Carpenter et al. 2000; Cohen et al. 1997). For example, brain-imaging studies of working memory and fluid intelligence have observed temporal, parietal, occipital, and cerebellar activations in addition to activation in distinct regions of the PFC (Cabeza et al. 2002; Duncan et al. 2000; Gray et al. 2003; Prabhakaran et al. 1997). Structural MRI has also indicated relations between IQ and brain volumes in parietal, occipital, and temporal as well as frontal cortical areas (Haier et al. 2004). Furthermore, studies of cognitive impairment associated with cerebellar dysfunction, in particular, indicate a potentially large role for the cerebellar vermis in coordinating fluid cognitive functions (Teicher et al. 2003), in much the same way that the cerebellum provides a neural foundation for the coordination of balance and movement (Schmahmann 1998). And examinations of the role of limbic structures in fluid cognition, particularly the hippocampus, as reviewed in section 5, but also the thalamus (Van der Werf et al. 2000; 2003), indicate prominent roles for these brain structures in tasks associated with prefrontal cortical activity.

Furthermore, the PFC is not a unitary entity but is composed of distinct areas. Although dorsolateral areas of the PFC have been primarily associated with working memory and general intelligence (Duncan et al. 2000), imaging studies of working memory indicate lateralized activations associated with verbal versus visual-spatial types of information and information updating and more ventral medial activations associated with information maintenance (Cohen et al. 1997; Rypma et al. 1999; Smith et al. 1996). Also, orbitofrontal and ventral medial areas of the PFC are associated with performance on fluid cognitive tasks that involve some reward component or in which some positive or negative emotion is evoked (Davidson 2002). Similarly, studies employing fMRI have demonstrated activation in the ACC to be associated with error detection and performance-monitoring processes (Bush et al. 2000; MacDonald et al. 2000) and, most significantly for present purposes, have demonstrated the ACC to be comprised of cognitive and emotional divisions that interact reciprocally in response to specific types of information (Bush et al. 2000). Overall, evidence for relations between areas of the PFC and ACC and specific aspects of cognition and emotion suggest that a variety of influences, particularly those associated with emotional arousal and the stress response, may impact fluid cognitive functioning and its apparent similarity to general intelligence.

3. Fluid cognition and general intelligence: Evidence for dissociation in adults

3.1. Evidence from the Flynn effect: Rising mean IQ and dissociation of fluid skills and general intelligence

Caveats about whole brain processing and the role of diverse brain structures in studies of working memory and general intelligence are more than just gentle reminders to think broadly about brain function and mental ability. Although brain-imaging and psychometric findings present a striking convergence of evidence seemingly in support of a fluid cognitive basis for general intelligence, a number of sources provide contravening evidence indicating that fluid skills cannot be g. Most prominent, perhaps, is the rapid secular rise in IQ over the past century known as the Flynn effect (Flynn 1984; 1997; 1999). Flynn’s examinations of IQ gains have indicated that gains are particularly large, in fact, massive, on tests of fluid skills. Most noteworthy is the finding that gains are greatest, upward of 15 points in a single generation, on Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test, a test previously thought to be a relatively pure measure of psychometric g and, as already noted, one that is highly dependent on fluid cognition and the integrity of the PFC. Mean IQ gains on measures more closely tied to crystallized intelligence, however, are considerably smaller and become increasingly small the closer intelligence subtests come to measuring purely crystallized aspects of cognition. The very rapid and substantial rise in scores on measures of fluid intelligence without a concurrent rise of similar magnitude in crystallized skills suggests dissociation of fluid cognitive functions from g.

The indication of change in fluid skills independent of g has been further substantiated by analysis of measurement invariance in data from successive normative cohorts on a variety of intelligence tests (Wicherts et al. 2004). Gains in IQ on each of the tests examined could not be accounted for by increases in the common factor, g, but were shown to reflect systematic sources of variance between normative cohorts in specific subtests. However, not all observed gains were in the fluid realm of cognition; gains were also observed in crystallized content. And not all fluid subtests demonstrated gains. Furthermore, decreasing scores were observed in some cohorts, although these decreases were primarily among recent cohorts and associated with crystallized knowledge. At the very least, the analysis clearly lends itself to the conclusion that intelligence tests are not measurement invariant between cohorts and that, while some increase in general intelligence appears to have occurred, change associated with rising mean IQ is, by and large, subtest specific.

The historical data on mean increases in IQ strongly suggest the presence of environmental influences on fluid cognitive skills that led to a rise in fluid cognition independent of g. As mean increases have occurred too rapidly to be attributable to genetic selection, it is clear that increases in IQ as measured by several widely used tests of intelligence most likely reflect social changes that impacted specific cognitive functions associated with performance on specific measures. As noted by Flynn (1999), if the change were in the general factor, this would indicate a mean level of cognitive functioning in entire
3.2. Clinical evidence: Dissociation of fluid skills and general intelligence

As with the Flynn effect but at the individual rather than population level, findings from clinical neuropsychological work provide further evidence indicating dissociation of prefrontally based fluid cognitive functions from general intelligence. Here, with the emphasis on a decrease rather than a rise in fluid intelligence, adults with damage to the dorsolateral PFC perform very poorly on fluid cognitive tasks but exhibit measured general intelligence within the normal range (Duncan et al. 1995; Waltz et al. 1999). In fact, individuals with damage to the dorsolateral PFC exhibit scores on measures of fluid intelligence that are one to three standard deviations below their scores on measures assessing primarily crystallized intelligence. Such data can easily be taken, and have been previously by many, as support for what would seem to be the erroneous conclusion that prefrontally based fluid skills are unrelated to intelligence! However, adult patients with lesions to the PFC demonstrate intact IQ relative to matched controls as assessed by the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Adults (WAIS) while simultaneously exhibiting substantial postmorbid fluid-intelligence deficits as measured by the Cattell Culture Fair Test (Duncan et al. 1995). In essence, whereas the crystallized IQ of these individuals is in the normal range, fluid IQ scores are in the range of mental retardation. No such discrepancy is observed among matched controls who, in fact, exhibit fluid-intelligence scores equivalent to or higher than their WAIS scores. Further examination of the deficit displayed on measures of fluid IQ in patients with frontal lesions but intact IQ as assessed by the WAIS indicates that performance is dramatically impaired by the requirement of holding multiple relations in mind simultaneously when attempting to solve problems adapted from Raven’s matrices test. Individuals with prefrontal damage exhibit no deficits on problems whose solution requires holding in mind no relations or only one relation, but exhibit a near inability to solve problems involving two or more relations (Waltz et al. 1999).

Although seemingly contradictory, given the apparent relation between fluid cognition and general intelligence in typically developing populations, these fascinating results become remarkably clear in light of the fact that the WAIS, perhaps more than any other widely used measure of intelligence, disproportionately assesses crystallized intelligence (Ashton et al. 2001; McGrew 1997). Implications of the discrepancy observed by Duncan et al. (1995) and Waltz et al. (1999) for understanding intelligence and what it is that intelligence tests measure, however, are far from clear. Duncan et al. reason that perhaps the WAIS represents knowledge already acquired and therefore intact, whereas tests of fluid intelligence represent skills through which crystallized knowledge was acquired in the past and further knowledge would be acquired in the future. However, their data cannot readily address such an interpretation. For one, there would need to be some indication that the ability to acquire new types of crystallized information is dramatically impaired in patients with frontal lesions. Duncan et al.’s interpretation is speculative, and their data are not longitudinal and can offer no insight into the developmental relation between fluid and crystallized skills. However, there are data available to address this important point and the following sections examine the viability of such a developmental hypothesis.

4. Fluid cognition and general intelligence: Evidence for dissociation in children

4.1. Developmental evidence: Typical development

The idea that fluid intelligence (gF) precedes or paves the way for the development of crystallized intelligence (gC) is not new. Cattell and Horn, the originators of the gF-gC theory of intelligence, proposed several reciprocal developmental relations between fluid and crystallized intelligence (Cattell 1971; Horn & Cattell 1967). Cattell and Horn theorized that gF would be a precursor to gC because fluid skills would facilitate and enhance the acquisition of crystallized knowledge. Limited examinations of this investment hypothesis, however, have failed to provide strong support for a directional relation between gF and gC. Similarly, the authors hypothesized that the gF-gC distinction would not be prominent in young children. As with the body of research examining change in diverse cognitive abilities in the study of cognitive aging, however, the gF-gC distinction is present early in the life span and the developmental course of diverse cognitive abilities remains distinct (Horn & Hofer 1992; Horn & Noll 1997; McArdle et al. 2002). Analysis of intellectual abilities from age 2 to 95 years in an accelerated longitudinal design with the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational Battery—Revised (WJ-R) found that “the functions describable as broad fluid reasoning (gF) and acculturated crystallized knowledge (gC) are separable entities that have different growth patterns” (McArdle et al. 2002, p. 134). Distinct patterns hold for several distinguishable aspects of cognitive ability across the life span. Furthermore, rates of change noted by McArdle et al. (2002) are particularly rapid in early childhood such that change in fluid skills over a single year in childhood is equivalent to change over an 11-year span in adulthood. For crystallized skills, change over a single year in
childhood is equivalent to change over the entire adult life span.

The gF-gC distinction has also been prominent in the study of cognitive aging for some time as evidenced by the relatively greater stability in crystallized as opposed to fluid function (Schaie 1994). Neurobiological evidence suggests that fluid decline with age is associated with alterations in the neurobiology of the PFC and reduced efficiency in processing of information in the PFC (Braver & Barch 2002; Cabeza et al. 2002; West 1996). As with neurobiological evidence in research on cognitive aging, it is likely that influences on the neurobiology of the PFC also play some role in the development of fluid cognition independent of general intelligence early in the life span. However, lifespan analysis examining differentiation of cognitive abilities at different ages, while indicating general differentiation in all age groups, indicates that gF-gC correlation is somewhat larger among the very young and the very old (Li et al. 2004), perhaps suggesting some directional relation of gF to gC at the extremes of the life span. Alternatively, it may be that fluid cognition plays a particularly important role in intelligence-test performance in the very young and the very old and, for this reason, gF and gC appear more highly related in these age groups.

In contrast to research on cognitive aging, however, the examination of the gF-gC distinction in children has not been extensive. The reason could be that relations between IQ and fluid cognition labeled as executive function (EF) or working memory are not strong given the limited assessment of gF currently available in many widely used intelligence tests (Woodcock 1990). The study of fluid function under the label of EF in children, however, is a rapidly growing area of research in which the definition of EF employed is essentially identical to that used by individuals studying working memory and intelligence in adults. Specifically, when cognitive researchers working with child populations define EF as the maintenance of an appropriate problem-solving set involving mental representation of a given task and goal state within a limited-capacity central processing system (Welsh & Pennington 1988), they are describing cognitive processes that are being studied under the name of working memory in adults (e.g., Carpenter et al. 1990; Conway et al. 2002; Prabhakaran et al. 1997; 2000). The few studies examining the relation of measures of working memory and EF to measures of intelligence in typically developing children have indicated some overlap between fluid skills and intelligence as well as unique variance in school achievement associated with each. For example, whereas one study identified substantial overlap between measures of working memory and gF measured by Raven’s matrices test (de Jong & Das-Smaal 1995), a finding highly similar to the adult literature (Engle et al. 1999b), another found that EF tasks predicted unique variance in math achievement over and above that associated with a widely used estimate of Wechsler full-scale IQ (Bull & Scerif 2001). Here again, because of the underrepresentation of fluid skills in the Wechsler batteries, use of the Wechsler would be expected to result in unexplained variance associated with EF measures. Furthermore, and perhaps most interesting for present purposes, factor-analytic examinations of various EF tasks have demonstrated that the tasks are largely unrelated to performance on measures of intelligence assessing primarily crystallized knowledge (Espy et al. 1999; Krikorian & Bartok 1998; Pennington 1997; Welsh et al. 1991).

4.2. Developmental disorders in children

A further source of evidence relevant to the developmental differentiation of fluid skills from g is provided by the study of cognitive impairment among individuals with specific developmental disorders. Studies examining a variety of developmental disorders of childhood indicate that children with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), early and continuously treated phenylketonuria (PKU), and specific learning disabilities (LDs) exhibit impaired performance on measures of EF but general intelligence in the normal range (Barkeley 1997; Berlin 2003; Diamond et al. 1997; McLean & Hitch 1999; Stanovich et al. 1997; Swanson 1999). Furthermore, some studies have identified specific patterns of fluid deficits associated with different disorders. In an examination of four developmental disorders, ADHD, autism, conduct disorder (CD), and Tourette syndrome (TS), consistent EF deficits were identified in ADHD and autism but not CD and TS. More severe deficits relative to IQ-matched controls were observed in autism compared with ADHD. In contrast, children with ADHD exhibited greater deficits in inhibitory processes relative to autism (Pennington & Ozonoff 1996).

Prima facie developmental evidence for the distinction between fluid cognitive functions and measures of g is provided by work on specific LDs, as defined in the United States. In LD as defined in the United States, deficits in fluid cognition impair learning and academic achievement, but general intelligence is in the normal range. Examination of EF in studies of both reading and math disability have indicated fluid cognitive impairments in comparisons with age-matched and, to some extent, ability-matched (i.e., younger) controls. Differences in the maintenance of information in working memory and in executive control, but also in speed of processing, have been noted in the presence of measured intelligence in the normal range (Bull & Scerif 2001; McLean & Hitch 1999; Pennington 1997; Sikora et al. 2002; Swanson & Sachse-Lee 2001; Willcutt et al. 2001).

Although fluid cognitive deficits are certainly not the only problem that children with LD as defined in the United States face, these problems can be substantial and would appear to contribute to the observed discrepancy between measured intelligence and academic achievement for these individuals. In reading disability, for example, difficulty with word identification has been related by using fMRI to decreased brain activation in two posterior left hemisphere systems associated with phonological processing (McCandliss & Noble 2003; Pugh et al. 2001). However, young impaired readers also exhibit lesser PFC activation on some phonological tasks than do non-impaired readers, suggesting some fluid cognitive involvement in reading impairment. Most interesting, older dyslexic readers demonstrate larger frontal activations in response to phonological tasks than do non-impaired readers (Shawvitz et al. 2002). Such a pattern of activation may suggest a compensatory effort whereby poor readers come to draw more heavily on fluid functions when engaged in a reading task.
Additionally, such increased activation may also indicate reduced processing efficiency in the PFC of impaired readers. Here, frontal activations in comparisons of non-impaired and dyslexic readers suggest that fluid cognitive deficits will impair reading progress both for non-impaired readers and for individuals with dyslexia and that the severity of reading difficulty will be greatest among individuals exhibiting fluid-function deficits in combination with posterior phonological processing-system deficits.

Given fluid cognitive deficits and the demonstrated interrelation of anterior and posterior brain function in the study of reading and reading disability, it is interesting to ask whether there might be a developmental relation between fluid cognitive deficits and intelligence in children with LD. Do problems with fluid cognition and with crystallized processes associated with phonological processing and word recognition lead developmentally to lower IQ for these children? In a particularly powerful design for examining this question, twin pairs in which one of the twins had a reading disability but the other did not were assessed using Wechsler full-scale IQ and measures of fluid cognition (Pennington 1997). Although IQ was in the normal range for all participants, twins with reading disability exhibited lower full-scale IQ than did unaffected co-twins, and both affected and unaffected twins exhibited lower full-scale IQ than did a matched control sample of twins in which neither twin had a reading disability. Furthermore, both affected and unaffected twins in the reading-disability twin pairs exhibited reduced EF in comparison with the matched control twin pairs. Overall, the control twins were found to have higher IQ and EF than both the typically developing twin and the reading disabled twin in a linear pattern of results that would seem to indicate that cognitive deficits associated with reading impairment lead to delayed development of general intelligence. However, the absence of IQ subscale information on performance and verbal IQ components of the Wechsler battery, which are generally associated with fluid and crystallized aspects of intelligence, respectively, limits inference. It may be that some proportion of the full-scale IQ difference both within and between the reading-impaired and non-impaired twin pairs is attributable specifically to reduced performance or verbal IQ.

4.3. Research on schizophrenia and phenylketonuria

Findings indicating a relative performance IQ or verbal IQ deficit in the measurement of intelligence in reading disability would be of some interest given evidence for fluid cognitive impairments and performance IQ deficits in the presence of full-scale IQ and verbal IQ in the normal range in schizophrenia (Egan et al. 2001). Although examinations of premorbid and postmorbid IQ among schizophrenics suggest full-scale IQ decline with disease onset, estimation of premorbid full-scale IQ has been based on postmorbid reading and language scores and, for this reason, inference regarding premorbid to postmorbid IQ change should be viewed with caution. The performance IQ subscales of the Wechsler battery have higher fluid cognitive demand than do the verbal intelligence scales, and patients with schizophrenia exhibit deficits in abstraction and attention greater than would be expected from postmorbid verbal and full-scale IQ. In fact, performance IQ decrements appear in some instances to account for most, if not all, of the full-scale IQ discrepancy observed between patients and matched controls (Kremen et al. 2001). Estimation of premorbid full-scale IQ by relying on reading ability and academic achievement would therefore be invalid to the extent that premorbid performance IQ may have been significantly lower than premorbid verbal IQ. Evidence for just such a discrepancy is provided by two studies, one a prospective cohort study and the other a case-control design. Both indicate substantial increase in risk for schizophrenia associated with premorbid fluid-skills deficits and with significantly low premorbid performance IQ relative to verbal IQ in individuals developing the disorder (Amminger et al. 2000; Gunnell et al. 2002).

However, population-based cohort data from the Israeli Draft Board indicate that adolescents diagnosed as suffering from schizophrenia and adolescents identified as having schizotypal personality disorder (SPD) score lower than do healthy adolescents not only on fluid intelligence as measured by Raven’s matrices test but also on measures of crystallized intelligence as assessed by the WAIS-R arithmetic subtest and by a modified Otis-type verbal intelligence test (Weiser et al. 2003). It is important to note that adolescents with schizophrenia and those with SPD in this population had significantly fewer years of education than did normal controls. Controls had an average 11.23 years of education (SD = 1.65) at the time of draft-board assessment while individuals with SPD had 9.06 (SD = 3.35) and those with schizophrenia 7.38 (SD = 3.74) years of education. The authors of this study elected not to control for years of education in analyses of differences in cognitive function between groups, citing Meehl’s description of the matching fallacy that “disease in an individual both impedes education and impairs cognitive abilities measured in intelligence tests” (Weiser et al. 2003, p. 37). Although not controlling for years of education in this context is certainly a defensible choice in analysis, it is plausible that doing so would have indicated levels of crystallized ability appropriate for level of education in the SPD and schizophrenic groups but deficits in fluid function.

Further support for the idea that early fluid-skills deficits may be characteristic of risk for schizophrenia and responsible for observed low-normal full-scale IQ in individuals with schizophrenia is provided by examinations of neuropsychological profiles among adult patients, their unaffected siblings, and matched controls. These studies indicate that cognitive differences among the groups are primarily observed in tests of fluid skills. Comparison of patients with controls has indicated substantial deficits in neuropsychological tasks requiring abstraction and attention and has demonstrated that these deficits are most pronounced in patients with lower full-scale IQ (Kremen et al. 2001). Of further interest, studies of patients, siblings, and controls indicate that fluid-skills deficits relative to matched controls are present in the siblings of schizophrenic patients, suggesting an underlying fluid cognitive liability for the disorder (Egan et al. 2001). It is important to note, however, that measures of achievement and full-scale IQ as assessed by the WAIS discriminate patients from siblings and from matched controls, but do not discriminate patients’ siblings from matched controls. In contrast, measures of fluid skills do tend to discriminate all
three groups, with discrimination between siblings and matched controls being largest for siblings of probands exhibiting impaired cognition on the particular measure being examined. As with the findings of Duncan et al. (1995) and Waltz et al. (1999) in the study of adults with lesions of the PFC, normal full-scale IQ as measured by the WAIS is observed in the presence of fluid-skills deficits in adults with schizophrenia and their unaffected siblings. These studies identify normal to low-normal crystallized IQ and achievement in schizophrenic patients and their siblings in the presence of deficits in types of fluid abilities that are highly correlated with general intelligence.

It is important to point out, however, that intelligence in schizophrenia has been of necessity studied almost exclusively with adult samples. Bedwell et al. (1999) provide perhaps the only developmental data on schizophrenia in childhood. Although their study sample is small, reflecting the rarity of childhood-onset schizophrenia, findings indicated a lack of raw-score change with age on the information subtest of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC), an aspect of crystallized intelligence, in addition to deficits in subtests with a fluid component, namely, picture arrangement and block design. The lack of raw-score change indicates a failure to demonstrate developmentally normative increases in general knowledge and would seem to be at variance with the literature on intelligence in schizophrenia in adulthood, which suggests little crystallized deficit. Furthermore, the lack of raw-score change in the information subtest was correlated with post-psychotic hippocampal volume. Given findings discussed in section 5.2 indicating a strong relation between hippocampal volume and fluid cognition in schizophrenia (Weinberger et al. 1992), these data lend themselves to the interpretation that the fluid deficits of patients with childhood-onset schizophrenia impair the acquisition of new information and that this, in part, contributes to observed full-scale IQ declines. Such an association would be consistent with a developmental relation between fluid and crystallized intelligence, and perhaps the study by Bedwell et al. (1999) provides one source of data supporting this relation in childhood.

A second source of evidence regarding the developmental relation between fluid and crystallized ability is provided by the study of the cognitive development of children with phenylketonuria (PKU). Children with the inborn error of metabolism that limits the synthesis of phenylalanine (Phe) develop severe mental retardation if levels of Phe are not controlled through a strict dietary regimen. The buildup of Phe reflects the failure of the synthesis of Phe into Tyrosine (Tyr), a dopamine precursor. Given the predominant role of dopamine in the function of the prefrontal cortex (Sawaguchi & Goldman-Rakic 1991), also described in section 5.2 and the sections that follow, reduced levels of Tyr are associated with fluid cognitive impairments in children treated early and continuously for PKU (Diamond et al. 1997; Welsh et al. 1990). Specifically, although reduction of Phe prevents severe mental retardation, it results in lower levels of Tyr and reduced dopaminergic function in the PFC, leading to impaired ability on measures of fluid skills in children treated early and continuously for PKU (Diamond & Herbert 1996; Diamond et al. 1997; Puglisi-Allegri et al. 2000).

Given the presence of fluid cognitive deficits in PKU, it is of some interest that individuals with PKU tend to exhibit IQ and academic achievement in the low-normal range. Although it is not certain that fluid cognitive impairment is responsible for the low-normal full-scale IQ of children with PKU, this may be the case, as the cognitive abilities of children with PKU on a variety of other tasks associated with intelligence do not appear to be impaired (Diamond et al. 1997). In one of the few studies, if not the only one, to examine the performance versus verbal IQ distinction in children with PKU, a significant decrement in performance IQ relative to verbal IQ was observed at age eight years (Griffiths et al. 2000). Deficits relative to the population norm were observed in all performance IQ subtests, including the block design, object assembly, picture completion, picture arrangement, and coding subtests. Interestingly, a deficit was also noted in one verbal IQ subtest—the information subtest—but not in the similarities, arithmetic, vocabulary, and comprehension subtests. The pattern of results involving performance IQ deficits and a deficit in only the information subtest of the verbal IQ subscales is striking in its similarity to that of Bedwell et al. (1999) in the study of intelligence in childhood-onset schizophrenia and provides further evidence of specific dissociation of fluid and crystallized cognitive abilities early in the life span.

5. Developmental neuroscience of cognition and emotion

5.1. Neuroscience of developing fluid cognition

The evidence reviewed to this point offers little support for a close association between fluid cognition and general intelligence. Evidence for the unity of working memory and g notwithstanding, a number of studies suggest dissociation of fluid cognitive functions from g. On the one hand, it would seem without question that the ability to integrate diverse information in working memory is central to human reasoning and problem-solving ability and thereby to general intelligence (Duncan 2001; Miller & Cohen 2001; Prabhakaran et al. 2000). But given the discrepant evidence outlined in sections 3 and 4, what exactly is the relation between fluid functioning and general intelligence? If fluid cognitive functions are somehow less central to g than was once thought, then what do we know about the development of fluid cognition and how can this knowledge shed light on the idea that fluid functions can appear so central to intelligence in one instance and yet so distinct in another? Furthermore, what are the implications of dissociation of fluid cognition and g for understanding cognitive development and the assessment of human cognitive abilities and what is the state of measurement available for this assessment? These are central questions, relevant to both basic and applied science study of human cognitive function; relevant to basic science understanding of brain-behavior relations in the study of cognitive ability and relevant to applied science understanding of how to best measure and support mental development and the real-world functioning to which it is related.

Fortunately, neuroscientific study of fluid cognition offers some insight into why fluid functions are to some extent distinct from g and what this means for the relation of fluid cognition to real-world competence. Specifically, it is well established that areas of the PFC and ACC known...
to be important for fluid cognitive functions and performance on tests of fluid intelligence (Braver et al. 1997; Duncan et al. 2000; Gray et al. 2003; Prabhakaran et al. 2000) are extensively and reciprocally interconnected with limbic and brain-stem structures associated with emotional reactivity, the stress response, and autonomic function (Allman et al. 2001; Bush et al. 2000; Diorio et al. 1993; Drevets & Raichle 1998; LeDoux 1999; Paus 2001; see the edited volume by Uylings et al. 2000). In combination, prefrontal, limbic, and brain-stem structures integrate cognitive, emotional, and autonomic responses to stimulation with the primary implication of such reciprocal innervation and regulation being that prefrontally mediated fluid cognitive processes directly influence and, most important for present purposes, are influenced by emotional and autonomic responses to stimulation (Erickson et al. 2003; de Kloet et al. 1999; Groenewegen & Uylings 2000; Kaufman & Charney 2001). A traditional view of reasoning ability as distinct from or liable only to disruption from emotional arousal has been replaced by a model in which cognitive, emotional, and autonomic responses work in concert to organize patterns of behavior (Davidson 2002; Van Eden & Buijs 2000).

5.2. A neural basis for cognition-emotion reciprocity in fluid cognition

The integration of cognitive, emotional, and autonomic responses to stimulation in the PFC is directly relevant to understanding fluid cognition and its distinction from psychometric g. What this integration means is that in order to understand fluid cognition it is important to understand that the prefrontal cortical structures and functions thought to closely reflect g are dependant to some extent on brain structures and functions that underlie emotional reactivity and the stress response. Brain structures that subserve working memory, attention shifting, and inhibitory control, all aspects of fluid cognition, and those that subserve emotional and stress reactivity are integrated in what is referred to as a corticolimbic circuit, that is, a circuit of reciprocal neural interconnectivity among dorsolateral, ventromedial, and orbitofrontal areas of the PFC, the ACC, and amygdaloid and hippocampal structures of the limbic system. The functioning of this neural interconnectivity in part underlies performance on fluid cognitive tasks such that dysfunction in one component of the system is likely to lead to difficulty in the self-regulation of cognition, emotion, and behavior (Davidson 2002; Posner & Rothbart 2000).

Brain-imaging studies of the processing of attention-and emotion-related information in the PFC and ACC indicate the integrated and reciprocal relation between affect and cognition in the brain. Distinct regions of the ACC are activated in response to cognitive tasks and to stimuli eliciting emotional arousal (Bush et al. 2000; Drevets & Raichle 1998). Similarly, examinations of intentional reappraisal of emotional arousal and of changes in emotional state associated with emotionally arousing stimuli have indicated reciprocal prefrontal cortical-limbic activation (Mayberg et al. 1999; Ochsner et al. 2002). With reappraisal of negative emotion and recovery from sadness and depression, prefrontal and cognitive ACC activation is increased and limbic and emotional ACC activation is decreased. During periods of negative affect without reappraisal, however, limbic and emotional ACC activation is increased and prefrontal and cognitive ACC activation is decreased. Such reciprocal interconnectivity of emotion and cognition in the brain is highly consistent with the idea that fluid cognitive functioning is goal directed. Working memory and cognitive control processes are utilized in the service of specific goals related to problem solving and learning. However, at high levels of emotional arousal, fluid cognitive functions become inhibited, and impairments in the control of attention, working memory, and inhibitory control are more likely to occur.

In the study of emotion-cognition reciprocity in the brain, the amygdala has been shown to play a central role in threat detection and fear reactivity (LeDoux 1995; 1996), directing attention to ambiguity and enhancing vigilance in response to uncertainty (Whalen 1998). Such a role is in keeping with evidence that the amygdala directs cognitive and autonomic responses to sources of potential threat (Davidson 2002). Very high levels of threat or fear are thought to activate a relatively automatic link between the amygdala and the “fight/flight” response of the sympathetic branch of the autonomic nervous system that essentially bypasses or inhibits higher-order fluid cognitive appraisal and response processing of threat-related stimuli (LeDoux 1996). Such an automatic response to threat would confer a substantial evolutionary advantage and, as such, would tend to be highly conserved across species. Electrophysiological and brain-imaging evidence in human and nonhuman models attests to the reciprocal modulation of activity between the amygdala and the PFC in response to fear-evoking stimuli. Direct electrical recording of brain activity in rats through electrodes implanted in dorsolateral PFC and amygdala has demonstrated that decreased activity in the PFC in response to fear-evoking stimulation is attributable to increased amygdala activity (Garcia et al. 1999). Similarly, brain imaging in humans has demonstrated that perceptual processing of fear-evoking stimuli is associated with amygdala activation whereas cognitive evaluation of these stimuli is associated with increased PFC activation and decreased amygdala activation (Hariri et al. 2003).

Furthermore, amygdala activation plays an important role in the formation of highly stable long-term memories associated with stressful and highly emotionally arousing events (McGaugh et al. 1996; Roozendaal 2000). The mechanism through which the amygdala performs this function is modulation of stress hormones known to be important for memory storage. Such a system is highly adaptive in unpredictable environments, serving to promote survival by instantiating relatively automatic sympathetic responsivity to indicators of impending threat or harm. However, in the instance of extreme trauma, the relative automaticity associated with this memory system, as an aspect of corticolimbic connectivity, appears to be highly detrimental to the effortful cognitive regulation of emotion, cognition, and behavior, as in the occurrence of post-traumatic stress disorder.

Effortful cognitive control by the PFC of negative emotion and stress reactivity associated with the amygdala would seem to be the norm rather than the exception and to occur through reciprocal connectivity of the ventromedial and orbitofrontal regions of the PFC, the hippocampus, and the amygdala (Davidson 2002; Davidson et al. 2000). Ventromedial PFC appears to be central in
representing the emotional valence of stimuli, and its integrity is essential for holding in mind and acting on information of motivational significance to the organism. Disruption of the ventromedial PFC results in difficulty in the regulation of emotion and is associated with anomalous decision-making in response to information regarding the likely reward or penalty associated with a given choice (Bechara et al. 1996; 1999). In individuals sustaining damage to ventromedial PFC, negative consequences associated with aversive contingencies appear not to be marked with somatic or autonomic responses that serve to signal the individual not to engage in a particular behavior (Bechara 2004; Damasio 1994). The absence of an anticipatory autonomic response to perceived penalty and adverse decision-making associated with this absence have been observed in several studies (Bechara et al. 1996).

As well, laterality in this system has been observed such that the right ventral medial PFC appears to play the central role within the corticolimbic system in reactions to stressful or aversive contingencies (Sullivan & Gratton 2002). Such laterality is consistent with the relative right-sided electroencephalographic PFC activation (left hypofrontality) observed in individuals with affective disorders (Davidson 2002; Sutton & Davidson 1997).

The hippocampus is understood to be integral to the information maintenance and cognitive control functions of the PFC through the rapid encoding of spatial and temporal context. Through relations with the amygdala and ventral and dorsolateral PFC, the hippocampus plays a pivotal role in cognition-emotion interaction. Studies of hippocampal dysfunction in rats and monkeys and in computational neural network models indicate that the hippocampus plays this role in part by modulating the action of dopamine in the PFC. Hippocampal damage in rats and monkeys has shown to impair working memory functions by disrupting the responsivity of PFC neurons to dopamine (Bertolino et al. 1997; 2002; Lipska et al. 2002a; 2002b). In contrast, increased hippocampal synaptogenesis in rats has been associated with increased spatial learning and memory (Lee & Kessner 2002; Liu et al. 2000). Similarly, hippocampal representation of context has been demonstrated using computational modeling to facilitate the maintenance of competing sets of representations and the emphasis of task-relevant and inhibition of task-irrelevant processes and information (Cohen & O’Reilly 1996). Disruption of hippocampally dependent representation of contextual information in a neural component corresponding to neuromodulatory effects of dopamine in the PFC has also been suggested to account for fluid cognitive deficits in schizophrenia (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992). This computational model is consistent with the study of cognition in schizophrenic patients which indicates that cognitive function and cerebral blood flow in the dorsolateral PFC in response to the Wisconsin Card-Sorting Task (WCST), a well-known and widely used measure of fluid functioning, are highly related to hippocampal volume (Weinberger et al. 1992). In a sample of monozygotic twins discordant for schizophrenia, difference in hippocampal volume between affected and unaffected twins was strongly related to physiological activation in the dorsolateral PFC during the WCST. Particularly impressive in this study is the finding that the greater the within-twin-pair difference in hippocampal volume, the greater the reduction of physiological activation in the PFC in response to the WCST.

5.3. Fluid functioning and the integrity of corticolimbic connectivity

Although brief, the foregoing examination of some of the behavioral and psychological implications of prefrontal corticolimbic connectivity serves to emphasize that the fluid cognitive functions of the PFC are dependent, perhaps to a large extent, upon the integrity of this connectivity. Accordingly, a further point central to the overall thesis of this target article is that the integrity of the corticolimbic system that underlies fluid cognition depends upon the activity of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, the physiological stress-response system. As detailed in many comprehensive reviews, the HPA axis regulates the glucocorticoid hormone response to stress and does so through positive-feedback and negative-feedback mechanisms involving the amygdala, hippocampus, and PFC (Kaufman & Charney 2001; Lopez et al. 1999; Vazquez 1998). In the stress response, levels of circulating glucocorticoids are controlled by the activity of the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus through cascading effects on the pituitary and adrenal glands. Glucocorticoids stimulate activity of the central nucleus of the amygdala and work to maintain a state of arousal in response to threat. The PFC and the hippocampus, in turn, respond to glucocorticoid increase with negative feedback on the central nucleus of the amygdala and structures involved in glucocorticoid response to stress to down-regulate levels of glucocorticoids (Francis et al. 1999a).

A notable consequence of the bidirectionality of the HPA system is that high levels of stress early in life influence its development. The homeostatic balance of the system in its ability to regulate the neuroendocrine response to stress appears to be established early on. The primary mechanism of this early experience effect as demonstrated in rodents involves tactile stimulation associated with maternal care (Caldeggi et al. 2000a; 2000b; Francis et al. 1999b). In rats, high levels of maternal licking and grooming of pups and the occurrence of a nursing style known as arched-back nursing are associated with high levels of cognitive and behavioral competence. The effect of this maternal rearing style has been shown to be associated with increased synaptogenesis in the hippocampus, increased benzodiazepine and gamma-aminobutyric acid receptor binding within structures of the corticolimbic circuit including the PFC that allows for increased down-regulation of circulating glucocorticoids, and enhanced cognitive function as assessed by learning and spatial memory tasks (Francis et al. 1999a; Liu et al. 2000). However, high levels of stress early in life that result from prenatal or postnatal stress and/or disruptions to maternal care are associated with the opposite of this pattern. Rats experiencing stress prenatally or extended maternal separation in the neonatal period exhibit reduced ability to regulate the activity of the HPA axis, higher levels of circulating glucocorticoids, and reduced hippocampal synaptogenesis (Gould & Tanapat 1999; Liu et al. 2000).

One consequence of this poor regulation of HPA activity and reduced hippocampal synaptogenesis is
disrupted dopaminergic innervation of the PFC. In rats experiencing extended maternal separation and social deprivation as neonates, several regions of the PFC exhibited reduced dopaminergic innervation by age 45 days (Braun et al. 1999). As noted in section 4.3, there is clear evidence that dopamine plays a prominent role in regulating the fluid cognitive functions of the PFC (Brozoski et al. 1979; Diamond et al. 1997; Goldman-Rakic 1999; Lewis et al. 1999). Computational, lesion, and transient inactivation models provide considerable evidence of disrupted dopaminergic activity in the PFC and impaired functioning of prefrontal neurons associated with early hippocampal pathology and high levels of circulating glucocorticoids (Bertolino et al. 1997; 2002; Kinnunen et al. 2003; Lindley et al. 2002; Lipska & Weinberger 2000a; Meyer-Lindenberg et al. 2002; Saunders et al. 1998; Seamans et al. 1998; Weinberger et al. 2001). That the effect appears to be a developmental one is indicated by the demonstration that neonatal but not adult lesions of the ventral hippocampus in rats and monkeys are associated with impaired performance on a variety of working memory and learning tasks dependent upon dopamine function in the PFC (Chambers et al. 1996; Le Pen et al. 2000; Lipska et al. 2002).

The foregoing suggests that fluid-skills deficits are likely to be associated with adverse rearing conditions and may be partially mediated through stress-related disruptions of hippocampally modulated dopaminergic innervation of the PFC and stress-related disruption of the responsiveness of prefrontal cortical neurons to multiple neurotransmitter systems. Given the principle of use-dependent synaptic plasticity and the fact that the PFC is relatively slow in maturing (Gogtay et al. 2004), it may be that patterns of limbic-prefrontal reciprocity become biased toward either emotional-reactive or cognitive-regulatory types of responding fairly early in life. High levels of stress or threat might lead to patterns of primarily autonomic reactive responses to stimulation rather than effortful fluid cognitive responses. Lifelong patterns of reciprocity are almost certainly not established by early experience, but, in young children, the development of fluid cognition and the many aspects of behavior to which fluid cognition is related, may be driven to some extent by early experience and its effect on emotional reactivity and regulation. Individuals with a lower threshold for emotional reactivity and stress responding associated with the amygdala and related limbic structures may experience difficulty with fluid cognitive functioning, particularly when reared in high-stress environments.

However, the extent of stress required to bring about fluid cognitive deficits and the applicability of animal models to human populations are open to question. As well, the exact mechanisms through which dopamine and other neurotransmitter functions in the PFC are disrupted by early hippocampal pathology remain uncertain (Lipska & Weinberger 2000a; Lipska et al. 2002). Interactions of dopamine with glutamatergic and GABAergic systems in the PFC indicate both inhibitory and excitatory roles for dopamine (Lewis et al. 1999; Yang et al. 1999), suggesting that dopaminergic tuning of prefrontal pyramidal neurons may underlie both inhibitory control and information maintenance functions of working memory (Braver et al. 1999; Cohen & Servan-Schreiber 1992; Miller & Cohen 2001). However, the specific role of dopamine in the prefrontal cortex is complex and elucidation of its specific and selective effects remains a work in progress (Durstewitz & Seamans 2002).

6. Implications of developing corticolimbic circuitry for intelligence in human populations

6.1. Stress and early experience

Neurobiological evidence relating corticolimbic connectivity to fluid cognitive skills and demonstrations of the effects of stress-related HPA activity on the integrity of this circuit suggest plausible mechanisms through which early chronic rearing stress affects the development of one aspect of what has generally been regarded as intelligence in human populations. In the neuroscience literature, neonatal hippocampal damage has been referred to as an animal model of schizophrenia (Lipska & Weinberger 2000b). This is largely due to the fact that some of the effects of neonatal hippocampal manipulations on specific schizophrenic-like phenotypic traits emerge after the pubertal period in affected rats. Effects of hippocampal disruption on aspects of learning and working memory, however, appear prior to puberty (Chambers et al. 1996), in itself a phenotypic trait consistent with early risk for schizophrenia in human populations (Amminger et al. 2000; Gunnell et al. 2002). In particular, as already noted, neonatal but not adult lesion of the hippocampal formation is associated with working memory deficits both prior to puberty and in adulthood in rodents and nonhuman primates. In contrast, working memory deficits associated with PFC lesions are seen only when the lesions are made in adulthood and not in the neonatal period (Bachevalier et al. 1999; Lipska et al. 2002; Malkova et al. 2000; Weinberger et al. 2001).

Of similar interest regarding fluid cognitive deficits as seen in PKU is evidence indicating that high concentrations of phenylalanine attenuate synaptic plasticity in the rat hippocampus (Glushakov et al. 2002). As synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus is known to be associated with aspects of fluid cognition (Liu et al. 2000), these results suggest fluid cognitive impairment associated with PKU results from disruption to the integrity of the corticolimbic circuit similar to that observed in schizophrenia and in animal models of the effect of stress on developing fluid cognitive skills. However, it is important to note that moderate concentrations of Phe, such as those observed by Diamond et al. (1997) in individuals treated early and continuously for PKU, may have lesser effects on synaptic plasticity. It may be that the effect of moderate levels of Phe on hippocampal synaptogenesis combined with reduced levels of Tyr is sufficient to produce the reduced dopaminergic function and working memory deficits in individuals with early and continuously treated PKU (Diamond & Herzberg 1996; Diamond et al. 1997), but such a mechanism remains to be determined.

In light of research on fluid cognition in schizophrenia and PKU, evidence relating rearing stress to reduced hippocampal synaptogenesis and to working memory deficits in nonhuman animal models provides perhaps one plausible neurobiological model for the effects of environmental disadvantage and disrupted early rearing experience on the development of one aspect of intelligence in humans. Nonhuman animal models of the development of working
memory indicate that chronic early rearing stress affects the activity of the HPA axis with attendant negative consequences for hippocampal function and aspects of fluid cognition dependent upon the corticolimbic circuitry of the PFC. As a result, early life stress would be expected to attenuate fluid cognitive functions in human populations in ways that might appear to underlie deficits in general intelligence. Given a large number of studies demonstrating moderate to high heritability for general intelligence but also considerable environmental influence on intelligence, particularly early in the life span (Gottlieb et al. 1998; Wahlsten 1997), developmental neuroscience work on the role of chronic stress in the development of corticolimbic connectivity and the integrity of the PFC provides evidence of a putative mechanism through which early rearing stress, and conversely early education and care intervention, would appear to influence one prominent aspect of developing cognition in humans.

Such a relation among early stress, enriched early experience, and later developmental competence has been demonstrated in rats. Specifically, Francis et al. (2002) and Bredy et al. (2003) demonstrate reversal of the effect of chronic early stress on later stress responsivity and behavior among rats receiving environmental enrichment during the post-weaning period. As with prior studies, these studies suggest a functional reversal of the effects of life stress by compensatory mechanisms that alter the phenotypic expression of the underlying stress reactivity associated with antenatal or early postnatal stress (Maccari et al. 1995; Whimbey & Dennenberg 1967). In humans, it is well known that inconsistent or inadequate caregiving and disruption to the early rearing environment are aspects of risk for poor developmental outcomes in children growing up in low socioeconomic status (SES) environments (McLoyd 1998). As is also well known, early compensatory caregiving interventions such as the Abecedarian Project (Ramey & Campbell 1991; Ramey et al. 1998) have demonstrated effects on IQ and on multiple aspects of developmental competence from birth through adulthood in randomized designs involving children at high risk for low IQ as a result of low SES. Presumably one of the mechanisms through which compensatory education and care among humans leads to enhanced competence is through the attenuation of early stress and adverse neurobiological consequences associated with chronic rearing stress. Therefore, one important future direction for work on early intervention will be the identification of specific stress mechanisms and demonstrations of the ways in which early intervention reduces rearing stress and affects neurobiological development and cognitive functioning.

6.2. Stress, early intervention, and intelligence in human populations

Work in developmental neuroscience indicates that chronic early rearing stress can lead to disruptions in essential neural systems underlying fluid cognitive skills with nonhuman animal models providing evidence that developing corticolimbic connectivity underlies the integrity of functioning of the PFC. But could environmental influences on developing corticolimbic connectivity really underlie the development of general intelligence? Even though evidence for disrupted fluid skills associated with the effects of early chronic stress on developing corticolimbic connectivity in nonhuman animal models may be compelling, the relation of developing fluid functions to the development of intelligence and to estimates of general intelligence in human populations remains unclear. Would general intelligence really be affected by high levels of rearing stress and/or by programs designed to eliminate that stress? Jensen (1998) examines the early intervention literature and declares that no study, with the possible exception of the Abecedarian Project, actually changed $g$. However, given the previously established relation of fluid skills to $g$ (Gustafsson 1998), it would be expected that programs that could promote fluid-skills functioning through the enhancement of corticolimbic connectivity would at least appear to influence general intelligence. Certainly findings from imaging studies and single-cell-recording studies indicate a highly flexible and adaptive role for the PFC in coordinating diverse information streams and attest to the centrality of fluid skills in any conceptualization of intelligence (Duncan 2001). However, given the aforementioned evidence suggesting dissociation of fluid cognitive functions from intelligence as measured by standard assessments, it may be the case that early environment affects specific aspects of cognition—namely, fluid functions—that closely resemble but are distinct from psychometrically defined general intelligence. Of course, whether such a mechanism related to fluid cognition is actually present in early intervention for children in poverty and whether such a mechanism would be associated with enhanced corticolimbic functioning and lead to the appearance of increased general intelligence are open questions. In investigating such questions, however, it is necessary to keep in mind that the effects of poverty and, conversely, environmental enrichment on child development are quite diverse and perhaps have as much or more to do with the promotion of crystallized knowledge or the diminution of the adverse effects of poor nutrition and inadequate health care on child outcomes as with anything associated with stress and fluid cognition.

6.3. Genetic and environmental influences on developing cognitive abilities

Although the study of early intervention for children facing psychosocial disadvantage may shed potentially valuable light on relations between stress and cognitive development, another approach to questions about environmental influences on fluid cognition and their relation to general intelligence is found in behavior genetics research. For some time now, it has been well established within the framework of behavior genetic twin and adoption study designs that both genetic and environmental influences act on general intelligence and that some substantial proportion of variance in general intelligence is accounted for by genetic variation. If fluid cognition is similar to but distinct from general intelligence and more liable to environmental influence, it should be possible to demonstrate this by using the variance-partitioning methods of behavior genetics research. Indeed, although behavior genetic examinations of working memory and general cognitive ability are somewhat rare, those that do exist indicate that working memory is distinguishable from general intelligence both genetically and environmentally.
Specifically, for the working memory measures that have been examined, common genetic variance is not particularly large, and both genetic and nonshared environmental loadings on the measures are distinct from those associated with general intelligence (Ando et al. 2001; Luciano et al. 2001). However, these studies are limited by relatively low phenotypic correlation between working memory and general intelligence and have been conducted only with adult samples.

Although in need of replication, both with adults and children, findings indicating moderate to small common genetic variance in working memory are perhaps consistent with heritability estimates for \( g \) in childhood. Specifically, heritability estimates of \( g \) in young children are small, at about 20%, but increase to about 60% in adult samples (Plomin & Spinath 2002). Always something of a puzzle as to why heritability would increase with age, if environmental influences on fluid function are relatively large, and if fluid function is particularly relevant to IQ test performance in early childhood, then the noted change in heritability with age may be more apparent than real. Furthermore, if fluid function in the guise of the general factor is highly liable to environmental influence early in the life span, then heritability estimates of IQ would also be smaller for children from lower SES backgrounds. This is in fact the case, as estimates of environmental influences on measures of cognitive functioning in children increase and estimates of heritability decrease as a function of SES (Rowe et al. 1999; Turkheimer et al. 2003). Of particular note, in early childhood this modification of the heritability of IQ has been observed at age seven years on measures of full-scale and performance IQ but not verbal IQ as assessed by the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) (Turkheimer et al. 2003). In an adolescent sample, however, modification of the heritability of IQ by SES was observed for a version of the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, a measure of crystallized knowledge (Rowe et al. 1999).

### 7. Measurement

#### 7.1. Limits to the measurement of a single factor of intelligence

Although the available evidence does not as yet render a definitive conclusion regarding dissociation of fluid cognitive function and \( g \), the psychometric, developmental, clinical, and behavior genetic data outlined in this target article do suggest a distinction between fluid cognitive function as examined in the cognitive and neuropsychological literatures and general intelligence as defined by researchers working within the psychometric tradition. This is very interesting because, as noted at the outset of this review, psychometric examinations of typically developing populations have found measures of fluid function to be essentially identical to general intelligence. Based upon evidence presented in this review, however, it would seem reasonable to conclude that fluid function is to some extent an indicator of the integrity of a corticolimbic brain system that reflects the interdependence of cognition and emotion in a way that renders it amenable to the influence of early environment and distinct from psychometric \( g \). Differentiation of fluid cognition from general intelligence would appear to be an important measurement goal for research on cognitive development.

Evidence for a distinct developmental trajectory for fluid cognition in the study of human cognitive abilities that is particularly rapid in early childhood calls into question the specific utility of measures of general intelligence, particularly for young children. The explicit measurement of a single factor may in many instances not be particularly informative regarding individual cognitive growth and the relation of that growth to adaptive functioning. Unfortunately, several widely used measures of mental abilities, including those frequently used with young children, excel as measures of general intelligence but are weaker as measures of specific cognitive ability factors (Caruso 2001; Laurent et al. 1992; Woodcock 1990). Perhaps of most immediate concern, as already noted, widely used measures of intelligence disproportionately assess crystallized skills and domains of intelligence associated with opportunity for learning (Woodcock 1990). In extensive factor analyses of the most widely used intelligence batteries for children, including the Wechsler batteries, the Stanford-Binet IV, and the WJ-R among others, Woodcock (1990) and McGrew (1997) have shown that approximately one-third of the batteries' subtests measure crystallized skills and an additional quarter focus on quantitative knowledge and reading/writing skills that directly assess instruction and opportunity for learning—crystallized skills broadly defined. Only approximately 7% of subtests directly assess fluid skills and perhaps another 10% assess processes and memory skills that have a fluid-intelligence component. Furthermore, nearly all of the fluid subtests were found on the WJ-R, the only measure explicitly grounded in gF-gC theory. The Wechsler batteries contain no explicit measure of fluid skills, and the Stanford-Binet IV was found to contain only one explicit measure of fluid skills. As noted by McGrew (1997), the underrepresentation of measures of fluid skills in widely used assessments of intelligence is considerable.

Given that many commonly used measures of IQ disproportionately assess crystallized mental abilities, intelligence as tested by these measures must be seen to be limited in specific ways. However, it may be that for typically developing children in typical environments, discrepancies between fluid and crystallized aspects of cognition are small or perhaps not particularly meaningful. This could be due to the fact that nurturing, low-stress environments also tend to provide high levels of educational stimulation. However, for children from chaotic or dysfunctional homes or otherwise facing some experiential or developmental disadvantage, the poor representation of fluid cognitive assessment on currently available measures of intelligence is perhaps particularly disadvantageous. As measures of crystallized skills, currently available assessment batteries will provide a limited perspective on the cognitive abilities of children. Furthermore, as has been already outlined in detail, chaotic rearing environments are likely to have distinct adverse effects on fluid aspects of cognition. Currently available measures, however, will not really be able to address these effects. From a single-factor perspective on the measurement of intelligence, the underrepresentation of fluid skills on most measures of intelligence would be of minimal concern. However, such an approach to measurement would not appear to be justified, as evidence from...
a number of sources indicates that increased precision in the assessment of developing fluid cognition in young children is needed.

7.2. Measuring fluid cognition

Given the presence of fluid-skills deficits in a wide variety of developmental and learning disorders, increased attention to the measurement of fluid cognitive functions, referred to primarily as executive function in the study of young children, and their relation to widely used measures of intelligence and achievement is a high priority. It may be that identification of fluid cognitive deficits in the presence of typically developing crystallized abilities could prove to be an indicator of increased risk for developing psychopathology or learning disorder. Several cross-sectional studies examining normative developmental changes in aspects of EF provide an increasing knowledge base on fluid cognition in children. Findings indicate a general age-related progression on various EF tasks and differences among tasks in the age at which adult-level performance is reached (Krikoian & Bartok 1998; Luciana & Nelson 1998; Pennington 1997; Welsh et al. 1991). These studies have also demonstrated distinct information maintenance and cognitive control factors underlying EF task batteries (e.g., Pennington 1997). What is needed, however, is research within an individual-differences perspective relating differential performance at specific ages and developmental time periods to various outcomes and competencies. Although further work on normative levels of performance on EF tasks is needed, an equal priority is the need for cross-sectional and longitudinal research examining correlates of individual differences in task performance in both typically and atypically developing populations of children.

The need for the differentiation of fluid skills from general abilities appears to be more pressing given evidence for the relation of fluid cognitive skills to academic achievement and to social competence in typically developing young children. Studies of achievement and behavior indicate broad influence of fluid cognitive functions on achievement in both reading and math and in social and emotional competencies known to be important for the adjustment to school (see Blair 2002 for a review). Examination of the relation of WJ-R measures of cognitive ability to WJ-R measures of academic achievement indicates distinct developmental relations of fluid and crystallized intelligence to progress in both reading and math. As expected, fluid skills show a predominant influence on achievement in early and middle childhood that declines with adolescence. In contrast, the relation between crystallized intelligence and reading and math achievement rises rapidly in late childhood and adolescence and remains very high in adulthood (Evans et al. 2001; McGrew & Hessler 1995). Furthermore, a relevant example for achievement in math concerns brain-imaging findings indicating bilateral PFC activation occurring during reasoning on math problems. While simple calculation processes have been associated with parietal and parieto-occipital regional activation, problems requiring multiple operations, that is, multiple calculations with intermediate steps, demonstrate PFC activation (Burbad et al. 1995; Prabhakaran et al. 2001). Such prefrontal activation in response to multiple-operation problems is consistent with imaging findings observed by Waltz et al. (1999) in the examination of brain activation occurring in response to increased relational complexity in problems adapted from Raven’s Progressive Matrices Test.

Whether through facilitation of the acquisition of crystallized skills or as a separate influence on academic achievement in specific subject areas during early and middle childhood, fluid functions play a clear role in academic achievement early in the life course. Continuing attention to influences on and the measurement of fluid aspects of cognitive function in young children should prove particularly valuable for educational and social policy decision making. Perspectives on the development of intelligence and its relation to academic achievement that rely on the measurement of a single factor may be particularly disadvantageous. If children are having difficulty in learning, measures that conflate fluid and crystallized functions cannot differentiate whether children have limited opportunity to acquire the types of knowledge assessed by measures of crystallized intelligence or difficulty with the fluid skills associated with learning unfamiliar material, or both. There is an increasing emphasis on accountability in education; on the need to ensure that children acquire the crystallized skills that schooling can provide. In contrast, the development and application of knowledge about fluid skills and their perhaps unique role in early learning and development are currently inadequate. Particularly in the evaluation of the efficacy and effectiveness of preschool and early school readiness initiatives such as Head Start, emphasis on children’s acquisition of crystallized skills such as those associated with early reading would be well served by an equal and complementary emphasis on the development of fluid cognitive abilities.

7.3. Differentiating fluid cognition from general intelligence

If available evidence indicates the need to differentiate fluid cognition from general intelligence, an important next step is to ask how separable the constructs may be in typically developing populations. Here, the lead of Gustafsson (1988) may prove useful in a somewhat unexpected way. Specifically, having examined a number of hierarchical factor models of cognitive abilities, Gustafsson (1988) determined that the relation between fluid cognition from general intelligence, an important aspect of cognitive function in young children should prove particularly valuable for educational and social policy decision making. Perspectives on the development of intelligence and its relation to academic achievement that rely on the measurement of a single factor may be particularly disadvantageous. If children are having difficulty in learning, measures that conflate fluid and crystallized functions cannot differentiate whether children have limited opportunity to acquire the types of knowledge assessed by measures of crystallized intelligence or difficulty with the fluid skills associated with learning unfamiliar material, or both. There is an increasing emphasis on accountability in education; on the need to ensure that children acquire the crystallized skills that schooling can provide. In contrast, the development and application of knowledge about fluid skills and their perhaps unique role in early learning and development are currently inadequate. Particularly in the evaluation of the efficacy and effectiveness of preschool and early school readiness initiatives such as Head Start, emphasis on children’s acquisition of crystallized skills such as those associated with early reading would be well served by an equal and complementary emphasis on the development of fluid cognitive abilities.

Whether through facilitation of the acquisition of crystallized skills or as a separate influence on academic achievement in specific subject areas during early and middle childhood, fluid functions play a clear role in academic achievement early in the life course. Continuing attention to influences on and the measurement of fluid aspects of cognitive function in young children should prove particularly valuable for educational and social policy decision making. Perspectives on the development of intelligence and its relation to academic achievement that rely on the measurement of a single factor may be particularly disadvantageous. If children are having difficulty in learning, measures that conflate fluid and crystallized functions cannot differentiate whether children have limited opportunity to acquire the types of knowledge assessed by measures of crystallized intelligence or difficulty with the fluid skills associated with learning unfamiliar material, or both. There is an increasing emphasis on accountability in education; on the need to ensure that children acquire the crystallized skills that schooling can provide. In contrast, the development and application of knowledge about fluid skills and their perhaps unique role in early learning and development are currently inadequate. Particularly in the evaluation of the efficacy and effectiveness of preschool and early school readiness initiatives such as Head Start, emphasis on children’s acquisition of crystallized skills such as those associated with early reading would be well served by an equal and complementary emphasis on the development of fluid cognitive abilities.

Whether through facilitation of the acquisition of crystallized skills or as a separate influence on academic achievement in specific subject areas during early and middle childhood, fluid functions play a clear role in academic achievement early in the life course. Continuing attention to influences on and the measurement of fluid aspects of cognitive function in young children should prove particularly valuable for educational and social policy decision making. Perspectives on the development of intelligence and its relation to academic achievement that rely on the measurement of a single factor may be particularly disadvantageous. If children are having difficulty in learning, measures that conflate fluid and crystallized functions cannot differentiate whether children have limited opportunity to acquire the types of knowledge assessed by measures of crystallized intelligence or difficulty with the fluid skills associated with learning unfamiliar material, or both. There is an increasing emphasis on accountability in education; on the need to ensure that children acquire the crystallized skills that schooling can provide. In contrast, the development and application of knowledge about fluid skills and their perhaps unique role in early learning and development are currently inadequate. Particularly in the evaluation of the efficacy and effectiveness of preschool and early school readiness initiatives such as Head Start, emphasis on children’s acquisition of crystallized skills such as those associated with early reading would be well served by an equal and complementary emphasis on the development of fluid cognitive abilities.
in light of the evidence presented in this article, it would seem that measures of working memory and EF have important sources of variance independent of $g$. The need for such measurement would seem to be indicated and be in keeping with Carroll’s (1996) call for increased experimental work examining the identity of $gF$ relative to $g$. While acknowledging that Gustafson (1988) may be correct in setting $gF$ equal to $g$, Carroll speculated that “it is possible that measures of $gF$ feature attributes that require specific skills in inductive and deductive reasoning that are not necessarily present in other measures of $g$” (Carroll 1996, p. 15).

Considering the possibility of removing $g$ variance from $gF$ raises the interesting question of whether the resulting indicator would in fact continue to resemble $g$ in certain respects. Would $gF$, defined as fluid cognition independent of $g$, function as something like a pseudo-$g$, accounting for variance in a number of aspects of human functioning much like psychometrically defined general intelligence? That is, could some of the predictive power of the real $g$ be due to its close association with fluid function? One source of evidence to examine this possibility might be analysis of patterns of test-score gains between cohorts on measures of intelligence to see whether variation in increases in crystallized scores could be accounted for by non-$g$ fluid cognitive gains. It may be that gains on crystallized aspects of cognition are attributable to nong-$g$ related gains in fluid function. Alternatively, it may be that all cognitive gains are highly compartmentalized and related to changes in specific aspects of experience. Evidence supporting this latter possibility is provided by studies that offer intensive training on fluid skills. Preliminary findings from two short-term but intensive working memory training studies with young children indicate that the training is associated with fluid cognitive gains as measured by Raven’s matrices test (Klingberg et al. 2002) and the matrices section of the Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test (Posner & Rothbart 2004) but not on other aspects of cognition.

An additional or alternative explanation for any relation of non-$g$ fluid gains to gains in other aspects of intelligence should they exist, however, would be that they represent processes related to motivation. Improvements in test scores associated with fluid skills could be indicative of enhanced motivation and engagement in testing situations. The role of motivational factors in cognitive test performance has been acknowledged for some time, particularly with children from low-income backgrounds and children and adults with IQ in the range of mental retardation (Zigler 1999; Zigler et al. 1973). Given evidence outlined early in this review indicating reciprocal relations among prefrontally based fluid cognitive functions and stress and emotion-related processes of the limbic system, it would not be surprising if positive relations between fluid cognition and performance on a variety of cognitive measures were mediated through greater engagement and reduced anxiety in testing situations.

Fluid cognition independent of $g$ may be wide ranging in its influence. It may, for example, be relevant to the concept of successful intelligence as defined by Sternberg (1996). Successful intelligence refers to an individual’s adaptability and persistence in response to new environments in ways that enable or promote the individual’s propensity to demonstrate competence – sometimes very high levels of competence. Measurement of $gF$ in the study of successful intelligence could prove informative, as the construct of successful intelligence has face validity but its relation to psychometrically defined intelligence is perhaps unclear. Support for the role of $gF$ in the study of human cognitive abilities could also add further empirical weight to Jensen’s caution to readers of his 1998 book that $g$ should not be seen as an all-encompassing variable; that it is only one among many factors that contribute to what passes for success in life. Evidence reviewed here indicates that $gF$ may very well be one of these other factors – one that is important to differentiate from $g$.

Of course, further work on measurement is needed in the delineation of fluid cognition from $g$. Studies measuring IQ in the presence of fluid-skills deficits have approached the problem from either a neuropsychological or psychometric framework, and rarely are the two combined to examine possible dissociations between the two types of measures. Further work using diverse measures with both typically developing and atypically developing populations could help to develop the measurement of $gF$. This would be particularly valuable in the study of children for whom diverse aspects of cognition are developing rapidly. For instance, studies employing Raven’s matrices test, an age-appropriate Wechsler battery, and a number of EF tasks might provide useful descriptive data on variations in performance. Such an approach would likely be of considerable diagnostic utility in addressing learning and/or behavior problems in children. A theoretically sound multi-measure assessment of this type is referred to as a cross-battery approach in the psychometric literature. Here, intelligence researchers, recognizing limits to the diagnostic utility of the general factor and of specific IQ measures, advocate for the use of subtests from diverse measures to explicitly examine variation in patterns of cognitive performance (Flanagan et al. 2000; McGrew 1997). Such a cross-battery approach to the differentiation of fluid functions from general intelligence and other second-order factors such as speed of processing would be valuable in the study of developmental disabilities and for designing innovative curricula and teaching approaches to meet the needs of diverse groups of children. It might also prove valuable in mental retardation research in further refining and defining the adaptive behavior construct. Here, fluid cognitive performance higher or lower than expected from estimates of $g$ derived from a Wechsler battery would be expected to be a robust indicator of adaptive functioning.

Multi-measure studies could perhaps reveal something fundamental about fluid-cognition development and its relation to intelligence and behavior. One of the important points of such an approach is that expectations regarding dissociation among different cognitive measures be theoretically grounded and clearly specified a priori. The evidence reviewed in this article provides some conceptual and empirical basis for expected dissociation among aspects of intelligence. However, this does not by any means imply that fluid functions or other second-order factors typically lack $g$ variance. On the contrary, the psychometric data clearly indicate that, in typical brains in typical environments, fluid functions may tend to go hand in glove with crystallized and other aspects of intelligence. However, in atypical brains in typical environments...
or typical brains in atypical environments, dissociation is not only possible but also perhaps likely.

8. Summary and conclusion

8.1. Fluid cognition as an independent construct

This review has presented evidence indicating fluid cognition to be a distinct neurobiologically grounded aspect of cognitive function, amenable to the effects of experience both cumulatively in terms of life stress/life opportunity and situationally in terms of the reciprocity between emotion and fluid cognition. Furthermore, the review has suggested that environmental stressors acting on PFC and limbic brain structures and functions may contribute to individual differences in fluid cognition and account to some extent for long-standing associations among low general intelligence, psychosocial and socioeconomic adversity, and risk for developmental disorder and psychopathology. As a corollary of this suggestion, the observation has also been made that the enhancement of fluid cognition may be an important aspect of compensatory education programs for young children facing early adversity and that the promotion of fluid cognitive ability through the disruption of stress-related processes by early intervention may prove to be one mechanism through which intervention effects occur. Accordingly, it is recommended that an increased emphasis be placed on normative and individual-differences research in the development of fluid cognition in young children, and the idea is proposed that fluid cognitive ability might account for some of the broad explanatory power of general intelligence. In particular, one of the seemingly unshakeable but continually disputed aspects of research on general intelligence has been the breadth of the construct’s reach – the extent to which it has been shown to account for variation in so many aspects of human functioning. However, given evidence for an independent fluid-function construct outlined in this target article, it may be that some of this breadth can be accounted for by fluid cognitive skills. Specifically, the magnitude of positive correlations between measures of human cognitive abilities and life outcomes increases in proportion to the cognitive measures’ loadings on g. For example, cognitive ability measures with high g loadings, such as measures of fluid skills, have higher correlations than do low g measures with column vectors extracted from scores measuring such things as performance on learning tasks, performance on elementary cognitive tasks, and nerve conduction velocity – all robust indicators of g (Jensen 1998). However, it may be that some of the relation between cognitive measures with high g loadings and life outcomes, particularly indicators of learning, job success, and other aspects of real world competence, is attributable to gF as much as to g. If gF were somehow partialled from these analyses, as it is not really g, some of the evidence supporting the broad explanatory power of g for life outcomes might be reduced, perhaps substantially.

By focusing on fluid cognition in thinking beyond the general factor, one might also question noted racial differences in general intelligence. Differences in mental abilities between blacks and whites increase with the size of the g loadings of various tests, being smaller on measures of crystallized intelligence but more substantial on measures with high g loadings such as fluid skills. Here, at the population level, one might ask whether black-white differences have more to do with fluid cognition independent of g than with g itself and whether evidence regarding the gF construct might to some extent support the idea that black-white intelligence differences have more to do with differences in the typical environments in which blacks and whites function in American society than with anything else. As already noted, fluid skills independent of g are liable to environmental influence in a number of ways. Identification of gF might suggest that the intelligence of black Americans as well as ethnic groups the world over living in circumstances either less advantaged than or simply substantially different from that of the average white American, differs not so much as a function of g loadings of given cognitive measures as with a culturally loaded g, in which measures purported to be the best measures of general intelligence are those on which some groups may be least likely to do well. Certainly the idea that the intelligence deck is culturally stacked against some groups is not a new one. However, understanding the relation of fluid cognition and brain function to intelligence and to intelligence-test performance helps to illuminate cross-cultural differences in performance with an alternative, neurobiologically based experiential rather than narrowly defined hereditary explanation for that difference.

Furthermore, cultural loading not only in what is being tested, but in the testing process itself, could be informed by the gF construct. It is well known that scores from specific cognitive test batteries should not be used to evaluate cognitive ability for individuals whose cultural and experiential background differs substantially from that of normative samples (Flanagan et al. 2000; Greenfield 1997). A more theoretically defensible assessment strategy for cross-cultural comparison, and one in keeping with the relation between fluid cognition and human behavior outlined in this target article, is a dynamic testing approach. In the dynamic approach, the emphasis is on the measurement of learning and test-score change during the assessment process, reflecting the ability of the examinee to incorporate feedback when attempting to complete a given cognitive task successfully. Empirical examination of such an assessment approach has indicated that scores obtained through a dynamic testing procedure are better indicators of school achievement in a rural African sample than are scores obtained from static testing procedures and that measures of fluid cognitive functions correlate positively with test-score increases in response to dynamic testing (Sternberg et al. 2002).

Although more work is needed, if ongoing investigation of gF were to provide support for the construct, it is likely that many individuals invested in the study of g would welcome the opportunity to remove extraneous variance from its measurement and definition. It is, after all, the goal of factor analysis to get to the distillate of the various measures, factoring out aspects of cognition that are unrelated to g itself. However, proponents of the g-based understanding of human development and behavior (also described through clever word play as the “g-ocentric worldview”), in which general intelligence possesses enormous explanatory power, would likely protest, some vehemently. Some of the explanatory
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Abstract: Although I find Blair’s case for arguing for the distinction between fluid cognitive functions and general intelligence less than compelling, I believe him. However, I also believe that what is required next is a theory of both general intelligence and fluid cognitive functions that articulates the distinction. In the absence of this, more data, particularly of the neuroscience variety, is likely to stall cognitive functions map onto a different set (“x, y, z”). In the absence of such a theory we are thrown back on the state of the evidence – which is actually rather poor. Let me unpack this a bit.

I was pretty much on board with the first third of Blair’s target article. He does a good job of summarizing a body of research that at least opens the possibility that there is a case for dissociating “fluid cognitive functions” from psychometric g. However, the case is not overwhelming, and the road that Blair subsequently takes – to argue that the structure of the brain supports the dissociation – if anything, weakens his case. What the article cries out for is the development of a theory that justifies the dissociation. Such a theory would say something like this: Psychometric g maps onto cognitive parameters “a, b, c,” whereas fluid cognitive functions map onto a different set (“x, y, z”). In the absence of such a theory we are thrown back on the state of the evidence – which is actually rather poor. Let me unpack this a bit.

Nearly all the evidence in favour of a dissociation between psychometric g and fluid cognitive functions boils down to their less than perfect correlation. I am prepared to suspend disbelief that the psychometric measures of g really measure g (as theoretically unhelpful as that is) because there is a hundred years of convention to go by. But what of the measures of fluid cognitive functions? The first problem is that they are psychometrically much more unreliable. It is little wonder that many studies find that fluid cognitive functions are not perfectly correlated with measures of g. “Big deal,” I hear my psychometrician friends say, “it is just another example of how cognitive/experimental/neuro/developmental psychologists do not know how to develop useful tests – when they get good at it they will find the correlations high enough to support the case that fluid cognitive functions and g are indistinguishable.” But this brings me to the more fundamental problem. How do we know that they are measures of fluid cognitive functions, in the absence of a theory of what those functions are? For example, what does a Stroop task, in its many instantiations, measure (if you care to, substitute your favourite “frontal” task)? Is it a measure of (a) resistance to interference or (b) task switching, or (c) working memory capacity, or maybe even (d) speed of processing? The unhelpful answer is, very likely, all of them. But even leaving that aside, each of these constructs are themselves nearly always free-floating in current research. The constructs usually amount to nothing much more than the operationalization of performance on some tasks and are the subject of a “theory” that contains but one reference – and that is itself (a theory of speed of processing, a theory of working memory capacity, or whatever). I suspect that few other commentators will address this issue. Like the blind spot on our collective retinas, we have become so used to it that it is noticed only by those who specially look out for it. Rarely are such constructs pitted against each other for their explanatory value, and almost never do they feature in a wider theory of the structure of the mind/brain.

Sensing that the distinction, if it is real, might be important, Blair then takes two steps. One is a look for corroboration in neuroscience data, and the other is to argue for a new set of measurements of this distinctive construct (fluid cognitive functions). This reminds me of the very strategy that Arthur Jensen has used in his advocacy of psychometric g itself (see Anderson [2000], Barrett [2000]; and Jensen [2000a; 2000b] for a discussion). Without knowing what it is that we are looking for, we can either make little sense of some arbitrary data (e.g., positive correlations between IQ and gray matter – how exactly does this speak to the dissociation?), or we resort to forgetting what psychometric g is supposed to be about. For example, the claim that data from studies of the amygdala, or whatever, show that emotion and stress are important determinants of fluid cognitive functions is relevant only to the dissociation of fluid cognitive functions and psychometric g if we are discussing the presumed cognitive overlap – for by definition there is no emotion or stress content to psychometric g. Consequently, this line of evidence and reasoning renders the dissociation vacuous. Further, although new measures of a different construct are a necessary step for science, the new measures that Blair wants to develop seem to be alternative predictors of various real-life behaviours. Thaler lies fool’s gold – psychometric g has already cornered the market.

I do believe Blair’s central claim (that fluid cognitive functions show some independence of g), but I believe this because I have a theory of cognitive functioning that says it is so (see Anderson 2001). Briefly, this theory says that there are two dimensions to g – one related to individual differences in IQ and dependent on variation in speed of processing, and the other developmental, related to mental age and dependent on the maturation of modular functions, some of which are intrinsically related to “executive functioning” (see Anderson 2005). So I find myself in general agreement with Blair’s manifesto and in wholehearted agreement that evidence from psychopathology, neuropsychology (where the studies are driven by theory-based hypotheses), and in particular the study of atypical
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Abstract: In agreement with Blair, I favor the idea of dissociative patterns in cognitive performance, even more when it comes to development. However, such dissociations are present not only between fluid cognition and general intelligence, but also within fluid cognition itself. Heterogeneity of executive attention, even when indexed with a single paradigm, is further discussed in relation to anterior cingulate cortex.

Blair’s target article raises a critical issue: What should be the key area for diagnosis and intervention in cognitive functioning – particularly when addressing early stages of development? Can the assumption of one and only g factor underlying mental abilities really be translated into valuable operational tools, as proposed by traditional psychometrics? The main thesis sustained by the author offers a symmetrically opposed answer – there are patterns in cognitive performance delineating not one, but many factors – which offers itself undoubtedly as a good candidate for assessing individual differences and also for targeting interventions tailored to each individual’s needs.

Yet, there must be some caution in treating fluid cognition unitarily – or more specifically, what Blair calls “gF” (that part of fluid cognition independent of g). The conceptual interchangeability of fluid cognitive functioning with working memory and executive function(s) as if they are overarching the same construct is useful in contrast to a generic general intelligence, but not really valid when one is trying to clarify the true nature of fluid cognition.

In agreement with the author, I favor the idea of dissociative patterns in cognitive performance, even more so when it comes to development, considering that, as Blair acknowledges, diverse aspects of cognition develop rapidly – but unequally – in early life. During development, dissociations of cognitive functions actually seem to be the rule rather than the exception.

However, I argue that such dissociations are present not only between fluid cognition and general intelligence, but also within fluid cognition itself. The equivalent term for fluid cognition executive function(s) is recognized by many authors as an umbrella concept, encompassing at least working memory, inhibition/inhibitory control/executive attention and flexibility/set shifting (see Miyake et al. 2000).

Inhibitory control/executive attention is an essential construct for both developmental and adult studies. It has a reversed U trajectory, being low in children, high in adults, and low again in elderly people. It has been linked to the developmental progression and further regression of prefrontal/medial frontal structures, and it is thought to be involved in the acquisition of mentalizing abilities. Yet it has proved to be a composite, both theoretically and methodologically (e.g., see the aggregate battery scores proposed by Carlson & Moses 2001). Because many tasks that are claimed to index inhibitory control have additional requirements, they end up measuring other variables, as well; therefore, I suggest that it is rather difficult, but maybe computationally “cleaner,” to choose computationally (neurally) well-defined tasks when trying to assess and explain inhibitory control, rather than more complex ecologically valid tasks (like many neuropsychological tasks).

I chose the spatial conflict task (Gerardi-Caulton 2000), a modified version of the Simon task, commonly used to measure conflict resolution in adults (Simon & Bernbaum 1990) and having a neural correlate at the level of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), as shown by functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) (Fan et al. 2003). My computerized version consisted of presenting two visual stimuli (e.g., a teddy bear and an apple), either on the right or on the left of the screen, with the subject being instructed to respond according to the identity of the stimulus while ignoring the relation between the location of the image and the location of the appropriate response key. Children (2–7 years of age), typically developed, were tested under three experimental conditions: spatial conflict without any other requirement (similar to the adult version of the task), spatial conflict plus working memory load (the subject having to remember which stimulus was assigned to each response key), and spatial conflict plus reward (each correct response being followed by animation of the stimulus). My surprising results support the heterogeneity of executive attention and the presence of distinctive intra-individual patterns, since I found no correlation between incongruent reaction times (RTs) in the three conditions and no correlation between conflict rates (incongruent minus congruent RTs), the longest RTs being present in the reward condition (Benga 2004).

In neural terms, these results could be related either to the involvement of different brain circuits of the prefrontal-limbic network – proposed also by Blair as subsuming fluid cognition – the ACC having only the role of conflict monitoring in each, or to different divisions (e.g., dorsal versus ventral [see Bush et al. 2000]) of the ACC involved in different tasks. Although adult neuroimaging studies have shown the activation of the dorsal ACC (thought to be mediated by the dopaminergic system) for spatial conflict tasks without additional requirements, I suggest the involvement of ventral ACC structures, mediated by an opioid system, in reward-related spatial conflict task. (I propose two different biochemical underpinnings to the ACC divisions, inspired by the two biochemical systems described by Luciana 2001.)

ACC divisions have often been explored in terms of their critical role in regulatory behaviors and cognition-emotion interaction, which is also emphasized by Blair. Moreover, they can be integrated in the larger framework proposed here: the amenability of fluid cognition to experience.

An opioid mediation of the ventral ACC could explain, in this line of thought, its vulnerability toward early disruptions of attachment (see Panksepp [2003] for linking attachment to opioids). I have suggested previously (Benga 2001) that dysfunctions in maternal contingency – leading to alterations in attachment – have disturbing, long-lasting effects upon the ACC, and they could explain why institutionalized children show later in life coupled deficits in executive function and social/emotional behavior (Gunnar 2001; O’Connor et al. 1999). According to the ontogenetic scenario suggested by Posner and Rothbart (1998; 2000), in the second half of the first year of life, ACC comes into function, being initially the center of emotional control and later of cognitive control. The correct maturation and functioning of the ACC might depend on contingent external input, offered by a constant caregiver. Animal models (Matthew et al. 2003) link early disruptions of maternal contingency to later biochemical modifications in the ACC: the decrease in the NAA/Cr indicating a decrease of neuronal viability, and the Glx/Cr ratio suggesting the activation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis.

Commentary/Blair: How similar are fluid cognition and general intelligence?

and typical development, will be crucial for scientific advance. I also agree with the spirit of his final quote. Were it not for the dissociation of fluid cognitive functions and psychometric g, there is a compelling story that relates functioning of the prefrontal cortex and general intelligence, but that “such an explanation would amount to nothing more than a crafty story and that g remains as inseparable as ever” (target article, sect. 8.1, last para.). Trouble is, it is not the evidence cited in this review that illuminates g, but a theory that says just how g and fluid cognitive functions are different.
Prior to paradigm integration, the task is to resolve construct definitions of gF and WM
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Abstract: Blair’s account, like the intelligence field in general, treats many distinct constructs as if they were practically interchangeable – this is not self-evident. Paradigm integration and rationalization of redundant nomenclature are important for the continued development of understanding. The prior task is to demonstrate where synonymity of constructs across paradigms occurs, and where it fails. We present arguments why this is the case.

Blair’s account of the diverse research on fluid cognition and related functions is an ambitious attempt at clarification. Certainly there is a need to dissociate more clearly the various fluid functions from psychometric or mathematical notions of g. We concur that g has little explanatory power and that the fluid intelligence (gF) framework promises to provide a more informative account of the processes underlying the quintessential aspects of intellectual functioning. As such, we see no value in continuing discussion of g other than as a point of historical interest. However, what must not happen is for gF and other constructs that Blair treats as mostly synonymous, such as executive function (EF) and working memory (WM), to be confused and allowed to become increasingly devoid of meaning.

The issue for our commentary has to do with definitions. Definitions tend to be obscured when research paradigms are integrated, because subtle and careful theorising within a domain does not always translate well across domains. Greater clarity in understanding the issues that Blair presents will not be obtained until more fundamental definitional issues are addressed. For instance, Blair projects and perpetuates confusion in the field’s understanding of general intelligence by treating terms such as g, psychometric g, IQ, and even sometimes gC, as synonymous (the latter by equating verbal-scale IQ with general intelligence). Blair’s account, like the intelligence field in general, treats many distinct constructs as if they were practically interchangeable – this is not self-evident. Hence, our critique is based as much on the field as it is on this particular review.

The gF-WM-EF issue is a further case in point. gF has developed meaning from within the psychometric domain, where it is common to define constructs not only by what they are, but also by what they are not. Hence, using factor-analytic techniques, common to define constructs not only by what they are, but also developed meaning from within the psychometric domain, where it is not self-evident. Paradigm integration and rationalization of redundant nomenclature are important for the continued development of understanding. However, the prior task is to demonstrate where synonymity of constructs across paradigms occurs, and where it fails. Synonymity means that the processes or constructs operationally defined under the different paradigms (gF, WM, or EF, say) are linked to referents that are one and the same – covariation is a necessary condition, but it is not sufficient. gF, as originally conceptualised, is a broad multifaceted factor that psychometrically captures the essence of what is common in tasks requiring, for instance, inductive and deductive reasoning, quantitative reasoning, cognitive flexibility, abstraction of common principles, the development of strategies, and manipulation of mental representations (Carroll 1993). There is no doubt that WM capacity plays some role in determining performance on such tasks. Some argue that what is common is controlled attention (Engle et al. 1999a). It also seems clear, however, that when one considers the tasks used to operationalise gF, there is fundamentally more to the conceptualisation than controlled attention. Demonstration of causality, and not simply covariation, must be our goal. This requires an intimate understanding of underlying processes, which in turn requires an intimate understanding of the tasks (Borsboom et al. 2004). Psychometric research has for too long been agnostic to process theories. Blair’s account – indeed any account of the field that does not take into consideration definitional differences across studies and across research paradigms – is destined to reflect much more confusion than clarity.
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Exactly how are fluid intelligence, working memory, and executive function related?
Cognitive neuroscience approaches to investigating the mechanisms of fluid cognition

Gregory C. Burgess,a Todd S. Braver,a and Jeremy R. Grayb
aDepartment of Psychology, Washington University, Saint Louis, MO 63130;
bDepartment of Psychology, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520

Abstract: Blair proposes that fluid intelligence, working memory, and executive function form a unitary construct: fluid cognition. Recently, our group has utilized a combined correlational–experimental cognitive neuroscience approach, which we argue is beneficial for investigating relationships among these individual differences in terms of neural mechanisms underlying them. Our data do not completely support Blair’s strong position.

Some major tenets of Blair’s position are that fluid intelligence (gF), working memory (WM), and executive function (EF) are isomorphic; that they can be grouped into the unitary construct of fluid cognition; and that they can be distinguished from psychometric general intelligence (g). Furthermore, he claims that fluid cognition is dependent upon neural structures in lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) and their interconnections with limbic structures. By extension, this implies that gF, WM, and EF should be equally dependent upon lateral PFC structures. We suggest that such a position, though theoretically appealing, has not been directly tested. Indeed, the existing literature does not support the isomorphism of gF and WM (Kane et al. 2005), a monolithic construct of EF (Miller & Cohen 2001; Miyake et al. 2000; Smith & Jonides 1999), or the exclusive role of lateral PFC in EF processes (Peterson et al. 1999).

We suggest that a cognitive neuroscience approach that integrates experimental and correlational methods (Cronbach 1957) has the most promise for making progress toward understanding more fully the underlying psychological and neural mechanisms that are indexed by these constructs. Processes and neural mechanisms of interest can be manipulated and isolated by using experimental techniques. Measures of specific processes can be extracted for each individual subject, in terms of both behavior and brain-activity dynamics. Then, those processes can be related to individual difference factors, using correlational approaches. We illustrate the power of this approach with recent findings from our lab.

In these studies, brain activity was monitored with whole-brain functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) while participants performed a demanding WM task (Fig. 1). Activity was examined for different trial types, which varied in EF demands. In the first study (Gray et al. 2003), activity was probed for relationships with individual differences in gF (as measured on the Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices). A strong relationship was found between gF and activity during high-interference lure trials in a network of brain regions, including lateral PFC and parietal cortex. This relationship was selective, in that it occurred only for lures, and remained even after controlling for activation on the other trial types. Moreover, the correlation between gF and lure-trial accuracy was statistically mediated by activity in both lateral PFC and parietal cortex. In a recent follow-up study with an independent sample of 102 participants, we found a similar relationship between individual differences in WM span and lure-trial activity across a number of EF-related brain regions (see Fig. 2) (Burgess et al. 2005). Moreover, lure-trial activity within these regions statistically mediated the relationship between gF and WM span, but only partially.

These results have several implications for Blair’s position. First, individual differences in gF are not equivalently sensitive to all aspects of WM function. Instead, strong relationships were present only during one trial type and are apparently specific to one EF component: interference control. Moreover, although WM span and gF are related, the EF of interference control does not fully explain the relationship. Finally, the relationship between gF, WM span, and interference control was explained not only by the activity in lateral PFC, but also within posterior brain regions (parietal cortex). Together, the results clearly suggest that the equation gF = EF = WM = PFC is too simple to be accurate.

Another study utilizing this approach addressed a theoretical claim, highlighted by Blair, that “evidence for relations between areas of the PFC and ACC [anterior cingulate cortex] and specific aspects of cognition and emotion suggest that a variety of influences, particularly those associated with emotional

Figure 1 (Burgess et al.). The 3-back working memory (WM) task. A sequential series of items are presented, and judgments are made regarding whether the currently presented item (the O) matches the item presented three trials back (targets, first row). The task is thought to tap not only into the ability to maintain information in WM (three most recent items), but also to tap into executive function (EF), since WM representations must be updated on each trial and temporally coded. Moreover, the task enables a distinction between low-interference trials (nontargets, middle row) and high-interference trials (lures, bottom rows). Lures occur when the current item is one that was recently presented (e.g., two or four trials back), but is not the target.
arousal and the stress response, may impact fluid cognitive functioning and its apparent similarity to general intelligence" (sect. 2.3, last para.). In the 48 participants from the first study, we tested whether individual differences in affective personality dimensions might impact brain activity in lateral PFC and ACC during 3-back performance in a similar manner as gF (Gray et al., in press). We found that BAS (behavioral activation sensitivity; Carver & White 1994) and extraversion were correlated with activity in lateral PFC and ACC, as predicted by Blair's account. However, the picture was more complex than this. First, in contrast to gF, the correlations were present across all three trial types, not just lures. Second, the correlations were negative (high BAS/extraversion = less activity), as opposed to the positive correlations with gF. Third, the gF and personality correlations were independent, in that both variables explained lateral PFC activity, even after controlling for the other. Thus, the results suggest that affective individual differences modulate activity in brain regions related to EF, but in a manner distinct from the effects of gF.

Both studies make clear the point that there are relationships among gF, WM, and EF, but that the constructs are not isomorphic. Nevertheless, these results highlight the promise of a combined correlational–experimental approach for more precisely determining the relationships among individual difference constructs. It is our belief that this approach could be extended further to examine other questions raised by Blair, such as the relationship between gF and psychometric g, the relationship of gF to distinct EF processes (e.g., conflict detection), affect–cognition interactions, and the mechanisms that relate gF versus psychometric g to real-world outcomes (e.g., academic success). Critically, the effects of compensatory training or interventions could be more meaningfully evaluated by determining how performance changes relate to changes in underlying brain activity, and whether such changes are linked to variation in gF versus other individual difference constructs, such as psychometric g. Such an approach might elucidate the real goal of Blair’s analysis, which is to develop and implement optimal intervention programs for young children facing adversity in order to improve their real-world outcomes. This is a goal that we wholeheartedly support.
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Within fluid cognition: Fluid processing and fluid storage?

Nelson Cowan
Department of Psychological Sciences, University of Missouri, Columbia, MO 65211.
CowanN@mail.missouri.edu http://web.missouri.edu/~psycowan

Abstract: Blair describes fluid cognition as highly related to working memory and executive processes, and dependent on the integrity of frontal-lobe functioning. However, the literature review appears to neglect potential contributions to fluid cognition of the focus of attention...
as an important information-storage device, and the role of posterior brain regions in that kind of storage. Relevant cognitive and imaging studies are discussed.

This target article provides an impressive review of research indicating that fluid cognition is separate from general intelligence and is highly susceptible to environmental, emotional, and specific neurological influences. Fluid cognition is defined as "all-purpose cognitive processing not necessarily associated with any specific content domain and as involving the active or effortless maintenance of information" (sect. 2.1). The term fluid cognitive functioning is "used interchangeably to some extent with the terms working memory and executive function" (sect. 2.1) and is said to be associated strongly with frontal-lobe functioning. However, this characterization leaves behind an important part of fluid cognition, involving the use of attention to store information.

In a long-standing model of working memory, Baddeley (1986) described a system in which the storage of information occurred in phonological and visuospatial passive buffers. Executive functions were said to use the stored information to carry out tasks, but did not themselves store information. The phonological store was limited in the duration of the sequence that could be retained, and the visuospatial store supposedly had a similar limit. Both were assumed to hold information automatically, without an investment of effort, for a short time. However, this model did not consider all information in working memory. Stored information actually could include semantic elements, as well as links between elements of different types (e.g., in a group conversation, information about who just said what). It might have to be held in the focus of attention. That type of storage has been taken into account in more recent models (e.g., Baddeley 2000; Case 1995; Cowan 1988; 1995; 1999). An attention limit can account for situations in which the number of elements or chunks that can be held concurrently is severely limited (Cowan et al. 2004; 2005; Garavan 1998; Oberauer 2002).

It does not appear that information in the focus of attention is actually held in the frontal lobes. Although frontal regions are key to the manipulation of information, the storage of information actually appears to take place in posterior regions. Thus, although the frontal regions are more sensitive to the task requirement to manipulate information, posterior regions are more sensitive to the memory load of a task (e.g., see Posdle et al. 1999; 2003). Some have proposed that, although the frontal lobes are heavily involved in the control of attention, more posterior, largely parietal areas make up the more important part of the seat or focus of attention, with the retention of attended information (Cowan 1995; Posner & Peterson 1990). For example, Schacter (1989) pointed out that disorders of awareness, such as lateral neglect (inattention to one half of space or one half of each object) and anosognosia (ignorance that one is disabled), are more likely to result from parietal, rather than frontal, lesions.

If the focus of attention is closely associated with activity posterior in the brain and the storage of information also takes place in posterior regions, can we infer that storage itself is attention-dependent? Perhaps. We have examined this question with respect to a visual working memory task in which a haphazard array of small, diversely colored patches is to be compared to a second array that is the same or differs only in the color of one patch (Luck & Vogel 1997). In a well-controlled version of the task, one item in the second array is encircled and the participant has been informed that, if any item in the array changed, it was that one. This task results in excellent performance for arrays of four or fewer patches, and increasingly poorer performance with increasing array sizes. A formula for capacity in the task is based on the assumption that, for items in working memory, the participant correctly indicates whether the cued item has changed or not. If the item is not in working memory, the participant guesses (Cowan 2001). The formula indicates that adults typically keep three or four items in working memory. Neuroimaging and event-related potential studies with this task indicate that neural activity dependent on the set size and the subject's capacity takes place not in the frontal regions, but in certain posterior regions of the brain (Todd & Marois 2004; Vogel & Machizawa 2004). Moreover, recent evidence indicates that performance in this task is attention-demanding. Overt recitation of a random six- or seven-digit list impairs performance on the visual-array task, especially on trials in which the digit list is recited incorrectly. As controls for other factors, silently retaining a digit list during the retention interval of the visual-array task does not impair performance unless the demands of both tasks are rather large; and neither does the overt recitation of a two-digit list or a known telephone number (Morey & Cowan 2004; 2005). Thus, silent verbal maintenance can occur automatically, as can the act of articulation; but recitation of a memory load requires effortful retrieval, and performance on the visual-array task suffers from the consequent drain on attention. Even retrieval of a response in a tone-identification task has this effect on visual-array comparisons (Stevanovski & Jolicoor 2003).

In the working-memory tasks usually used to show high correlations with intellectual aptitude, storage and processing are combined. However, various types of evidence suggest that, within such tasks, what is important for correlations with aptitude is simply that the processing task prevents rehearsal of the information in storage (see Lépine et al. 2005). Rehearsal may ease the demand for attention. Tasks correlating well with aptitudes also include those that do not have a separate processing component, but that nevertheless preclude rehearsal of the stored information (e.g., the aforementioned visual-array task). A simple digit-span task also correlates with aptitudes in children too young to rehearse the digits (Cowan et al. 2005). All of this suggests that storage, as well as processing, can fall within the camp of fluid cognition when attention must be used for storage.

Sometimes, the distinction between storage and processing is unclear. Blair states that "Individuals with prefrontal damage exhibit no deficits on problems whose solution requires holding in mind no relations or only one relation, but exhibit a near inability to solve problems involving two or more relations (Waltz et al. 1999)" (sect. 3.2, para. 1). In this phenomenon (see also Halford et al. 2005), it may take storage to facilitate processing, and it is an open question whether individual differences lie in storage, processing, or both. Fluid cognition is not necessarily all frontal processing.
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Dissecting g
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Abstract: Two studies substantiating Blair's main postulates are summarized. The first study showed that fluid cognition, reasoning, and perceived competence about reasoning are separate and equipotent partners in g. The second study showed that reasoning, understanding of emotions, and perceived competence about reasoning and emotions partake in the formation of g, substantiating Blair's claim that cognition and emotion are linked in the brain.

Blair's main arguments are quite simple. Psychometric g and fluid cognition are not identical, and fluid cognition is connected to emotion. I fully endorse both arguments. Psychometric g is an intensive construct reflecting whatever is common between all kinds of tasks included in psychometric tests. Most tasks in most tests of intelligence require, in varying proportions, inferential and reasoning processes, problem-solving and self-management skills, domain-specific knowledge, and interest and motivation.
to succeed on the test, and, of course, fluid cognition (Demetriou 2004). Fluid cognition sets the frame for the construction and functioning of the other processes but is not identical with them. Emotions regulate how efficiently fluid cognition can be used for the sake of the other processes. Thus, general intelligence is, necessarily, a hyper-construct where all of these processes interact dynamically. In this commentary, I summarize two studies substantiating these postulates.

The first study specifies the relative contribution of fluid cognition, reasoning, and self-awareness in $g$ (Demetriou & Kazi, submitted). This study involved 83 participants sampled among 11-, 13-, and 15-year-old adolescents. Three aspects of fluid cognition were examined: speed of processing (e.g., reading color words written in the same ink color), control of processing (e.g., recognizing the ink color of color words where meaning and ink color were incompatible), and working memory (i.e., phonological and visual storage and executive processes). The reasoning tasks addressed four domains: verbal (i.e., verbal analogies and propositional syllogisms), quantitative (i.e., numerical analogies and simple algebraic equations), and spatial reasoning (i.e., mental rotation and the water-level task), and drawing (i.e., draw a scene involving various components). Finally, an inventory probed self-representation in regard to these four domains (e.g., “I immediately solve everyday problems involving numbers”).

Figure 1 shows the best-fitting model to the mean scores representing performance on the various tasks. Specifically, the mean score representing speed and the mean score representing control of processing are related to one factor that stands for processing efficiency. The scores representing phonological, visuo-spatial, and executive memory are related to another factor that stands for working memory. The four factors representing performance in the four domains are regressed on another factor, which stands for general reasoning and inferential processes ($g_r$). Psychometric $g$ is very close to this factor. The four self-representation factors are regressed on another factor that stands for general perceived competence ($g_{pc}$). Finally, the three second-order factors are regressed on a third-order factor, the “grand $g$” ($G_{grand}$). Attention is drawn to the relations between the three second-order factors and $G_{grand}$. They are all very high (all > 0.86), clearly suggesting that fluid cognition, inference and problem solving, and self-awareness are distinct, equipotent, and complementary dimensions of general intelligence.

The second study explores the relative contribution of reasoning, understanding, and regulation of emotions, and self-representation about these processes to the formation of $g$ (Demetriou & Andreou, in preparation). Therefore, this study is related to Blair’s claim that intelligence and emotions are interrelated because of corticolimbic connections linking the rational brain (i.e., the prefrontal cortex) with the emotional brain (i.e., the limbic system). This study involved 247 participants, drawn among 10-, 12-, 14-, 16-, and 20-year-olds, who were examined by four batteries. The reasoning battery addressed quantitative (algebraic equations and numerical analogies), causal (isolation of variables and combinatorial reasoning), spatial (mental rotation and coordination of the spatial systems of reference), and social reasoning (understanding the motives and intentions of others). The understanding-of-emotions battery asked participants to construct stories integrating different emotions with relevant events (e.g., “Write a story about an event that makes Michael sad and disappointed and Chris happy and optimistic”). The self-representation battery involved items addressed to the four reasoning domains mentioned above. Finally, the emotions battery addressed emotional self-knowledge (e.g., “I know my emotions very well”) and self-regulation (e.g., “I control my emotions”), understanding and regulation of the social aspects of emotions as related to the self (e.g., “I am aware of the non-verbal messages I send to others”) and the other (e.g., “I know what others feel by simply looking at them”), a constructive approach to emotionally

Figure 1 (Demetriou). The best-fitting model to the performance and self-representation attained at the batteries of the first study. Note 1: $\chi^2 (175) = 197.236$, CFI = .956, $p = .120$, RMSEA = .039, and 90% confidence interval = .000 – .065. Note 2: All loadings are significant. [Glossary: $G$ and $g$ stand for general; grand stands for processing underlying general domains of ability; $r$ stands for reasoning; $pc$ stands for perceived competence; $mc$ stands for mental capacity; $Quant$, $Verb$, $Spatial$, $Drawing$ stand for ability in quantitative, verbal, spatial reasoning and drawing.]
laden situations (e.g., “When unfairly scolded, I prefer to talk with others and show them that they are wrong”), and emotional apathy (e.g., “I am indifferent to praise”).

Figure 2 shows the best-fitting model to the scores generated by these batteries. There was a first-order factor for each domain of reasoning, a first-order factor for self-representation about these domains, and a first-order factor about the various emotional understanding and self-representation factors. Each set of these three types of factors was regressed on a second-order factor, standing for general reasoning (g_r), general perceived competence (g_pc), and emotional processes (g_em). Finally, these three second-order factors were regressed on Ggrand.

Attention is drawn to the relations between the second-order factors and Ggrand. They are .36, 1.0, and .52 for the g_r, g_pc, and g_em, respectively. Obviously, this factor, due to the dominance of self-representation items, is highly loaded by self-awareness. It is noteworthy that its relation with g_r and g_em is significant and in the same range, indicating that self-awareness is a powerful dimension of general intelligence that operates as a liaison between its inferential and its dynamic dimensions.

Towards a theory of intelligence beyond g

James R. Flynn
Department of Political Studies, University of Otago, Box 56, Dunedin, New Zealand.

Abstract: Brain physiology and IQ gains over time both show that various cognitive skills, such as on-the-spot problem solving and arithmetic reasoning, are functionally independent, despite being bundled up in the correlational matrix called g. We need a theory of intelligence that treats the physiology and sociology of intelligence as having integrity equal to the psychology of individual differences.

Take the ability to solve problems on the spot without a previously learned method as tested by Raven’s or Similarities. When normal people are ranked against one another at a given place and time, those who do better than average on this kind of problem-solving tend to do better on a wide range of cognitive tasks. Thus, this cognitive skill is positively correlated with cognitive tasks, predicts performance on them, and earns the label gF (fluid general factor). However, when society sets helter-skelter priorities over time – say, emphasizes on-the-spot problem solving and neglects arithmetic reasoning (taxpayers are too silly to pay for good math teachers) – the correlation between this kind of problem solving and other cognitive tasks simply unravels (Flynn 2003). Its predictive potency fades away and, since that is the essence of gF, it should have a new name. I suggest Fpsa (fluid problem-solving ability).

The only thing that could prevent society from unraveling the correlational matrix would be brain physiology: a human brain so structured that no single cognitive ability could be enhanced without enhancing all of them. As Blair triumphantly shows, the brain is not like that. When we turn to abnormal brains – those affected by trauma, phenylketonuria, or unusual stress – we find the following: Just as society can pick and choose which mental abilities it wishes to improve, so the brain is sufficiently decentralized that it can pick and choose. Its damaged areas can veto a normal level of Fpsa while, at the same time,
its undamaged areas can foster normal levels of other cognitive abilities.

Uncorrelated cognitive abilities are significant despite not being bundled up in $g$. People today are better at lateral thinking on the job and better at chess, and more acute at on-the-spot assessment of the quality of political debate, than they used to be (Flynn, in press). Brain-damaged children can keep up at school despite below-average Fpsa. If the theory of intelligence is to accommodate uncorrelated abilities, it must transcend $g$. What form would such a theory of intelligence take?

It would have three levels: (1) The B (brain) level, where brain physiology shows how much coordination and how much autonomy functional mental abilities are likely to manifest — shows what degrees and kinds of problem-solving abilities are likely for both normal and abnormal brains. (2) The ID (individual differences) level, where we assess how cognitive abilities vary from one person to another in a homogeneous social setting, and which shows the extent to which abilities are inter-correlated and predictive of one another in that context. (3) The S (social) level, where evolving and diverse social priorities over time free specific mental abilities from the strictures of $g$ (within the limits that the brain allows) and shows them swimming freely from one another and having important consequences. It shows, for example, why America, despite a huge increase in Fpsa, has to import foreigners to do its mathematics.

An affection for acronyms suggests a label like the BIDS theory of intelligence. Its focus would be making sense of how various levels are interrelated. At times, one level may show what happens on another is surprising enough to require explanation. For example, brain physiology shows how much coordination and how much autonomy functional mental abilities are likely to manifest — shows what degrees and kinds of problem-solving abilities are likely for both normal and abnormal brains. Yet, when we measure individual differences (ID level), $g$ emerges — which is to say individuals who beat the rest of us on one cognitive skill, often outdo us on most cognitive skills. So we have to go back to the brain. Even though different areas are autonomous in the sense that one can function normally when another is damaged, and in the sense that they can be differentially developed by social change, there must be some overall qualitative factor (the synapses?) — something that makes one normal brain function better on virtually all kinds of problem-solving than another.

At other times, one level may even imply that what is happening on another level is impossible. For example, Jensen (1998, pp. 445–58) analyzed twin studies on the ID (individual differences) level that dramatized the weakness of environment. Indeed, environment appeared so weak that environmental change could not possibly cause huge cognitive gains over a short time — which seemed to imply that IQ gains simply had to have a genetic origin (hybrid vigor) or be spurious. At this point, the Dickens-Flynn model restored coherence to the system by showing that the primacy of genes over environment in individual life history is fully compatible with huge environmental effects as society evolves (Dickens & Flynn 2001a; 2001b).

The $g$ theory of intelligence is limited because it views the physiological and sociological levels through its own spectacles. It asks: What elementary cognitive tasks correlate with $g$; what cognitive trends over time correlate with $g$ or at least are factor invariant (Wicherts et al. 2004); and so forth. It is as though the physics of moving objects within the earth’s gravitational sphere had demanded that astronomy and subatomic physics confine themselves to its model, whereas the way forward was more comprehensive models within which Galileo’s equations found their proper place.

The BIDS theory has already paid dividends. Schools teach young children matrices under the delusion that matrices skills and arithmetic reasoning are functionally related. IQ gains over time on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) subtests show that the first skill can be greatly augmented with no effect on the second. The relationship is actually correlational. It is as though we observed that good high jumpers tend to be better-than-average sprinters at any given time — and drew the conclusion that the way to improve high-jump performance was to practice sprinting. We would quickly discover that no high jumper hurtles toward the bar at maximum speed; rather, one gathers the moderate amount of momentum compatible with timing the jump. The correlation between high-jump excellence and sprinting excellence does not signal a functional relationship between the two skills.

A symposium should be convened so that Blair and like-minded thinkers and $g$-men (because $g$ is still important on its proper level) can get together and look for a breakthrough in the theory of intelligence. We live in exciting times.

### Early intervention and the growth of children’s fluid intelligence: A cognitive developmental perspective

**Ruth M. Ford**

*Department of Psychology, University of Wales Swansea, Swansea SA2 8PP, United Kingdom*

r.ford@swansea.ac.uk

**Abstract:** From the stance of cognitive developmental theories, claims that general $g$ is an entity of the mind are compatible with notions about domain-general development and age-invariant individual differences. Whether executive function is equated with general $g$ or fluid $g$, research into the mechanisms by which development occurs is essential to elucidate the kinds of environmental inputs that engender effective intervention.

The debate surrounding the existence of general $g$, and its relation to fluid $g$, bears on the efforts of cognitive developmental psychologists to distinguish between general and specific aspects of children’s intellectual growth (Case et al. 2001; Lautrey 2002). Domain-general approaches to development aim to identify cognitive skills that exert a pervasive influence on behavior, even in the presence of specialized abilities with which they interact. In contrast, domain-specific approaches offer a compartmentalized view of the mind by focusing exclusively on the operation of functionally independent modules.

A variety of domain-general accounts exist, some of which have advocated components of executive function, such as working memory, as prime candidates for explaining broad, age-dependent gains in intellectual ability (e.g., Case 1992). Despite their physiological localization in the frontal regions of the brain, executive functions could thus constitute a driving force in cognitive development that has ramifications for all mental activities. Recent years have seen major advances in the understanding of executive function and its role in the emergence of consciousness (Zelazo 2004), agency (Russell 1999), and self-regulation (Carlson 2003). Not only does executive function undergo marked improvements as children grow older, the distinction between “hot” and “cool” executive function seems well placed to provide new insights into the development of social cognition and behavior (Zelazo et al. 2005).

If executive function is equated instead with fluid $g$, then general $g$ might correspond with some other aspect of development such as global processing speed (e.g., Kail 1991) or, alternatively, a dimension of intelligence that is not related to development at all. As an example of the latter approach, the minimal cognitive architecture model of intelligence and development (Anderson 2001) views intelligent behavior as a product of both age-invariant and developmental mechanisms. The model assumes that age-invariant mechanisms are responsible for individual differences in intellectual ability within a particular developmental level and are determined mainly by heredity. In contrast, it sees developmental mechanisms as involving the maturation of dedicated information-processing
There is more to fluid intelligence than working memory capacity and executive function

Dennis Garlick and Terrence J. Sejnowski
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Abstract: Although working memory capacity and executive function contribute to human intelligence, we question whether there is an equivalence between them and fluid intelligence. We contend that any satisfactory neurobiological explanation of fluid intelligence needs to include abstraction as an important computational component of brain processing.

Understanding fluid intelligence is a fascinating problem for behavioral and brain research. Fluid intelligence problems such as Raven’s Progressive Matrices, Number Series, and Word Analogies involve presenting participants with problems that they are unlikely to have seen before. Successful performance cannot then be attributed to any simple learning mechanism based on previously seeing and memorizing the correct answer to the exact same problem. However, despite this, humans are able to solve these kinds of problems, suggesting that fluid intelligence is an important construct for assessing the human capacity to perform successfully across a wide range of situations. This is also supported by psychometric findings suggesting that fluid intelligence is the best predictor of performance in situations that involve human intelligence, including performance at school, at university, and in cognitively demanding occupations (Gottfredson 1997).

Understanding the nature of fluid intelligence has been a profound problem for psychometric intelligence research. Indeed, even recent reviews admit that we still have no satisfactory explanation of what causes differences in fluid intelligence (Brody 1992; Jensen 1986; Neisser et al. 1996). Blair suggests an answer, using the constructs of working memory capacity and executive function (see also Kane & Engle 2002). Indeed, the notions that working memory capacity and executive function are explanations of fluid intelligence are plausible. After all, the solution of fluid intelligence tasks undoubtedly involves the use of working memory. Similarly, executive functions are the result of an evolutionary recent brain area, so equating the operation of this brain area with fluid intelligence, again a capacity that is most evident in humans, would again seem plausible. It is also logical to identify fluid function with the prefrontal cortex, an area that is notable for playing a control function and not having direct connections with sensory input.

However, though the answer Blair gives has been suggested in the past, it is endorsed by relatively few current researchers. One reason for the lack of support for a relationship between fluid intelligence (gF) and working memory and executive function is that tasks that assess working memory and executive function often do not reflect gF. For instance, tasks developed according to working memory principles often do not correlate with gF. Researchers arguing for a working memory capacity explanation of intelligence have then sought to strengthen this relationship by simply making working memory tasks involve the manipulation and transformation of information, elements that are commonly involved in fluid intelligence tasks (see Kyllonen & Christal 1990). However, this would then suggest that it is not working memory capacity per se that is leading to the correlations between these tasks and fluid intelligence, and leads to a circular argument. Unsworth and Engle (2005) also found that a working memory capacity task predicted performance equally on Raven’s problems that varied based on difficulty, memory load, and rule type. This again suggests that it is not working memory capacity per se that mediates the relationship between working memory capacity and fluid intelligence. Similarly, performance on executive function tasks often are not related to performance on fluid
intelligence tasks. Blair describes the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task (WCST), a well-known measure of executive function, as a fluid intelligence measure, even though the WCST is not known to be an indicator of fluid intelligence. The relationship between prefrontal cortex and fluid intelligence is again complex. Only the most difficult Raven’s problems show activation in the prefrontal cortex (Prabhakaran et al. 1997), even though the easier Raven’s problems are still measures of fluid intelligence. This indicates that fluid intelligence does not depend on something that is specific to the prefrontal cortex.

Our concern is that Blair is then making the supposed fit between fluid intelligence and working memory capacity and executive function by redefining fluid intelligence in working memory and executive function terms. Evidence that then supports this correspondence is selectively referenced, while evidence that contradicts this framework is neglected. This is of crucial importance. When Blair claims to find a dissociation between fluid intelligence and g, we suspect that he is in fact finding a dissociation between fluid intelligence and working memory capacity/executive function. Indeed, while criticizing current research for ignoring relevant distinctions between cognitive processes, Blair is in fact guilty of this himself when he chooses to lump the constructs of gF, working memory, and executive function into the one construct. It may be that cortical damage compromises executive function while fluid functions remain largely intact, such as in the case of the absentminded professor. Only by using measures that assess all of these functions can we hope to understand their interplay. Simply assuming at the outset that fluid intelligence, working memory capacity, and executive function are the same construct is likely to mean that effects are missed that would be detected if the constructs were recognized as being distinct.

Even more problematic for the proposed neurobiological model of fluid intelligence is that it makes no mention of abstraction, even though, unlike working memory capacity and executive function, all fluid intelligence problems involve abstraction. Abstraction is also recognized as being the hallmark of intelligence (e.g., Snyderman & Rothman 1987). Until theories of fluid intelligence address this issue of abstraction, they will continue to fail to provide an explanation that enables us to actually understand the nature of intelligence. Examining localization in the brain is likely to be of only limited help at best in this endeavor. Different areas of the cortex are likely to be important for representing different abstract properties. This does not contradict the notion of a general fluid factor, as these different areas may depend on a common mechanism to extract abstract information out of the environment (Garlick 2002). Rather, the answer is likely to lie in understanding how the brain computes abstraction. Unfortunately, little is known about the neural basis for abstraction. This needs to be a goal of future research.
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Working memory, executive function, and general fluid intelligence are not the same
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Abstract: Blair equates the constructs of working memory (WM), executive function, and general fluid intelligence (gF). We argue that there is good reason not to equate these constructs. We view WM and gF as separable but highly related, and suggest that the mechanism behind the relationship is controlled attention—an ability that is dependent on normal functioning of the prefrontal cortex.

Blair’s target article addresses an issue that is of fundamental importance to understanding higher cognitive functioning: What is the relationship between the constructs of fluid cognition and general intelligence? Blair addresses this issue while trying to integrate the fields of behavioral psychology, psychometric intelligence, and cognitive neuroscience—fields that tend to employ different types of tasks while discussing identical constructs. We argue that although this is a valiant and much-needed effort, more attention must be given to the operational definition of fluid cognition. Specifically, we believe that working memory, executive function, and general fluid intelligence are not the same.

In his review, Blair examines the relationship between what he calls “fluid cognition” and general intelligence. However, we argue that five separate constructs are considered: working memory (WM), executive function (EF), general intelligence (g) and, related to g, general fluid intelligence (gF) and general crystallized intelligence (gC). Critically, Blair equates WM, EF, and gF under the label of “fluid cognition.” Unfortunately, there is good reason not to equate these three constructs. First, although some evidence suggests that WM and fluid intelligence are identical (e.g., Colom et al. 2004; Kyllonen & Christal 1990), a great deal more suggests that, although strongly related, WM and gF are clearly not isomorphic. Essentially, if the constructs were indistinguishable, the correlations between latent factors representing these constructs would be consistently near 1.0; in reality, they are closer to .72, indicating approximately 50% shared variance between them (Kane et al. 2005; see also Ackerman et al. 2005; Conway et al. 2003; Heitz et al. 2004).

Second, there is evidence to suggest that WM and EF are separable, despite research showing that they also, are correlated. For example, tasks designed to measure EF such as Tower of Hanoi, Wisconsin card sorting, random-number generation, and Stroop compose a latent factor that is separable from those of WM tasks (Miyake et al. 2000; 2001). Additionally, switch costs from the task-set switching paradigms (often used as a measure of EF) do not correlate well with WM measures (Kane & Engle 2004; Oberauer et al. 2003); however, there is some evidence to suggest that the prototypical task-switching paradigm, itself, is not a measure of EF (Logan & Bundesen 2003).

To this point, we have argued that WM is not isomorphic with gF, and that WM and EF are related but dissociable. By this view, equating these constructs in an effort to understand g is problematic. Equally problematic is the fact that g and gF are very highly correlated, and some have argued that they are virtually identical (Gustafsson 1984). Therefore, instead of focusing our own research on g, we have correlated measures of gF such as Raven’s Progressive Matrices and the Cattell Culture Fair Test with measures of WM such as reading span and operation span (Engle et al. 1999; Kane et al. 2004). We argue that these efforts essentially target the same issue that Blair is concerned with, given that our definition of WM and Blair’s definition of fluid cognition are virtually identical. With this in mind, we address research relating individual differences in WM capacity to individual differences in gF.
That WM correlates positively with gF is not controversial. What is under debate is the mechanism for this correlation. Research suggests that one common link is prefrontal cortex (PFC) functioning (Kane & Engle 2002). For example, human and nonhuman primate studies find significantly reduced WM task performance with PFC lesions that are not observed with more posterior lesions (Kane & Engle 2002). Similarly, patients with PFC lesions demonstrate a marked deficit in gF-loaded task performance compared to healthy controls (Duncan et al. 1995).

To be specific, our view is that differential functioning of the PFC brings about individual differences in executive attention control. According to our view, this general attention ability should reveal itself not only in high-level cognitive tasks such as those designed to measure gF, but also in fairly low-level tasks, provided that the task requires effortful attention control. In one of the most striking examples of this, Kane et al. (2001) (see also Unsworth et al. 2004) found that individuals high in WM capacity ("high spans") performed better than those low in WM capacity ("low spans") in a selective orienting task. Specifically, in the antisaccade condition, subjects had to resist reflexive orienting toward a flashing cue and instead execute a saccade in the opposite direction. Low span subjects committed more errors, and, even when their saccade was in the correct direction, they were slower to do so. This result stands in contrast to performance in the prosaccade condition, where both high and low WM span subjects were equally able to orient toward the flashing cue.

In another such low-level task, Heitz and Engle (submitted) had subjects perform the Eriksen flanker paradigm. Subjects were to respond with one hand if the center letter was H and with the other hand if the center letter was S. On compatible trials, all the letters were identical (e.g., SSSSS). However, on incompatible trials, the center letter was surrounded by response-incompatible letters (e.g., SSHSS). Thus, to perform this task effectively, subjects had to focus their attention (for example, by constraining their attentional allocation) on the center letter in an effort to filter the surrounding distractor letters. Heitz and Engle (submitted) found that low spans were slower to perform this visual-attention filtering than were high spans. Again, no span differences were evident in the compatible trials, when attentional constraint was unnecessary.

These low-level tasks, though unrelated on their surface to traditional WM-span tasks such as reading span, reliably dissociate low and high WM span participants. This, along with our structural equation modeling studies, suggest that what is important for high-level and low-level cognitive functioning is the ability to control attention, whether this serves the purpose of filtering distractor letters in the visual field or maintaining a list of letters in a distracting environment. Although we do not yet know exactly how this is important for fluid intelligence, the strong relationship between WM and gF, as well as a shared reliance on the PFC, support a view implicating attentional processes.

Our continued efforts are directed at examining this relationship in detail. This, along with our structural WM-span tasks such as reading span, reliably dissociate low and high WM span participants. This, along with our structural equation modeling studies, suggest that what is important for high-level and low-level cognitive functioning is the ability to control attention, whether this serves the purpose of filtering distractor letters in the visual field or maintaining a list of letters in a distracting environment. Although we do not yet know exactly how this is important for fluid intelligence, the strong relationship between WM and gF, as well as a shared reliance on the PFC, support a view implicating attentional processes.

The fluid-crystallized model as extended by Carroll (1993) differs from the Vernon (1964; 1965) model in a straightforward way. As noted, learned knowledge and skill contribute little to manifestations of fluid intelligence but extensively to manifestations of crystallized intelligence. Both Cattell (1971) and Horn (1989) were clear that this distinction in the role of intelligence researchers over the past 100 years.

Blair’s creative synthesis makes clear that the descriptive accuracy of this model has been presumed in designing studies spanning the domains of psychology, as well as in designing intelligence assessment tools. It is also assumed by Blair. Surprisingly, received wisdom has not been subject to empirical scrutiny in the form of comparative assessment, despite the existence of other models for the structure of intellect. Two comparative evaluations using modern confirmatory factor-analytic techniques, however, demonstrated clearly that the fluid-crystallized model provides an inaccurate description of the structure of human intellect (Johnson & Bouchard 2005; in press). Vernon’s (1964; 1965) more content-based verbal-perceptual model provides greater descriptive accuracy, which is further enhanced by the addition of a factor representing image rotation.

In contrast, Vernon’s (1964; 1965) model offers little to the understanding of the structural manifestation of general intelligence and other more specific abilities. It obscures important issues involving the distinction of pervasive learning disabilities (low general intelligence) from specific, content-related disabilities that impede the development of particular skills.

The dominant theoretical model of the structure of human intellect in the psychometric tradition is based on the theory of fluid and crystallized intelligence. Developed initially by Cattell (1943; 1965) and elaborated in greater detail by Horn (1976; 1985; 1998), the theory of fluid and crystallized intelligence distinguishes these two abilities. Fluid ability is demonstrated by solving problems for which prior experience and learned knowledge are of little use. It is measured best by tests having little scholastic or cultural content, such as verbal tasks that rely on relationships among familiar words, or perceptual and figural tasks. Crystallized ability reflects consolidated knowledge gained by education, access to cultural information, and experience. An individual’s crystallized ability originates with fluid ability but is developed through access to and selection of learning experiences. Consequently, among people of similar educational and cultural background, individual differences in fluid ability are thought to influence individual differences in crystallized ability. Yet, persons from different cultural backgrounds with the same level of fluid ability are predicted to differ in crystallized ability. This is the theoretical basis for arguing that many intelligence tests are culturally biased.

As conceived initially, fluid-crystallized theory was used to argue against the existence of general intelligence (Cattell 1971; Horn 1989), based on the belief that the higher-order general intelligence factors arising from different batteries of tests would vary. For three widely known test batteries, however, this belief was unfounded (Johnson et al. 2004). In more recent years, Carroll’s (1993) monumental and systematic exploratory factor analysis of more than 460 data sets has built some consensus around a three-strata hierarchical model with general intelligence at the highest stratum, and fluid and crystallized abilities prominent among the more specialized abilities in the second stratum. This model effectively synthesizes the ideas of intelligence researchers over the past 100 years.

Clarifying process versus structure in human intelligence: Stop talking about fluid and crystallized intelligence
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Abstract: Blair presumes the validity of the fluid-crystallized model throughout his article. Two comparative evaluations recently demonstrated that this presumption can be challenged. The fluid-crystallized model offers little to the understanding of the structural manifestation of general intelligence and other more specific abilities. It obscures important issues involving the distinction of pervasive learning disabilities (low general intelligence) from specific, content-related disabilities that impede the development of particular skills.
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with factual knowledge would contribute to both fluid and crystallized intelligence, but such tests would not contribute to perceptual ability. The structure of ability follows the verbal-perceptual outline rather than the fluid-crystallized outline (Johnson & Bouchard 2005; in press), rendering the controversy surrounding the question of the equivalence of fluid and general intelligence moot.

Psychometric models of the structure of intellectual ability offer objective and rigorous frameworks for studying genetic (Gottesman 1997; Plomin & Craig, in press) and epigenetically mediated neurobiological endophenotypes and processes (Gottesman & Gould 2003; Weaver et al. 2004), as well as insight into the relative accuracy of the measurement tools we use to assess the ability of individuals and to predict their success in educational and occupational domains. The research Blair describes highlights the limitations of the fluid-crystallized model in addressing these purposes. Paper-and-pen tests of ability are blunt measurement tools. Performance on any task always reflects learned behavior to at least some degree. People also likely differ in their prior exposure to any task as much as they do in innate ability to address any truly novel task. Consequently, it is never possible to measure innate ability per se, and there is always variance in the degree to which innate ability is reflected in individual test scores. In addition, most problems can be solved using multiple strategies, making it difficult to be sure that any specific task measures any specific ability. Nevertheless, it is clear that the variance common to even a relatively small battery of such tests taps a general intellectual ability with substantial relevance to a wide variety of life outcomes (Gottfredson 1997; Jensen 1998; Lubinski 2004). Blair raises important questions related to the biological development of this general ability in the context of emotional regulation and environmental stress, but we will be able to address these questions more fruitfully by separating the process of development from the structures developed.

Jensen (1998, p. 95) nicely distinguished between processes and structures in their implications for understanding intellectual performance. We may be able to use fluid-crystallized theory to understand how intellectual performance emerges in the individual, but understanding the structural manifestation of general intelligence and other more specific abilities requires comparison across individuals in a systems biology context (Grant 2003). Fluid-crystallized theory has little to offer in this regard. It may even delay the resolution of important issues involving the distinction of pervasive learning disabilities (low general intelligence) from specific, content-related disabilities that impede the development of particular skills. These specific disabilities also tend to follow Vernon’s (1965) hierarchical structure of general intelligence supplemented with specific verbal and perceptual abilities, further supplemented with image-rotation ability.

Blair’s target article makes a strong case that fluid cognition and psychometric g are not identical constructs. Indeed, these constructs are clearly dissimilar for adults, a notion supported for years by a wealth of aging research generated by Horn and Cattell’s (1966) constructs of fluid (Gf) and crystallized (Gc) intelligence. Dramatically different growth curves have been demonstrated for Gf and Gc across the adult life span for numerous adult tests (e.g., Kaufman 2001). Blair includes aging research on the Horn-Cattell constructs as one piece of evidence for the distinctiveness of Gf and g, and we agree that this one argument, per se, is stronger than any factor-analytically based psychometric argument that Gf and g are virtual identities.

Blair’s evidence for the distinctions between Gf and g for children, though strongly reasoned and diverse in its breadth, is less compelling than the evidence for adults. Blair appropriately discusses the key role played by the prefrontal cortex (PFC) in fluid cognitive functions, but fails to mention or consider the development of these functions in children. As Golden (1981) indicates, it is not until about ages 11–12, on average, that “the prefrontal areas of the brain that serve as the tertiary level of the output/planning unit develop” (p. 292). This level corresponds to the onset of Piaget’s stage of formal operations (Inhelder & Piaget 1958) and the emergence of Luria’s (1970) Block 3 planning abilities.

The identification of Gf factors in groups of normal children also has a distinct developmental component. These factors do not emerge as separate constructs until about age 6 or 7 (Elliott 1990; Kaufman & Kaufman 2004). Therefore, the relationship between Gf and g in children is likely to be a different phenomenon for children below age 6, for those between 7 and 11, and for adolescents. As multifaceted in scope as Blair’s analysis was, his conclusions for children should be treated as tentative pending more thorough developmental analyses.

One other area of Blair’s review that was relatively weak was his apparent lack of awareness of the contemporary psychometric scene regarding the assessment of fluid cognition, especially in children. He cited a 15-year-old source (Woodcock 1990) and an 8-year-old source (McGrew 1997) to document “the limited assessment of gF currently available in many widely used intelligence tests” (sect. 4.1, para. 3) and to state that these tests “disproportionately assess crystallized skills and domains of intelligence associated with opportunity for learning” (sect. 7.1, para. 2).

Those claims are simply not true. Tests that deemphasized g and provided measurement of fluid cognition began to be published shortly after Woodcock’s (1990) article went to press, and have proliferated since McGrew’s (1997) chapter was published. The latest versions of the Wechsler and Binet tests are joined by many other well-normed, psychometrically sound, cognitive ability tests that minimize the importance of g, emphasize the assessment of multiple abilities and measure fluid cognition. Listed chronologically, the following tests all provide excellent measurement of fluid cognition:

1. Differential Ability Scales (DAS [Elliott 1990]), 2–17 years; includes three scales for school-age children, one of which is a Nonverbal Reasoning Scale that measures Gf (Keith 2005).
2. Kaufman Adolescent and Adult Intelligence Test (KAIT [Kaufman & Kaufman 1993]), 11–85+ years; includes two scales named Crystallized Intelligence and Fluid Intelligence; two subtests (Mystery Codes and Logical Steps) are considered excellent measures of Gf (Flanagan & Ortiz 2001).
3. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 3rd edition (WAIS-III [Wechsler 1997]), 16–89 years; added a measure of Gf (Matrix Reasoning) to the Performance Scale, a measure of working memory (Letter–Number Sequencing), and a separate Working Memory Index.
4. Cognitive Assessment System (CAS [Naglieri & Das 1997]), 5–17 years; includes four scales derived from Luria’s theory, one
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Abstract: Blair makes a strong case that fluid cognition and psychometric g are not identical constructs. Indeed, these constructs are clearly dissimilar for adults, a notion supported for years by a wealth of aging research generated by Horn and Cattell’s (1966) constructs of fluid (Gf) and crystallized (Gc) intelligence. Dramatically different growth curves have been demonstrated for Gf and Gc across the adult life span for numerous adult tests (e.g., Kaufman 2001). Blair includes aging research on the Horn-Cattell constructs as one piece of evidence for the distinctiveness of Gf and g, and we agree that this one argument, per se, is stronger than any factor-analytically based psychometric argument that Gf and g are virtual identities.

Blair’s evidence for the distinctions between Gf and g for children, though strongly reasoned and diverse in its breadth, is less compelling than the evidence for adults. Blair appropriately discusses the key role played by the prefrontal cortex (PFC) in fluid cognitive functions, but fails to mention or consider the development of these functions in children. As Golden (1981) indicates, it is not until about ages 11–12, on average, that “the prefrontal areas of the brain that serve as the tertiary level of the output/planning unit develop” (p. 292). This level corresponds to the onset of Piaget’s stage of formal operations (Inhelder & Piaget 1958) and the emergence of Luria’s (1970) Block 3 planning abilities.

The identification of Gf factors in groups of normal children also has a distinct developmental component. These factors do not emerge as separate constructs until about age 6 or 7 (Elliott 1990; Kaufman & Kaufman 2004). Therefore, the relationship between Gf and g in children is likely to be a different phenomenon for children below age 6, for those between 7 and 11, and for adolescents. As multifaceted in scope as Blair’s analysis was, his conclusions for children should be treated as tentative pending more thorough developmental analyses.

One other area of Blair’s review that was relatively weak was his apparent lack of awareness of the contemporary psychometric scene regarding the assessment of fluid cognition, especially in children. He cited a 15-year-old source (Woodcock 1990) and an 8-year-old source (McGrew 1997) to document “the limited assessment of gF currently available in many widely used intelligence tests” (sect. 4.1, para. 3) and to state that these tests “disproportionately assess crystallized skills and domains of intelligence associated with opportunity for learning” (sect. 7.1, para. 2).

Those claims are simply not true. Tests that deemphasized g and provided measurement of fluid cognition began to be published shortly after Woodcock’s (1990) article went to press, and have proliferated since McGrew’s (1997) chapter was published. The latest versions of the Wechsler and Binet tests are joined by many other well-normed, psychometrically sound, cognitive ability tests that minimize the importance of g, emphasize the assessment of multiple abilities and measure fluid cognition. Listed chronologically, the following tests all provide excellent measurement of fluid cognition:

1. Differential Ability Scales (DAS [Elliott 1990]), 2–17 years; includes three scales for school-age children, one of which is a Nonverbal Reasoning Scale that measures Gf (Keith 2005).
2. Kaufman Adolescent and Adult Intelligence Test (KAIT [Kaufman & Kaufman 1993]), 11–85+ years; includes two scales named Crystallized Intelligence and Fluid Intelligence; two subtests (Mystery Codes and Logical Steps) are considered excellent measures of Gf (Flanagan & Ortiz 2001).
3. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, 3rd edition (WAIS-III [Wechsler 1997]), 16–89 years; added a measure of Gf (Matrix Reasoning) to the Performance Scale, a measure of working memory (Letter–Number Sequencing), and a separate Working Memory Index.
4. Cognitive Assessment System (CAS [Naglieri & Das 1997]), 5–17 years; includes four scales derived from Luria’s theory, one
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of which is called Planning Ability that measures the planning functions of the PFC.

5. NEPSY: A Developmental Neuropsychological Assessment (Korkman et al. 1998), 3–12 years; developed from Luria’s theory and includes five domains, including Attention/Executive functions.

6. Woodcock-Johnson, 3rd edition (WJ III [Woodcock et al. 2001]), 2–95+ years; developed from Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) theory; measures seven cognitive factors, including Fluid Reasoning.


8. Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scales, 5th edition (SB5 [Roid 2003]), 2–85+ years; developed from CHC theory and includes five scales, including Fluid Reasoning.


10. Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children, 2nd edition (KABC-II [Kaufman & Kaufman 2004]), 3–18 years; developed from a blend of CHC and Luria theories; includes five scales, including one labeled Planning/Gf intended to measure the PFC Block 3 functions from Luria’s theory and fluid reasoning ability from CHC theory.

Consequently, Blair’s following statement is false: “As measures of crystallized skills, currently available assessment batteries will provide a limited perspective on the cognitive abilities of children … [they] will not really be able to address [fluid aspects of cognition]” (sect. 7.1, para. 3).

In fact, excellent measures of children’s fluid cognition are readily available. The newer breed of intelligence test decidedly does not overemphasize crystallized abilities. Instead, the focus has shifted to fluid reasoning, planning ability, the ability to learn new material, and working memory. As Blair urges, much research needs to be done. We agree. But it is important to note that appropriate tests of fluid cognition are ready and waiting.

In addition, there is psychometric evidence with recent tests that suggests strong overlap between measures of fluid ability and g. Keith (2005) applied the technique of hierarchical confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) to several data sets. For the DAS, the fluid factor correlated .96 with g in one study and 1.0 in another. Kaufman and Kaufman (2004) applied Keith’s CFA approach to the KABC-II and observed 1.0 correlations between fluid cognition and g.

These psychometric findings do not mean that fluid cognition and psychometric g are identical constructs. Blair has cogently argued that a wealth of other data needs to be integrated with the psychometric results to reach any reasonable conclusions about this relationship. However, we believe that more research needs to be done with samples of children (not adults) before reaching the firm conclusion that the two constructs are distinct.

NOTE

1. Whereas Blair used the abbreviation “gF” to denote fluid cognition, we have opted to use “Gf,” which is the abbreviation used by Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) theorists and researchers.
dissociation of two processes in this sense tells us nothing about the correlation between them. For example, measures of the strength of people’s left hand will most probably correlate with those of the right hand, and this is not affected by the fact that (a) people can do things with their hands in parallel or (b) that people can lose their arms separately in accidents. Let us assume that a measure of the strength of the right hand shows a very high correlation with measures of the strength of the left hand. It is right to conclude that they measure the same thing, if by a “thing” we mean a latent causal variable that explains the covariation – in this case, perhaps general muscular make-up. But it would be foolish to conclude that they measure the same thing in the universal sense, since it would mean that we are born with only one hand. But we are born with two, and we can lose them one by one. In short, they can be dissociated, independently of the correlation.

The architecture of cognition does not determine the structure of correlations between performance on various tasks, and the latent variable structure of between-subject differences does not determine the architecture of cognition. Hence, the correlation matrix, or the factor (latent variable) structure of different tasks, tells us nothing about whether they can be dissociated in the cognitive psychologist’s sense, or vice versa.

This leads back to the difference between the theoretical status of variables like g and Gf, or general intelligence and fluid cognition. Fluid cognition and general intelligence are universal constructs that give causal explanations at the level of the individual, whereas g and Gf are differential constructs that account for the common variance between various tests or tasks. Nevertheless, to be able to choose between different factorial solutions, differential constructs (such as Gf) must be grounded in universal ones (such as fluid cognition). But the methodological differences and the different scope of explanation must be kept in mind. If we pay attention to the difference between the (universal) constructs of general intelligence and fluid cognition, on the one hand, and the (differential) constructs of g and Gf, on the other, we will be in a better position to consider whether any of the two pairs can be dissociated.

NOTE
1. We prefer to use the “GF” abbreviation used by Cattell and Horn to signify fluid intelligence; Blair’s use of “Gf” is unusual.
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Abstract: The dissociation of fluid cognitive functions from g is implicit in the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) gF-gC theory. Nevertheless, Blair is right that fluid functions are extremely important. I suggest that the key mental operation assessed by measures of Gf is the ability to sustain mental simulation while keeping the relevant representations decoupled from the actual world – an ability that underlies all hypothetical thinking. Blair displays immense scholarship in marshalling a broad array of evidence in neurobiology, psychometrics, and developmental science relevant to understanding the role of fluid cognition in cognitive theory. His main thesis appears early in the target article: “[D]issociation of fluid cognitive functions from other indicators of mental abilities through which g is manifest suggests that some reconceptualization of human cognitive competence is needed and may indicate instances in which g has reached or exceeded the limits of its explanatory power” (sect. 1.1, para. 3). Although I largely agree with this thesis, I think that most of the work driving the field toward it has already been done in the form of the modern synthesis of intelligence research represented by the Cattell-Horn-Carroll (CHC) gF-gC theory (Carroll 1993; Cattell 1963; 1998; Geary 2005; Horn & Cattell 1967; Horn & Noll 1997; McGrew & Woodcock 2001).

The reason I make this somewhat deflationary comment is that many of the dissociations Blair discusses are easily handled by invoking the CHC theory. In many of the examples discussed in the target article, fluid intelligence dissociates somewhat from general intelligence because the latter is estimated from an amalgam of Gf and Gc tasks, and the particular effect discussed has differential impact on Gf and Gc. The result will be Gf somewhat dissociated from g (but not as much as it dissociates from Gc). This is certainly the case when we examine the secular rise in IQ known as the Flynn effect. Measured in standard units, the rise in Gf is larger than the rise in g because general IQ measures contain components of fluid intelligence which has not risen at all. Fluid intelligence dissociates from g in the Flynn effect because the secular rise is differential across Gf and Gc.

It is likewise with Duncan’s demonstrations of the effects of damage to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Duncan et al. 1995; 1996). One could say that these demonstrate that Gf dissociates from g, but it is more parsimonious to simply say that the Duncan demonstrations show what CHC theory predicts: that, in certain cognitive domains, Gf will dissociate from Gc.

Nevertheless, I am in complete agreement with Blair that fluid functions are extremely important and that they are environmentally sensitive. I believe that research is homing in on the critical underlying operation(s) that makes fluid intelligence so critical to mental life. I have argued (Stanovich 2004) that the mental operation is one that accounts for a uniquely human aspect of our cognition – the ability to sustain an internal cognitive critique via metarepresentation. That extremely important mental operation is the decoupling of cognitive representations.

Cognitive decoupling supports one of our most important mental tasks: hypothetical thinking. To reason hypothetically, a person must be able to represent a belief as separate from the world it is representing. Numerous cognitive scientists have discussed the mental ability to mark a belief as a hypothetical state of the world rather than a real one (e.g., Carruthers 2002; Cosmides & Tooby 2000; Dienes & Perner 1999; Evans & Over 2004; Jackendoff 1996; Leslie 1987; Nichols & Stich 2003). Decoupling skills prevent our representations of the real world from becoming confused with representations of imaginary situations that we create on a temporary basis in order to predict the effects of future actions or to think about causal models of the world that are different from those we currently hold. Decoupling skills vary in their recursiveness and complexity. At a certain level of development, decoupling becomes used for so-called metarepresentation – thinking about thinking itself. Metarepresentation is what enables the self-critical stances that are a unique aspect of human cognition (Dennett 1984; 1996; Povinelli & Giambrone 2001; Sperber 2000; Stanovich 2004; Tomasello 1999). We form beliefs about how well we are forming beliefs, just as we have desires about our desires and possess the ability to desire to desire differently.

Sustaining cognitive decoupling is effortful, and the ability to run mental simulations while keeping the relevant representations decoupled is likely one aspect of the brain’s computational power that is being assessed by measures of Gf. Evidence that the key operation underlying Gf is the ability to maintain decoupling among representations while carrying out mental simulation derives from work on executive function (e.g., Baddeley et al. 2001; Gray et al. 2003; Salthouse et al. 2003) and working memory (Colom et al. 2004; Conway et al. 2003; Kane & Engle 2003). First, there is a startling degree of overlap in individual differences on working memory tasks and individual differences in measures of fluid intelligence. Secondly, it is becoming clear that working memory tasks are only...
incidentally about memory. Or, as Engle (2002) puts it, "WM capacity is not directly about memory – it is about using attention to maintain or suppress information" (p. 20). Engle (2002) goes on to review evidence indicating that working memory tasks really tap the preservation of internal representations in the presence of distraction or, as I have termed it – the ability to decouple a representation and manipulate it. What has for years been called in the literature generic cognitive capacity is probably the computational expense of maintaining decoupling in the presence of potentially interfering stimuli (why we look at the ceiling sometimes while thinking hard in a noisy room). If this is indeed the critical gF operation, Blair is correct that it is extremely important, because it is the basis of all hypothetical thinking.
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Abstract: I propose a neuroscience and animat research-inspired model and a thought experiment to test the hypothesis of a developmental relation between fluid and crystallized intelligence. I propose that crystallized intelligence is the result of well-defined activities and structures, whereas fluid intelligence is the physiological catalytic adaptation mechanism responsible for coordinating and regulating the crystallized structures. We can design experiments to reproduce exemplified normal and anomalous phenomena, especially disorders, and study possible cognitive treatments.

The target article puts forth the hypothesis of a developmental relation between fluid and crystallized intelligence. I propose a model and a thought experiment to test this hypothesis. More specifically, I start from the biological assumption that the substrate of intelligence is a network of interconnected cells able to self-organize in response to external events, as well as due to endogenous dynamics. The biological properties of such networks may be summarized as follows: (1) individual cells are able to self-regulate in their local environment and in relation with neighbor cells, (2) individual self-regulation leads through self-organization to stable structures or cell clusters responsible for various functions, and (3) emergent cellular structures generally overlap, so that interactions between the emergent functions are partly unpredictable (Edelman 2004).

Within this configuration, the crystallized part of intelligence is the (static) result of the cellular structure’s activity, while the fluid part of intelligence is the physiological potential for self-organization and network restructuring. In this sense, crystallized intelligence appears behaviorally well defined and thus “measurable,” whereas fluid intelligence remains behaviorally ill-defined and not measurable alone, but only in relation with crystallized intelligence. This is because crystallized intelligence as measured on a particular task is the result of a more or less distinguishable structure that responds to regular tasks, while fluid intelligence is structurally hidden in the network, responds to novel or mutated tasks, and is finally responsible for new crystallized structures.

Fluidity in the cellular-network context can be established only through continuous adaptivity, that is, through constant change under environmental influence. Continual change thus is both history driven (i.e., developmentally cumulative in time) and situationally driven (i.e., highly interactive within a particular context). I should stress that environmental influence is qualified as influence by the individual perceptually and selectively (Steels & Belpaeme 2005). Furthermore, because perceptual schemas may be idiotypic, some influence may be endogenously generated and not provided by the environment (Varela et al. 1991). A number of additional issues on fluidity are also important to the mechanism. First, a necessary feature for physiological fluidity is that the mechanism is self-catalytic or that it acts upon itself, in the sense of changing itself upon every “change command” it issues to one of the structures it controls. This leads to cognitive aging, because future self-organization rates are always lower than the present ones, although the reason or the mechanism for this being so is not well understood. Secondly, such physiological or self-organizational fluidity is usually regarded as being goal directed. However, because nothing forces emergent structures or even individual cells to take just external inputs, it is safe to assume that some goals will be self-generated or plainly endogenous within the individual, which leads us to usual idiotypic selective networks, a well-known structure possessing self-organization capabilities. Finally, the role of emotion, although obviously important, is not clear yet. We assume that emotion acts as a channel of social influence, which has therefore the double potential to speed up learning or drive an individual mad. By design then, fluid intelligence uses three types of information: (1) idiotypic information as explained before, which alone yields automatic responses; (2) social information that triggers and interacts with emotional responses; and (3) crystallized information that contributes cognitive responses or cognitive parameters to complex responses. Normally, all three types are coordinated and reach a balance through self-organization that allows for coherent manifest behavior. Dysfunctions in any part are however possible, in which case all kinds of anomalies may emerge.

Within the described structural setting, normal phenomena such as those described in the target article may be reproduced (Balkenius 2000; Burgess et al. 2001): continuous favoring of one activity by the physiological fluid mechanism corresponds to focused attention, selection of activity C each time activity A or activity B could be invoked corresponds to abstraction, abrupt switches from activity to activity could be attributed to external stress (i.e., to abrupt changes to environmental conditions), and so on. Deviations or anomalies are also possible under certain conditions: (1) Innate learning impairments (e.g., exclusion from a particular perceptual subspace) or persistent external manipulation (e.g., bombardment with particular stimuli) may lead to destabilization of the usual structures and stabilization of new, unusual ones, thus inducing marginal or deviant behavior. In extreme cases, this may also lead to culturally driven alienation of generations (as in the case of families being raised in prisons and other marginal social environments).

(2) Extreme endogenous network dynamics may lead to cognitive disorders without biological lesions being necessarily involved. For example, extremely slow self-catalytic rates may produce behavior perceived as retarded, while extremely low responses to visual emotional cues may act as a predisposition to autism.

In all of these cases, self-organization will lead anyway to stable structures, natural albeit unusual (but not abnormal). However, fluidity itself allows for some limited remedy for such cognitive deficits, because stabilized structures cannot utterly change but may be a bit perturbed: for example, dyslexic people may read with conscious effort, and autistic patients may follow a gaze with conscious effort.

We can therefore design experiments to (1) produce self-organization and emergent structures with the aforementioned model, (2) allow the study of extreme cases in limited conditions of the system parameters, (3) perform perturbation studies to identify the degree and range of resistance of emergent structures to external stress, and (4) produce behavioral anomalies either because the external stress is very high (typical brains in atypical environments, according to Blair) or because the endogenous dynamics are such that the lowest external stress level or even a complete absence of stress induces phenomena such as activity loops or activity isolation (atypical brains in typical environments, according to Blair). The interplay between external social stress and endogenous
Mechanisms of fluid cognition: Relational integration and inhibition
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Abstract: Blair argues that fluid cognition is dissociable from general intelligence. We suggest that a more complete understanding of this dissociation requires development of specific process models of the mechanisms underlying fluid cognition. Recent evidence indicates that relational integration and inhibitory control, both dependent on prefrontal cortex, are key component processes in tasks that require fluid cognition.

As Blair notes, numerous studies have shown that fluid cognitive processes can be dissociated from general intelligence in individuals with prefrontal cortex (PFC) damage (Duncan et al. 1995; Waltz et al. 1999). Furthermore, Blair also presents evidence supporting the hypothesis that the development of fluid intelligence precedes and even “paves the way for the development of crystallized intelligence” (sect. 4.1, para. 1) (Cattell 1971; Horn & Cattell 1967). Others have observed that prefrontal cortex, which appears to be critical to fluid intelligence, plays a major role in cognitive development. For example, Damasio (1985) concluded that, “It seems probable that bilateral damage to the frontal lobes in infancy or childhood produces a more devastating effect on personality and cognitive ability than the same amount of damage sustained elsewhere in the brain at any time in the course of development” (p. 351).

The conceptual separation of fluid cognition from general intelligence sets the stage for more specific hypotheses concerning the processing mechanisms that support fluid cognition. Recent work on human reasoning supports the proposal that tasks requiring fluid cognition depend on specific functions of prefrontal cortex: the representation and manipulation of explicit representations of relations, and the capacity to inhibit responses based on salient but less complex representations (Robin & Holyoak 1995). In the target article, Blair cites a study by Waltz et al. (1999) in which we observed a decline in relational processing with frontal impairment. Specifically, patients with frontal-variant Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration (FTLD) were able to solve problems that required processing a single relation at a time (e.g., understanding a simple relation such as “Mary is taller than Sally”); however, their performance fell to chance on problems that required integrating multiple relations (e.g., using the premises “Mary is taller than Sally” and “Alice is taller than Mary” to infer by transitivity that Alice is taller Sally).

Similar but less dramatic impairment of relational integration has been observed in Alzheimer’s patients who display frontal signs (Waltz et al. 2004). Our lab has also found (Morrison et al. 2004) that patients with frontal-variant FTLD are severely impaired in solving even 1-relation verbal analogies when active inhibition of a semantically related distractor is required (e.g., PLAY GAME.GIVE? where the analogical answer PARTY competes with the semantically-related distractor TAKE). Solving the kinds of problems associated with fluid cognition thus requires both relational integration (a core function of working memory) and inhibitory control.

We have recently extended these findings by investigating relational integration and inhibitory control in younger, middle-aged, and older adults (Viskontas et al. 2004; in press). A general decline in working memory capacity with age is well documented (Craik et al. 1990; Dobbs & Rule 1989). Most of the evidence indicates that while primary or immediate memory capabilities, such as digit span, remain relatively constant throughout life, working memory processes that involve the actions of the central executive, such as manipulating information held in memory, are vulnerable to age (Craik et al. 1990). In our reasoning tasks (including transitive inference, and versions of Raven’s Matrices problems), participants had access to all of the information needed to make inferences at all times; we thus minimized demand on short-term storage systems. However, we varied the number of relations that had to be manipulated to find a solution; as more relations had to be integrated, the central executive would be increasingly taxed. In addition, we varied whether or not a superficially similar distractor item was present to compete with the correct relational response.

We found that, as people age, their ability to manipulate multiple relations declined. Moreover, the number of relevant relations interacted with the requirements for inhibitory control, such that older people were most vulnerable when high levels of relational complexity were coupled with high need for inhibition of superficially related alternatives (see Fig. 1).

Our results indicated that this apparent decline in processing capacity in working memory follows a gradual pattern: younger adults reached their working memory capacity when integrating four relations, middle-aged people had some trouble integrating three relations, and older adults had trouble integrating even two relations. This pattern of results suggests that aging does not produce a catastrophic failure in processing multiple relations, as was observed for patients with extensive frontal lobe degeneration (Waltz et al. 1999). Rather, the decline in relational
integration follows the trajectory of the development of relational integration in reverse (Halford 1993; Richland et al. 2004). Even when memory-storage demands are minimized by the continual presence of the premises, normal aging is accompanied by declines in processing capacity that cause impairments in relational integration and inhibitory control.

We have developed a computational model of relational reasoning that has been used to simulate differences in reasoning ability attributable to changes in the neural mechanisms responsible for relational integration and inhibitory control (Hummel & Holyoak 2003; Morrison et al. 2004; Viskontas et al. 2004). By defining the processes underlying fluid cognition in specific computational terms, it should be possible to make predictions concerning which measures of general intelligence will bring age-related deficits to light, and which will fail to show any decline. We can also apply this deconstructive method to daily tasks faced by the general population. This approach may prove fruitful in assessing individual differences in cognition within large populations.

Phlogiston, fluid intelligence, and the Lynn–Flynn effect
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Abstract: Blair’s assertion that fluid intelligence (gf) is distinct from general intelligence (g) is contradictory to cumulative evidence from intelligence research, including extant and novel evidence about generational IQ gains (Lynn–Flynn effect). Because of the near unity of gf and g, his hypothetical concept of gF* (gf purged of g variance) may well be a phlogiston theory.

In 1669, the German chemist and adventurer J. J. Becher advanced an entirely nonsensical, but regrettably influential, hypothesis regarding the nature of combustion that became later to be known as phlogiston theory. According to Becher and his followers, phlogiston – some kind of “elastic principle,” without color, odor, taste, or weight – is present in all flammable (“phlogisticated”) materials. During combustion (“dephlogistication”), this hypothetical matter was thought to be given off. Phlogiston theory was strongly supported throughout most of the eighteenth century, until the French chemist A. L. Lavoisier, now rightly recognized as the father of modern chemistry, discovered the true nature of combustion (namely, the role of oxygen therein, along with the law of conservation of mass). I confess that several key points in Blair’s target article sound phlogiston-like to me.

Blair considers the relation of fluid intelligence (gf; his term is “fluid cognitive functioning”) to general intelligence (g), asserting that gf is distinct from g. This is in stark contrast to the cumulative empirical record from intelligence research. There is now broad consensus that the loading of gf on the highest-order factor (g) is essentially unity; that is, that the two are effectively identical (Carroll 1993; Gustafsson 1984). Although some debate about this view appears to be still going on (Carroll 2003; Johnson & Bouchard 2005), even impressively cautious and critical commentators like Mackintosh (1998, pp. 227, 297) agree with the consensus view about this aspect of the hierarchical structure of human intelligence.

As a consequence of the near unity of gf and g, there appears to be no room left for Blair’s hypothetical concept of gF* (i.e., gf “purged” of g variance, to be studied independently from g). Importantly, Blair’s outline of gF* lacks any data-analytic samples. Should these be undertaken, I anticipate that it will be recognized that gF* consists merely of a hodgepodge of method variance, measurement error, and, possibly so, residues of visuospatial ability facets (gV) contaminating our best vehicle of gf (i.e., Raven-type matrices tests of abstract reasoning).

Blair sets out various lines of evidence allegedly supportive for his assertion of a gF–g dissociation. Among others, the so-called Lynn–Flynn effect (for the name, see Rushton [1999, p. 382]; for reviews, see Neisser [1988] and Fernández-Ballesteros et al. [2001]) – that is, the secular increase in IQ and related measures of achievement – is also called on. Specifically, Blair asserts that there is evidence for a gF–g dissociation in regard to the rising mean IQ of populations over time (target article, sect. 3.1). According to Blair, IQ gains have almost entirely occurred on measures of gf and not on measures of crystallized intelligence (gC).

A more principal objection is waived here: it is perhaps not the best idea to try to prove or support one highly debatable matter (i.e., a supposed gF–g dissociation, along with the meaningfulness of the gf concept) with another matter that is itself far from being well understood (i.e., the Lynn–Flynn effect). Rather, the focus will be on Blair’s claim regarding the Lynn–Flynn effect. I opine that his presentation is based on an incomplete narrative review of the pertinent literature, with selective referencing. Elsewhere (Blair et al. 2005a), he has argued that educational changes have largely been responsible for the Lynn–Flynn effect. This stance appears to be lopsided, overlooking the fact that generational IQ gains have been ascertained even in preschooers, which makes nutritional factors a very likely explanation (Colom et al. 2005; Lynn 1990). Further, this stance discounts the real eventuality that the IQ gains are not necessarily solely environmental, but rather are also compatible with demographic (i.e., genetically based phenotypic) changes over time (Mingroni 2004).

The international pattern regarding the Lynn–Flynn effect is erratic: the highest IQ gains have been observed in the Netherlands and further in France, Japan, and Israel (Flynn 1987; 1998b), whereas below-average gains have been reported for countries such as Great Britain, Ireland, New Zealand, and Australia (Flynn 1987). IQ gains may have already ceased or even reversed in Norway and Sweden (Flynn 1998a; Sundet et al. 2004) and actually have recently reversed in Denmark (Teasdale & Owen, in press). Similarly, there are enigmatic cross-national differences in the gf:gC gain ratios: whereas gf gains have been larger than gC gains within the Anglo-American sphere, there have been noticeable gains on vocabulary tests (gC) in Germany and in the German-speaking countries Austria and Switzerland (Flynn 1987; 1998a; 1999; Schallberger 1987; Schubert & Berlach 1982), approaching the gains seen there on gf measures.

Adding to this evidence, here I bring forward new data (Voracek 2002). Based on a sample of 5,445 consecutively referred psychiatric patients (Vienna, 1978–1994) and using Flynn’s (1998b, p. 551) methodology, the estimated IQ (i.e., the amount of IQ change per decade; Jensen 1998, p. 319) on a gC measure (the multiple-choice vocabulary test MWT; Lehrl et al. 1995) was 1.98, whereas IQ was 2.47 on a gf measure (a 30-item Rasch-scaled version of Raven’s Standard Progressive Matrices; Wytek et al. 1984). It is not only intriguing to see that the Lynn–Flynn effect appears to generalize to subpopulations such as psychiatric patients, too, but also that – contrary to Blair’s general claim – there certainly is no “dissociation” of gC and gf gains in this study (the gC:gf gain ratio being a modest 1.25).

Further, a novel research approach was pursued in the same work (Voracek 2002): I wondered whether a Lynn–Flynn effect could be ascertained from mean group scores on the widely used MWT, as incidentally reported in research from German-speaking countries, taking into account publication year. Of course, each mean MWT score from a small sample of research subjects is unrepresentative for the general population – but what would be the aggregate evidence, based on a great many of such samples? By means of a cited-reference
search strategy, I located 288 primary studies, published in 1973–2002, which reported mean MWT scores for 527 groups of German, Austrian, and Swiss study participants (healthy adults as well as patient samples), totaling nearly 29,000 subjects. This large-scale meta-analysis of unrepresentative samples yielded a ΔIQ estimate of 2.61 for the gC measure MWT. This figure is comparable with the finding from the Austrian psychiatric patient sample and further nicely dovetails with extant evidence from population-based studies. Flynn (1984) originally arrived at a ΔIQ estimate of about 3 (USA, 1932–1978), which was later updated to about 2.5 (USA, 1972–1995 [Flynn 1998c]). A reanalysis of the extant international evidence by Storfer (1990, p. 439) suggests that ΔIQ was about 3.75 during the first quarter of the twentieth century, about 2.5 for the subsequent decades until about the mid-1960s, and probably less since then.

To summarize, Blair’s claim of a gF–gC dissociation supposedly seen in the Flynn–Flynn effect (in order to support his gF concept) is neither supported by the empirical record in this area nor by the new findings presented here. We are all well advised not to devote ourselves to phlogiston theories of human intelligence.

How relevant are fluid cognition and general intelligence? A developmental neuroscientist’s perspective on a new model
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Abstract: Blair boldly proposes a model integrating different aspects of intelligence. Its real-life value can be put to the test by using programs designed to develop children’s abilities in areas predicted to be crucial for minimizing adverse outcome. Until support from such programs is available, the model is an interesting hypothesis, albeit with remarkable possible repercussions. As such, it seems worthy of further development.

In his target article, Blair provides a comprehensive model for identifying and describing different aspects of intelligence (broadly defined), including the neurobiological underpinnings. As with many models proposed, a developmental neuroscientist is tempted to ask: What? Numerous models are out there, aiming to describe and explain the multitude of observations regarding “intelligence” both in impaired and unimpaired subjects. What makes this work stand out is the direct applicability of the concept and, even better, the fact that we are able to put it to the test both clinically and in neuroscience research. Clinically, those working with children from disadvantaged backgrounds or with children showing mental retardation can direct their attention towards developing programs aiming to influence the specific aspects of fluid cognition that Blair hypothesizes to be central in determining later outcome, as measured by as yet inappropriate tests. For neuroscience research, a number of directions seem to suggest themselves as to how the pertained distinction of fluid and general intelligence could be disentangled, for example, by using modern neuroimaging methods. As it is, the target article describes a bold new concept, thoroughly doing in life. If this were the case, Blair must be commended for boldly going down this road. If not, then it will be just another model, with not much relevance for clinicians’ daily work.

There are drawbacks, of course. What about the role of the thalamus and the cerebellum, both of which have been considered cornerstones for the cognitive impairment seen not only in schizophrenia (Clinton & Meadow-Woodruff 2004; Rapoport et al. 2000; Schultz & Andreasen 1999)? Considering that the thalamus was classically used to define prefrontal cortex as the projection area of the mediadorsal thalamic nucleus, should it not be expected to play some kind of role, as a gatekeeper or in some other form, hitherto unknown? In our study on gray matter correlations with a broad measure of intelligence, the thalamus was implicated in these correlations in a connectivity analysis, as was the medial temporal lobe (Wilke et al. 2003). Interestingly, the correlation of global gray matter and IQ (as assessed by the Wechsler batteries and thus reflecting mainly general intelligence) only develops during childhood, perhaps lending support to the notion of fluid skills playing a larger role in early childhood. Also, if there is a dissociation of fluid skills and general intelligence in adults in a way that only fluid skills are affected, should there not also be a model for an isolated decrease in general intelligence which could shed additional light on the issues? Finally, could the differential effects of prefrontal cortex lesions in the neonatal period and in adulthood not also be seen as simply being an indication of the generally larger cortical plasticity in children? I am sure others will come up with more, and more serious, issues this model has to accommodate, and this process will be interesting to follow.

Still, it also seems interesting to complement this work with two timely studies published recently. In one fMRI study, Breitenstein et al. (2005) distinguished good learners from bad learners by the amount of hippocampal activation. This is all the more interesting as both subjects were healthy adults, indicating that, employing the right kind of paradigm and using performance data as a guide, it may be possible even in healthy subjects to tease out the different aspects of cognition described by Blair. Even more interesting and lending support for one of the main theses of the target article is the study by Heinz et al. (2005). Here, subjects with three genetically defined variants of a serotonin-transporter system were investigated using fMRI and applying the concept of functional connectivity. This serotonin transporter is believed to play a crucial role in a subject’s liability to develop major depression. It could be demonstrated that the strength of the coupling between the amygdala and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex is a function of the genetic variant of the subject. Therefore, a genetic influence on behavior via the pathway that plays a crucial role in Blair’s model of cognition-emotion reciprocity is suggested. This adds evidence for a genetic contribution to or modulation of the putative environmental influence that Blair hypothesizes, which (by virtue of lending support to the mechanism in itself) further strengthens the point made about this link.

Overall, I believe this to be a very interesting model which accommodates a number of observations and lends itself to rigorous testing. As it is, however, its virtues, beyond explaining the observed, can be assessed only in years to come, following extensive discussions of the pros and cons. It is as yet too early to decide, but for the sake of children possibly profiting from a more targeted approach to support, I wish the model well.

Can fluid and general intelligence be differentiated in an older adult population?
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Abstract: The question of whether fluid intelligence can be differentiated from general intelligence in older adults is addressed. Data indicate that the developmental pattern of performance on fluid tasks differs from the pattern of general intelligence. These results suggest that it is important to identify changes in fluid cognitive functions associated with frontal lobe decline, as they may be early indicators of cognitive decline.

It has been suggested that fluid intelligence and general intelligence can be differentiated both in terms of neurobiology and cognitive performance (Blair's target article; Duncan et al. 1995; Kane & Engle 2002). Although researchers show increasing interest in understanding the differences between types of intelligence, the practical implications of this potential dissociation have been poorly addressed. Blair focuses on child development, and suggests that fluid intelligence, compared with general intelligence, may be affected by different developmental experiences and different cortical processes. Most importantly, Blair stresses that the assessment of fluid intelligence skills may provide us with unique insight into early mental development and how this relates to Adaptive success in children from varying social and economic backgrounds.

The relationship between fluid intelligence and general intelligence is particularly compelling in both early childhood and late development (when the PFC is immature) and late development (when the PFC is declining) show the differentiation seen in patients with damage to the prefrontal cortex, between general intelligence and performance on fluid/executive ability tasks. Recent work in our lab has found that across development, executive function performance seems to correspond to the development and decline of the PFC (see Fig. 1). This U-shaped pattern of executive ability/fluid scores across development contrasts studies assessing general intelligence which show that performance remains developmentally stable across the lifespan (Horn 1970).

Our data, along with those of others, suggest that the issues that Blair addresses in early development may also be relevant in late adulthood. This may be specifically true in determining whether fluid intelligence measures provide us with unique insight into cognitive decline associated with aging and whether these measures are distinct from general intelligence measures in their ability to predict clinical outcome and success in everyday living. To assess the dissociation between frontal measures and psychometrically defined global measures previously noted in PFC patients, with a larger and more generalizable sample, we chose to focus on older adults. Increasing evidence indicates a decline in frontal lobe functioning with age (e.g., Braver & Barch 2002; Bunce 2003; Hang et al. 1983; Raz 1996; Raz et al. 1993).

Engle (2002) interpreted this dissociation as possibly reflecting the fact that standardized intelligence batteries average performances across subtests varying in their assessment of fluid intelligence versus crystallized intelligence, potentially diluting the effect of PFC insult on fluid intelligence. Blair and others have noted that findings from these clinical studies assessing frontal lobe damage are provocative, but only speculative due to the small sample sizes used.

Given these results, a relevant question to ask is whether this pattern is present in normal development. Could performance on fluid tasks in early development (when the PFC is immature) and late development (when the PFC is declining) show the differentiation seen in patients with damage to the prefrontal cortex, between general intelligence and performance on fluid/executive ability tasks?

Figure 1 (Zook & Davalos). Performance on the Tower of London, an executive ability task, throughout the life span.
R1. Introduction

A number of important issues and challenges are raised by the commentaries on the target article, which need to be addressed. It is worth noting at the outset, however, that most of the commentaries are in agreement with the need to clearly differentiate fluid cognitive abilities from general intelligence. All but one or perhaps two of the commentaries take the position that there is something to be gained by such differentiation, and really none presents an all-out defense of the general factor of intelligence, in an attempt to discredit the target article’s primary thesis. This is of considerable interest and perhaps suggests that reliance on the explanatory power of the mathematically derived general factor in research on human intelligence is appropriately on the wane. Certainly the scientific foundation on which the general factor rests is very clear, and it is without question one of the most enduring constructs in the history of psychological research. However, the individual differences framework for the construct is inherently limited by its correlational nature and, despite its claims to comprehensiveness, has not been able to provide a well-grounded explanation for the aspects of human behavior with which it is associated. Accordingly, I suggest that the general factor in its familiar form is headed for the margins of scientific inquiry because of a fundamental lack of specificity. But whether the construct will go, in the immortal words of T. S. Eliot, “not with a bang but a whimper,” or whether Samuel Clemens “the report of my death was an exaggeration” will prove a more apt characterization of the future of the general factor as an aspect of research on intelligence, is certainly open to question.

Although one could argue endlessly about whether the construct of general intelligence in its familiar form will or will not fade from the scientific limelight, it is my opinion, and I think that of many others, that the decline of the explanatory power of the general factor has been apparent for some time. The relevant question is how to best fit new data and insight into the old order of g. This is really the core of scientific change in the sense of Thomas Kuhn (1962). How can we best go about instantiating change in the study of human cognitive abilities within the time-honored framework of g? In part, it is the variety of ways in which this may be accomplished that lies at the heart of the issues raised by the commentaries.

In this response, I examine some logical next steps in revising the theory of general intelligence to accommodate an expanded view of fluid intelligence. In doing this, I first respond to commentary focusing on theory development and the expansion of the empirical base in research on intelligence. I then turn to what I think are some of the key issues facing researchers concerned with the differentiation of fluid cognitive abilities from general intelligence. Here I examine definitional issues and address concerns regarding the unity versus diversity of executive function (EF), working memory (WM), and fluid intelligence (gF). In response to commentators suggesting the need for greater differentiation of EF, WM, and gF, I outline evidence in support of an integrated fluid cognitive construct. In this, I also examine the role of attention in fluid cognitive functioning and juxtapose the model presented in the target article with John Duncan’s...
R2. Revising the theory of general intelligence

Interest in the way forward in the study of human cognitive abilities is the specific focus of the commentaries by Anderson, Flynn, Ford, and Wilke. The commentary by Flynn, in particular, thoughtfully articulates the need for a revised theory of intelligence. The research base on the study of intelligence now indicates that the current individual-differences frame must be expanded to accord equal weight to neurobiological and sociological influences on the structure of human cognitive abilities. I believe such a revision to be imperative if research on intelligence is to move forward.

Without a revised theory of intelligence, our understanding of human cognitive abilities is inherently one-dimensional. It is necessary to “transcend g,” to use Flynn’s phrase, in order to adequately characterize the complex nature of relations among cognitive abilities. Within the current individual-differences framework of the general factor, correlation among abilities is expected. But this correlation structure represents only one view of relations among cognitive abilities. Neurobiological and sociological data provide different views, particularly for fluid cognitive skills. Like a holographic image when tilted at an angle or the reflection in a fun-house mirror as the carnival-goer moves from side to side, the one-dimensional individual-differences structure of the general factor comes apart when examined in light of historical and neuropsychological data. The approach outlined by Flynn of a three-dimensional general factor: architectonic-sociological model begins to provide the necessary frame within which to array the increasingly varied and complex findings of intelligence research. Such a model will ultimately reconcile diverse and seemingly contradictory findings in the study of intelligence. These include, among others, findings from historical data on long-term trends in cognitive abilities and from developmental neuroscience examinations of the structure of human cognitive abilities. Although it is beyond the scope of this response to develop this model further, it is hoped that Flynn’s call for a symposium on the future of intelligence research will be heeded and will array the requisite expertise needed for the advancement of theory in the study of intelligence.

Developing and refining a multidimensional model of intelligence is a very high priority given the long-standing and influential profile of the general factor. As noted by Ford, understanding aspects of cognition that may be more amenable to environmental influence has been and remains a high priority for researchers studying the effects of early experience and early intervention for children facing psychosocial or biological adversity. A revised and expanded model of intelligence that incorporates multiple levels of influence can provide some explicit indications of how and in what ways early experience may have its effects. Furthermore, as noted by Ford, longitudinal studies of early, highly structured experiential interventions to influence the developmental course of intelligence, particularly those using randomized designs, present an unparalleled data source for ongoing examination and revision of a multidimensional model of intelligence.

Of course, as Anderson makes clear in his commentary, the study of development can be seen as a unique source of variance in intelligence, one that is distinct from individual differences associated with the general factor. I agree to some extent with Anderson’s approach but feel that it may make too sharp a distinction. In contrast to Anderson, I believe it is necessary to fully incorporate neurobiological factors, as well as sociological factors, when considering development in context. For my own part, I also find the role of emotion and stress in cognition to be considerably underdeveloped and an area of research likely to yield valuable information regarding influences on cognitive development, particularly for children facing early psychosocial adversity.

As noted by Wilke, the model presented in the target article suggests new directions for research that, if fruitful, will be of both basic and applied science value. Wilke describes two examples of the types of neuroscience research that might begin to provide evidence relevant to the model. He also raises important questions regarding the relation of the model to various brain structures. Almost certainly, a more comprehensive neural network approach that incorporates relations among multiple brain areas will be needed to characterize complex excitatory and inhibitory activations associated with fluid cognitive processes and their relation to other cognitive abilities. Advances in the study of cognitive aging, particularly the study of frontal-parietal connectivity in memory decline in typical aging and dementia (Buckner & Wheeler 2001; Hedden & Gabrieli 2004), clinical neuropsychological work on the role of specific areas of frontal cortex in memory deficits (Stuss & Alexander 2005), findings from training studies of working memory (Olesen et al. 2004), and findings regarding the role of frontal-striatal connectivity in self-regulation and cognitive control (Mink 2003), provide examples of the ways in which interrelations among multiple brain areas influence human cognition. It is hoped that the developmental neuroscience perspective on fluid cognitive abilities provided by the target article will ultimately inform and be informed by continued work of this type.

R3. WM, EF, and gF: How similar, how different?

For theory development in the study of human cognition to move forward, it is necessary to come to some consensus regarding terms and constructs. To my mind, what is perhaps the most pointed critique of the target article concerns the idea that I did not differentiate thoroughly enough among gF, WM, and EF; that I overemphasized similarity among them and downplayed the distinctiveness of each. Several commentators (Benga; Birney, Bowman, & Pallier [Birney et al.]; Burgess, Braver, & Gray [Burgess et al.]; and Heitz, Redick, Hambrick, Kane, Conway, & Engle [Heitz et al.]) suggest that by focusing on fluid cognition more generally rather than on distinct cognitive abilities, key issues in the study of human cognition were overlooked. To set the stage for the discussion that
follows, it is important to note that I chose a somewhat broad level of resolution when characterizing fluid cognitive abilities in order to highlight the extent to which overlapping processes of working memory, attention shifting, and inhibitory control are distinct from more automatized and crystallized aspects of cognition. It was not my intention for readers to come away with the impression that I believe fluid cognition to be a unitary construct, isomorphic with gF, and dependent exclusively upon the prefrontal cortex. In fact, I was fairly explicit on the differentiation of distinct aspects of fluid cognition and the role of diverse brain regions in fluid abilities (see sect. 2.1). I think my central point – that fluid aspects of cognition have been taken in many instances to be highly similar, if not identical to general intelligence, but somewhat paradoxically have shown patterns of change across individuals and historical cohorts that clearly dissociate them from general intelligence – is one well worth making. But it is made within a shifting definitional sea. What is referred to as working memory by Kyllo nen and Christal (1990) would seem to map only imperfectly onto working memory as defined by Baddeley (1986) or executive attention as defined by Posner and Rothbart (2000).

In part, but only in part, definitional issues in the study of fluid cognitive abilities result from the fact that researchers use different terms to describe constructs that are highly similar. Sorting out the similarity from the difference in these terms is no small task. For my own view, as well as that of others (Miyake et al. 2000), WM is a distinct component of an overarching EF construct that also contains inhibitory control and attention-shifting functions. Several of the commentaries provide some valuable analyses examining these different aspects of fluid cognitive abilities. In the data of Burgess et al., Demetriou, Viskontas & Holyoak, and Zook & Davalos and the critiques by Benga, Birney et al., and Heitz et al., readers are provided with very thoughtful analyses of relations among constructs. However, several commentators confidently proclaim gF, WM, and EF to be distinct, an idea that no doubt has some validity, but one that available evidence does not clearly support.

**R4. The potent combination: Working memory and inhibitory control**

Burgess et al. provide an illuminating example that builds upon the analysis supplied by Gray et al. (2003) to indicate that both gF and WM span are related to a specific pattern of brain activity associated with n-back working memory trials that contain a strong interference component (lure trials). That gF and WM span show similar relations to brain activity associated with lure trials in an n-back working memory task, more so than with target and low-interference trials, is highly consistent with the presumed overlap of WM and gF. It does little, however, to differentiate the distinction between these two constructs. It does perhaps help in some ways to differentiate the various components of EF, although the inclusion of a trial type of high interference but low working memory demand would be helpful in making inference here. Had such a trial type been included, the results would likely continue to provide support for the idea that it is the combination of high working memory demand with the need to inhibit interference that is a central aspect of cognitive competence.

The analysis by Burgess et al. suggests that the maintenance of information in working memory and the inhibitory control aspects of EF are distinguishable but when combined present a highly meaningful pattern of brain activation. Similarly, the analysis by Heitz et al. indicates that inhibitory control ability as measured by a flanker task reliably distinguishes individuals with high WM span from those with low WM span. In both instances, the authors’ findings indicate that the executive functions of working memory and inhibitory control are combined within persons into something like a “unitary” fluid cognitive construct. As outlined in the target article, various sources of evidence indicate that in combination these aspects of cognition possess a powerful relation to real-world ability – one that is distinguishable from g and essentially embodied in constructs such as working memory capacity (Engle 2002) and executive attention (Posner & Rothbart 2000) and well represented in Diamond’s (2002) work on EF in early childhood.

The role of working memory/inhibitory control in cognitive competence (without an underlying concern to differentiate the constructs) is also clearly presented and shown to apply across the life span in the insightful analyses by Viskontas & Holyoak and Zook & Davalos. Both of these commentaries provide highly useful data indicating the applicability of a fluid cognitive approach to the study of cognitive aging. Viskontas & Holyoak introduce the construct of relational complexity, a construct denoting high working memory demand but also perhaps something more, and present data to indicate that tasks that combine relational complexity with inhibitory control are particularly difficult for older adults. Furthermore, operationalization of inhibitory control in the analysis by Viskontas & Holyoak through the use of superficially related semantic items that interfere with relational processing is similar to the use of lure trials to generate interference in the analysis by Burgess et al. In this way, Viskontas & Holyoak’s analysis provides further evidence for a convergence of data on the combined executive functions of working memory and inhibitory control as central aspects of cognitive competence.

Viskontas & Holyoak also provide some indication that individuals with disruption of a frontal-temporal cortical network have difficulty with even simple relational complexity when presented with a verbal analogy with a semantically related distractor. Here, the use of verbal analogies may be an important feature of the design. It would be valuable to know whether similar results are obtained with numerical or spatial stimuli. If so, these data suggest, as with the analysis by Burgess et al., that the potency of the interference effect is inversely related to WM function. Of further interest in Viskontas & Holyoak’s analysis is the extent to which relational complexity, although seemingly a manifestation of working memory ability, may be dependent on processes beyond the EF of working memory that might be aspects of gF or g, such as abstraction ability or decoupling abilities described by Garlick & Sejnowski and Stanovich (discussed in sect. R8).

Similar to the effect of chronological age on the combined working memory/inhibitory control function noted by Viskontas & Holyoak, commentators Zook & Davalos provide cross-sectional data for individuals
between the ages of 5 and 80+ years on the Tower of London (TOL) task. The TOL is a widely utilized measure of EF that, while dependent on WM demand, has been shown by Miyake et al. (2000), in the somewhat simpler form of the Tower of Hanoi, to also be dependent on inhibitory control. The finding that the ability to solve the task efficiently is reduced at the extremes of the life span, when cortical networks associated with the prefrontal cortex (PFC) are undergoing rapid change, provides further suggestion for the need to examine fluid cognitive ability independently of general intelligence. Indeed, this is exactly what Zook et al. (in press) did in individuals at the upper end of the life span. Consistent with some of the primary arguments of the target article, they found that fluid cognitive measures did indeed differentiate older from younger adults, and that this differentiation was present on a measure of fluid intelligence and measures of EF (the TOL and the Wisconsin Card Sorting Task [WCST]) but not crystallized intelligence. Of further interest from the perspective of the target article would be prediction from measures of fluid cognition and crystallized intelligence to aspects of social competence in older adults.

R5. Attention

Although in combination working memory and inhibitory control appear to play a powerful role in cognitive competence, attention is an aspect of fluid cognitive functioning that was not well characterized in the target article. The commentary by Cowan, however, provides a very useful introduction to the study of attention and fluid cognition. Specifically, Cowan’s focus on the role of attention in information storage provides a comprehensive model for what I consider to be the attention-shifting component of EF. The cognitive ability to shift attention between bits of information held in short-term store and to use attention to maintain that information in storage is a key aspect of fluid cognitive function that is not represented by working memory or inhibitory control per se.

What is also compelling in Cowan’s approach is the explicit incorporation of relations among anterior and posterior brain regions in fluid cognition. As noted by Cowan in his commentary, and as stated in the target article, findings from brain imaging and electrophysiological recording clearly indicate the involvement of anterior, posterior, and subcortical brain regions in fluid cognitive tasks. Cowan’s model details a specific role for posterior brain regions in information storage, along the lines of the phonological and visual-spatial loops in Baddeley’s (1986) model. In addition to Cowan’s work reviewed briefly in his commentary, work by Dehaene and collaborators also provides evidence for a parietal-frontal network in fluid cognition, in this instance in relation to the solution of simple mathematics problems and number processing (Dehaene et al. 2003; Simon et al. 2004). Work from this group suggests that distinct areas of the parietal lobe, in combination with prefrontal cortical areas, are involved in distinct types of mathematical cognitive activity. Similarly, work by Buckner (2004) indicates frontal-parietal connectivity in memory function in typical aging and dementia. Here, Cowan’s emphasis on the distinction between storage and processing may be particularly useful for understanding the role of fluid cognition in learning and memory.

R6. An alternative position: Duncan’s adaptive-coding model

As a counterpoint to the drive to differentiate working memory, inhibitory control, and attention shifting in the study of human cognitive abilities, it is necessary to consider John Duncan’s adaptive-coding model (Duncan 2001; Duncan & Owen 2000). In Duncan’s model, fluid cognitive processes are essentially unitary, and differentiation of working memory, inhibitory control, and attention shifting is not a realizable goal (at least as seen from the perspective of cognitive neuroscience). This is because these cognitive processes are understood to be dependent upon a shared prefrontal cortical network characterized by neurons that are highly adaptive to task demand. Specifically, as shown in findings from a number of brain imaging and single-cell recording studies, mid-dorsal lateral and ventral lateral PFC and dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) compose a cortical network comprised of neurons that are recruited by a variety of cognitive tasks. Whether in response to information maintenance, attention shifting, delayed response, response inhibition, or any of a number of fluid-type information-processing abilities, neurons in the cortical network adapt to support the behavior. In Duncan’s model and data, this adaptive nature of neurons in the PFC network provides for a common processing substrate for all fluid cognitive abilities such that “working memory, selective attention, and (cognitive) control are simply three different perspectives on the same underlying processing function” (Duncan 2001, p. 824).

Although the adaptive-coding model might be characterized in some ways as overly reductionist (i.e., if seemingly diverse aspects of fluid cognition share a common adaptive processing substrate, then they will be indistinguishable behaviorally), it is, according to Duncan, consistent with a body of clinical and brain-imaging evidence indicating the difficulty of separating fluid functions into well-specified components at the behavioral and neurological levels. At the very least, an important direction for researchers interested in the differentiation of WM, EF, and gF will be to reconcile behavioral and neuroscience data to identify unity and diversity in brain-behavior relations associated with individual differences in fluid cognitive abilities. Here the analysis by Gray et al. (2003) (as briefly described in Burgess et al.’s commentary) appears to be a valuable example (and one that Duncan [2003] has commented on). In that analysis, increases in levels of activation in the dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) in response to a specific aspect of the task (lure trials), rather than differences in brain regions activated during less demanding aspects of the task, were related to differences in gF and WM span.

In contrast to the findings by Gray et al. (2003), however, an experiment by McDonald et al. (2000) revealed a somewhat similar finding for activation in response to a modified Stroop inhibitory control task but did so in distinct brain regions and with both positive and negative relations between brain activation and...
R7. Adaptability of adaptive coding: The role of stress and emotion

Reconciling the adaptive-coding model with behavioral and brain science models suggesting differentiation of fluid cognitive abilities is an important step in resolving the relation of fluid cognition to general intelligence. Duncan’s adaptive coding model provides an overarching framework for the data he presented in a widely cited article indicating dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex to be the primary neural basis for general intelligence (cf. Duncan et al. 2000). However, interpretation of those data appears to be predicated on the assumption that $gF = g$ and, as the numerous sources of evidence reviewed in the target article and presented in many of the commentaries indicate, this assumption is not tenable.

Furthermore, although the adaptive-coding model lends itself to a relatively straightforward interpretation regarding a neural substrate for aspects of cognition considered to be central to general intelligence, it also leads naturally to questions regarding factors that may influence the development and functioning of that substrate. In my estimation, as indicated in the target article, of strong interest here are aspects of stress and emotion that have been shown to influence neural circuitry important for fluid cognition both in human and in nonhuman animal models. However, it may be that aspects of emotion and stress are more relevant to working memory, inhibitory control, and attention shifting than to $gF$ and to $g$ per se. It is likely that further work can clearly elucidate relations between these aspects of experience in a way that can help to refine the differentiation of $EF$ and $gF$.

The commentaries by Demetriou, Benga, and Burgess et al. provide valuable examples of the direction that work on emotion can take in the study of intelligence. Demetriou provides an example of the use of structural equation modeling to demonstrate the extent to which perceived competence and aspects of emotion are distinct partners in general intelligence. Of particular interest in Demetriou’s analysis is that the sample is composed of adolescents. The majority of work on the structure of intelligence, and that associated with the relation of fluid cognitive abilities to $g$, is conducted with adults. But there are of course reasons to expect that aspects of emotion and sense of self may affect cognitive functioning differently at different points in the life course. Adolescence is a time of rapid biological and psychological change, as is early childhood and to some extent older adulthood. Such a developmental perspective is notably lacking in much research on intelligence, and it is hoped that analyses similar to those presented by Demetriou can explicitly model developmental relations among emotionality, perceived competence, and intellectual ability in ways that will ultimately help to clearly differentiate fluid cognition from general intelligence.

The commentaries by Benga and Kaufman & Kaufman provide explicit endorsements of the developmental perspective in the study of fluid cognition and general intelligence. Focusing on the combined inhibitory control/working memory construct, and following the work of Posner and Rothbart (2000) using the spatial conflict task developed by Gerardi-Caulton (2000), Benga suggests what has been clearly demonstrated by Diamond (2002) – that this aspect of cognition can be differentiated early in the life span and tracked developmentally. As well, the commentator suggests that inhibitory control/working memory may be particularly amenable to the influence of early life stress, as I suggested in the target article and as Blair et al. (2005b) continue to examine among preschool children living in poverty.

Kaufman & Kaufman, however, strike a more cautious note regarding the differentiation of fluid cognitive abilities in children. Noting the strength of the literature in cognitive-aging research, these authors suggest that the slow maturation rate of the PFC provides for a different perspective on fluid cognition in young children. In contrast, in the target article and elsewhere, I suggest that the slower maturation rate of the PFC highlights the distinctiveness of fluid aspects of cognition in children and renders these aspects of cognitive ability particularly amenable to the influence of emotion and stress (Blair 2002). Of course, such a situation increases the already considerable challenge of trying to measure fluid cognition accurately in young children. Fluid cognitive abilities have traditionally not been measured very well by standardized test batteries; in part, for the reasoning behind Kaufman & Kaufman’s commentary: the assumption that these aspects of cognition are simply not developed in young children. According to the commentators, however, there are now a number of mental test batteries that contain comprehensive fluid cognitive assessments. Although I greatly appreciate this information and expect that the measures they describe provide a wealth of valuable data, I am still not convinced that all of them have been developed with as clear a conceptualization of fluid cognitive ability, independent of general intelligence, as might be needed. In part, this is because the knowledge base on fluid cognitive abilities, particularly in children, is in a process of rapid development. No doubt the measures outlined by Kaufman & Kaufman assess key aspects of fluid cognitive abilities, but these measures may also contain assessments that are less central to fluid abilities and that will not combine in a way that can clearly measure what is most relevant to the study of the development of fluid cognition.

The role of emotionality, but not life stress, is also addressed by Burgess et al. and Tzafestas. Burgess et al. report negative relations between the behavioral activation system (BAS) subscales of Carver and White’s (1994) behavioral inhibition system/behavioral activation
Anderson articulates an alternative position in which work on stress and emotion, let alone neuroscience, has little place in the study of intelligence. In contrast to Anderson’s position, however, I believe that the careful working out of relations of brain structure and neurophysiology to distinct aspects of fluid cognition is essential. It is perhaps one way that we can come to some very detailed understanding of the constructs and in particular the role of experience in the development of cognition and personality.

Given the ubiquitous behavior genetic finding of high heritability for intelligence as well as the recent extension of this approach to gray matter volumes and IQ (Thompson et al. 2001; Toga & Thompson 2005), it is necessary to clearly establish relations among overlapping but distinct aspects of cognition and personality and overlapping but distinct neural structures and functions. This is particularly imperative given the unfortunate interpretation of heritability employed by many behavior genetic researchers to mean a fixed and unchanging aspect of the individual (for critiques, see Dickens & Flynn 2001b; Gottlieb 1998; and Wahlsten 1996). For example, the finding that gray matter volumes, particularly those in the PFC, are highly related to general intelligence, and like general intelligence, highly heritable (Thompson et al. 2001), tells us very little about the process of development or the role of experience in that process. As always, the equal-environments assumption looms large for inference derived from twin studies. This would seem particularly so for the study of brain development as principles of neural development and synaptic plasticity suggest the important role of experience in determining cortical volumes and functional connectivity.

In our work on the BAS, we have shown in preschool children that high level of BAS (as measured by a version of the scale adapted for parent report) is associated with lower level of EF, lower level of hypothalamic pituitary adrenal axis arousal, and higher level of parasympathetic autonomic nervous system (ANS) reactivity (Blair et al. 2004). Similarly, Sutton and Davidson (1997) have shown that higher level of BAS in young adults is associated with greater relative left prefrontal brain activity as measured using electroencephalography (EEG). In combination, these results provide evidence for the relation of BAS to aspects of brain and physiological function important for fluid cognitive abilities. Further work is required to examine the complexity of these relations, their developmental pathways, and the extent to which high approach may be indicative of greater processing efficiency and perhaps greater fluid cognitive ability in some individuals but indicative of a more reactive personality type and reduced fluid cognition in others.

In a somewhat similar vein, Tzafestas presents a rather unique neural physiological model of the relation of fluid intelligence to crystallized intelligence in which emotion and goal directedness are seen to play important roles in the self-organization of neural networks underlying higher-order cognitive function. Focusing perhaps more on fluidity of neural processing rather than fluid cognitive processes per se, the role of individual experience both externally and internally generated looms large in the model. I suggest in the target article and elsewhere (Blair 2002), that high levels of stress and emotionality may lead to patterns of neural activity that serve through reciprocal relations among environment, behavior, and physiology to increasingly constrain cognition and behavior. Specifically, high levels of early life stress are thought to lead to problems with emotion regulation and to increase the likelihood of emotional reactive rather than effortful cognitive patterns of response to stimulation. In contrast to Tzafestas’s model, however, I believe the neural organizational effects of early stress on cognition pertain more to fluid than to crystallized abilities. Of course, to the extent that fluid and crystallized functions are interrelated, it would perhaps be expected that emotion-related and stress-related influences on the neural physiology of fluid cognition might also be represented in crystallized skills. However, I believe such a model may be too encompassing and decontextualized, not taking into account the wide variety of experience that could lead to advances or delays in crystallized ability independent of fluid cognitive skills.

In contrast to a focus on the relation of emotion to cognition in research on personality and intelligence, it should be noted that Anderson articulates an alternative position in which work on stress and emotion, let alone neuroscience, has little place in the study of intelligence. In contrast to Anderson’s position, however, I believe that the careful working out of relations of brain structure and neurophysiology to distinct aspects of fluid cognition is essential. It is perhaps one way that we can come to some very detailed understanding of the constructs and in particular the role of experience in the development of cognition and personality.

R8. General intelligence: What is it? What is it not?

Which leads to what for me is one of the most pressing questions raised by the target article and addressed to one extent or another by several of the commentaries: namely, if fluid cognitive abilities, working memory, inhibitory control, and attention shifting are not g and perhaps not even gF, then what exactly is g? Where does the evidence reviewed leave us with respect to g? Several suggestions were made regarding this point. Birney et al. suggest g to be only of historical interest, and I posed the strong statement at the outset of this response suggesting a waning of the influence of g as an explanatory construct.
But it would seem that the relation of WM and EF to g and to GF is too strong and too seductive for g to move rapidly to the margin. There is a strong pull not only to equate WM and GF but to then think we have gotten very close to the elusive heart of general intelligence when identifying this relation.

Among the present commentators, the group represented by Heitz et al. stated previously that WM may be GF (Engle 2002). However, in subsequent reports and in their commentary on the target article, the authors are very clear that WM does not equal GF, stating that approximately half of the variance in GF is attributable to WM. (This finding is somewhat discrepant, in what appear to be expected ways, with that reported in a meta-analysis indicating the relation to be closer to a quarter of the variance [see Ackerman et al. 2005 and associated commentary].) What this means for definitions of variance [see Ackerman et al. 2005 and associated commentary], however, is not exactly clear. Heitz et al. state that they are focusing their efforts on executive control of attention, which would seem to be something along the lines of the combined working memory and inhibitory control function that appears to be a key, perhaps the key, aspect of the relation of fluid cognitive abilities to real-world competence independent of g. But, to some extent, it seems that the more rigorously one defines fluid cognition, the less clear g and GF become.

Other commentators, of course, have a different take on what is unique to g and GF. The approach of Garlick & Sejnowski is of particular interest in that they of all the commentators most explicitly take issue with the relation of WM and EF to g and GF (while mistakenly claiming that I describe the WCST as a measure of fluid intelligence.) I very much appreciated their insight that even the easiest of Raven’s matrices items, which make limited demands on WM, are measures of fluid intelligence and that the central aspect of GF may be abstraction ability. However, it is open to question whether abstraction as a thing in itself would prove tractable as an object of study and, even if so, whether it would prove to be a higher-order construct dependent on working memory, inhibitory control, and attention shifting. Similarly, Stanovich, who in contrast to Garlick & Sejnowski took no issue with the idea that aspects of EF as instantiated in GF would fracture quite naturally from g and GC, proposed cognitive decoupling as the possible relevant aspect of GF. As with abstraction, this construct would seem to have high face validity, but the extent to which it would prove tractable as a measurable aspect of cognition distinct from lower-order WM and EF processes remains to be seen. However, it seems highly promising as a target of inquiry.

Furthermore, it is possible that those of us who are entranced by the relation of WM and EF to g and GF are simply barking up the wrong tree – or, more appropriately, that we have a tree of our own that we should be satisfied with and not sniffing around the g factor. According to the analysis by Johnson & Gottesman, the GF-GC characterization of intelligence is incorrect; Vernon’s (1965) verbal-educational (v:ed) and spatial-mechanical (k:rm) characterization of the structure of intelligence provides a more accurate fit to the data and description of what g is all about (Johnson & Bouchard 2005). Although Johnson and Bouchard’s analysis appears to be very well done, it is interesting that, in order to obtain a better fitting model with the Vernon approach, an additional memory factor at the second stratum and most importantly an additional visual-spatial ability, mental rotation factor at the third stratum were needed. The presence of the visual-spatial ability, mental rotation factor at the third stratum is fascinating in that spatial ability and mental rotation both substantially involve working memory and as such can be considered fluid cognitive functions dependent upon a prefrontal-parietal cortical network (Constanidis & Wang 2004; Smith & Jonides 1999). Accordingly, although controversial, I would suggest that perhaps the Vernon–Johnson model does indeed provide a more accurate description of the structure of intelligence to the extent that it helps to reinforce the point that reconciling the relation of fluid cognitive ability to general intelligence will continue to be a major aspect of the redefinition of what matters most in the study of human cognitive abilities. The need for adjustment of the Vernon–Johnson model to accommodate four items assessing visual-spatial ability suggests that further examinations of the Vernon structure of intelligence with test batteries containing a greater number of visual as well as verbal working memory, inhibitory control, and attention-shifting items would be warranted. My prediction for these studies is that items assessing fluid cognitive abilities will continue to cause problems for model fit.

R9. Agree to disagree

Although I find myself in agreement with much of the commentary on the target article, there are a few points raised by some commentators that I have to agree to disagree with. Specifically, Kovacs, Plaisted, & Mackintosh [Kovacs et al.] question the basic thesis of dissociation. Although sympathetic to the need for further investigation of fluid skills, particularly in children, these commentators suggest that the target article provides no compelling evidence of dissociation of fluid skills from general intelligence. To a large extent, they attribute this to a perceived tendency on my part (1) to associate general intelligence with crystallized rather than fluid abilities, and (2) to regularly interchange the terms general intelligence and g, and fluid cognition and GF.

As to the first point, nothing in the text cited by Kovacs et al. suggests that I consider GC to be identical to g. The crucial point concerns not the relation of g to GC, a relation that no one disputes, but the absence of relations of GF, in a number of specific instances, to both GC and g. If indicators of GF are unrelated to g and also to GC, then it follows as clearly as night follows day that GF cannot be g. Which is not to discount g or GC so much as to credit aspects of GF independent of g with a hard earned legitimacy.

As to the second point concerning the interchangeable use of terms relating to aspects of cognitive function, I find myself cornered by these commentators’ skillful wielding of Occam’s razor. I can only plead that I find the epistemological distinction between universal and differential constructs to be a differentiation unto itself that is of questionable utility. I believe that most scientists would agree that universal and differential constructs are at least moderately interconnected, and that the differential construct serves as our best guess about the nature
of the universal construct. Although one can distinguish among the terms general intelligence and \( g \), and fluid cognition and \( g_f \), we must allow for some interchangeable use among the terms or the research enterprise becomes more philosophic than empirical. In particular, although dissociation of two processes may or may not inform us about the correlation between them, it certainly tells us quite a bit about the relevance of the particular instance of the differential to real-world competence. Introducing the differential construct handedness into the unfortunate missing-limb analogy, it becomes quickly obvious that when an individual loses the dominant hand, be that right or left, functioning rapidly deteriorates. It is cold comfort to know that the universal construct of overall strength remains intact. I suggest that in this and most, if not all instances, it is preferable to remain rooted in the functional realm of the differential rather than the ethereal realm of the universal. I believe this to be the case particularly with intelligence research, which has spent far too much time with the ether. A very useful description of the tension between the abstract and the concrete in scientific inquiry is provided by A. N. Whitehead in his description of the Fallacy of Misplaced Concrete
teness (1925/1948). Although Whitehead’s fallacy was formulated within a general critique of the scientific endeavor, it is particularly applicable to psychological research and to research on intelligence specifically.

Similarly, as a student of the history of science (B.A. 1984, McGill University), I very much enjoy Voracek’s characterization of the independent fluid cognitive construct as a phlogiston theory. Although in hindsight, the scientific past can appear as a repository of cockamamie theories and failed ideas, such a view provides a highly inaccurate picture of the process of scientific inquiry. Phlogiston, for example, represented a logical extension of alchemical thinking and principles that was, as is its successor, modern chemistry, based in the empirical approach. Certainly one can discern a positivist and progressive history to the advance of science, but it is a history characterized by many twists and turns. Accordingly, to my way of thinking, as an explanatory construct, the theory of general intelligence possesses a much greater similarity to phlogiston than does work on fluid cognition. In fact, the \( g \) factor, as a poorly defined entity emerging from factor analysis of diverse tests of mental ability, bears a striking resemblance to the hypothetical phlogistic material used to explain the occurrence of combustion. Namely, prior to the identification of oxygen and the mechanisms of combustion, phlogiston served as a working explanation for the effect that lost its utility only when it ceased to be consistent with observation and experiment. At that point, due mainly to unceasing defense by its champions, it increasingly became more of an impediment to scientific progress than anything else.

Unfortunately a phlogiston-like situation appears to be the case with some of the research on \( g \). I take as a case in point Voracek’s seeming fascination with the Flynn effect, and what seems to be an overarching desire in his commentary to discredit this well-established phenomenon. The commentator’s focus on this one piece of evidence supporting the dissociation of fluid cognition from general intelligence is of further interest in that the data that he offers to refute the effect are derived from a sample of psychiatric patients. The target article, however, reviews a considerable body of evidence indicating that a number of psychiatric disorders, in particular schizophrenia, but also more common disorders, such as anxiety and depression, which presumably would make up the bulk of the author’s sample, are frequently characterized by fluid cognitive deficits in the presence of crystallized ability and general intelligence in the normal range. Accordingly, the absence of the generational effect on fluid cognition in Voracek’s data would seem to provide additional support for the overall hypothesis of dissociation. The absence of the increase in his sample would be expected.

R10. Conclusion

Without question, further conceptual and empirical advances are needed to address relations among fluid cognitive abilities and relations of fluid cognition to general intelligence. In this work, I suggest that a developmental neuroscience approach that clearly incorporates the role of emotion-related and stress-related processes in a comprehensive understanding of the structure and function of neural systems associated with fluid cognitive abilities is most likely to yield findings of lasting basic and applied science utility. Furthermore, at the outset of this essay, I raised the possibility that, due to an increasing lack of specificity, the general factor of intelligence is of decreasing utility as an explanatory construct and that an expanded and revised theory of intelligence is needed that can reconcile traditional conceptions of intelligence with new data and perspectives on fluid cognition. Certainly what this reconciliation will look like remains to be seen. However, it may be that much of the information necessary for the endeavor is currently available. In particular, although researchers have been somewhat less than enthusiastic about the moderate correlation between the general factor and measures of inspection time and reaction time (IT/RT), it may be that these relations tell an important part of the story. Given the presence of sociological and neurobiological influences on fluid cognition and the similarity of fluid cognition to general intelligence, IT/RT measures, as indicators of general speediness and faster, more efficient brains, may be what \( g \) as traditionally conceived is really all about. Such a conclusion for \( g \) may be more modest than many may have hoped for, but if correct, the result could lead one to contemplate a complex set of associations among multiple variables relating to neural efficiency, neural structure, emotion, stress, and experience. Such a complex model, although in need of further theoretical underpinnings and empirical support, may perhaps be able to adequately account for the seemingly all-encompassing nature of general intelligence, as traditionally conceived. To some extent, it would seem that the general factor as conceptualized over the past 100 years or more has simply proven too monolithic in its current form to be of continued scientific value. This of course in no way changes the fact that the construct embodies a great deal of what matters most in the study of human behavior. Indeed, it suggests that if the construct as it is currently known is beginning to fade into the scientific sunset, it certainly isn’t going with a bang, but neither is it going
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